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FrOm the editOr: 

Pages Galore, and a Whole Lot More

Hands-free chicken picker gets 
‘em spankin’ clean in 20 seconds!

Features:
   • Tough, UV-stabilized, food-grade, plastic   
     tub and housing
   • 1 HP motor, 10:1 speed reducer 
   • Spray ring to wash feathers away
   • Feather chute for tidy work area

www.featherman.net
PO Box 62, Jamesport, MO 64648

660/684-6035 email to:info@featherman.net

ONLY  $975!

“Scalder, cones, & other equipment available”

  Ask about the “Set-Up Special”

elaine Belanger

L
ate winter offers us a time to relax and 
slow down after the busy holidays. 
Now is the time to snuggle in front 

of the fireplace and read a good book. It 
also offers us a time to plan for spring: 
the chance to design the garden plot, the 
flowerbeds, and the most exciting part, 
deciding what new birds to add to the 
flock. 

With this in mind, Backyard Poultry 
is pleased to provide this huge 84-page 
issue, loaded with articles to guide you in 
your poultry plans. 

Included in this issue is an article from 
Don Schrider, providing a great resource to 
find detailed information on many chicken 
breeds. See page 30, “Getting the Facts on 
Chicken Breeds.” If you are considering 
a more unusual breed of poultry, we offer 
articles on emus, peafowl and quail, all 
worthy poultry in their own right. 

Gail Damerow offers up planning tips 
when building or purchasing your poultry 
housing (page 22) and Doris Robinson 
gives kids plenty of showmanship advice 
(page 64). 

To round out the youth portion of this 
issue, we are pleased to have several ar-
ticles written by kids: The quail article on 
page 44 is written by 17-year-old Carlos 
Vega, “Parts of a Chicken,” page 68, is 
provided by 10-year-old Jacob Nagel, 
and Julian Kindermann, age 8, gives us 
his viewpoint on the pleasures of raising 
chickens on page 76. 

We continue sharing the winning sto-
ries from the Gertrude McCluck Writing 
Contest on page 70, and round out the 
“Just for Fun” section with a story from 
Judy Horton, of the Down Home Ranch. 
Judy and her husband Jerry operate a 
non-profit ranch for people with Down 
syndrome. Caring for the chickens is 
high on the list for the ranchers, as they 
have learned what we all know—keeping 
chickens is fun.

We’ve also filled our pages with 
advertisers offering their wares—from 
chicks to housing, from feeders to treats—
everything you need to properly care for 
your poultry. We encourage you to contact 

the hatcheries for catalogs offering every 
breed you could imagine. Most of these 
catalogs are also filled with helpful advice 
on breed traits and personalities. 

Many of the hatcheries also offer their 
catalog online—instant gratification in-
deed. One of my favorite online catalogs is 
Murray McMurray’s 100-page interactive 
catalog, with hundreds of breed photos, 
and descriptions, see page 9 for more. 
MyPetChicken.com is another online 
guide filled with useful pages including a 
chicken breed selector tool, a chicken care 
guide, and a “Just for Fun” section, see 
page 84. Other great online sites include 
Stromberg’s, with articles such as “The 
Care of Baby Chicks, Ducks, & Geese” 
and  “A Glossary of Poultry and Waterfowl 
Terms,” see page 79. Speaking of water-
fowl, check out Metzer Farm’s website, 
containing detailed stories on waterfowl 
management, nutritional needs, health 
concerns and how to care for goslings and 
ducklings, see page 11.

But don’t stop there, other great cata-
logs can be ordered from these pages such 
as Foy’s Pet Supplies. Foy’s owner, Jerry 
Gagne, packs this 150+ page catalog with 
tips on feeding, health and management is-
sues. Randall Burkey’s writer Byron Parker 
has been regaling us with poultry humor 
for several years now, but I can guarantee 
you will find lots of useful products in their 
catalog. See page 3. 

Consider ordering a catalog from the 
hatchery nearest your home. Many local 
hatcheries can guide you to the breed that is 
right for you. For best response, don’t wait 
until the busy spring season to seek guid-
ance, as they are truly busy during those 
times, and can offer the best assistance 
while the chicks are still being laid!  

Once you’ve chosen your birds, look 
through the magazine to find a great 
variety of coops, feed options, and equip-
ment. When ordering, tell them Backyard 
Poultry sent you!  

Once you get all those catalogs or-
dered, don’t forget to order your copy of 
our new book, For the Love of Poultry, a 
Backyard Poultry Anthology. With that 
book in hand, you will really be ready for 
the new flock. See page 17 for details.
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letters: Do you have something
to crow about?

We want to hear from you. Send questions, comments,
 opinions, advice, coming events, etc. to: 

Backyard Poultry Editor, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451 or 
e-mail: byp@tds.net 

Mangels and Chard Both Great 
Winter Feeds for Poultry
I second Jeannette Beranger’s rec-

ommendation of mangels as an easy-
to-grow crop for poultry (December 
2010/January 2011 issue). As she notes, 
mangels are an especially valuable feed 
in winter, not only because fresh feeds 
are scarce then, but for the “entertain-
ment” value as the chickens busily pick 
the big roots apart.

Readers who want to try mangels 
should note as well that, once the plants 
are well started, it is possible to pick off 
the lower leaves for feeding the flock—
geese and ducks as well as chickens love 
them. The remaining leaves quickly size 
up, ready for another picking, and the 
roots continue to grow.

Remember that chard, another fast-
growing and productive crop, is simply 
another variant of the same species, Beta 
vulgaris. Its leaves are equally relished 
by poultry, and it responds as quickly 
with new growth following successive 
pickings (for both the flock and our 
own table).

Harvey Ussery, northern Virginia

Numerous feed articles by Harvey 
can be found on the Backyard Poultry 
website’s library: www.backyardpoul-
trymag.com/library and on Harvey’s 
website:www.themodernhomestead.us. 
—Ed.

Readers Offer Additional 
Chicken Treat Suggestions

I’m writing in response to last issue’s 
request for details on what is offered as 
chicken treats. Here’s mine: I finally 
found a use for the dozens of zucchini 
that I end up with every summer—you 
know, the ones that are baseball bat sized, 
or the ones you really need to throw away 
but just can’t stand to waste? Well, chick-
ens love them! Every day I slice up one 
or two, and the chickens come running 
from every which way and fight over 

who gets the best piece. It makes me feel 
better about “throwing them away,” since 
they’re going to a good cause!

Laura Hetrick via e-mail

While I make sure my “girls” are 
getting 90% of their daily rations from a 
quality layer feed, I do give them treats. 
I have vegetables and fruits growing in 
my yard, so share my bounty on days 
that I pick and harvest. Their favorites 
go beyond the garden to the grocery 
store and in-house bakery. If anything 
of the following is too large, I spoil my 
girls by cutting up their fruit, bread and 
vegetables.

The list of treats includes any kind 
of berries, yogurt, “real” cheese (not 
processed cheese), cottage cheese, any 
leftover bread; dry oatmeal; peas; corn; 
tomatoes, and beans, whether green, 
red or brown from the garden or frozen, 
cabbage (we drill a hole in a cabbage 
and hang it on a string from their swing 
which normally has a bell on it), shrimp 
tails, leftover fish, rices, pineapple core 
and peels, and flax seeds. 

Rarely they get a little leftover pork 
or beef and once got blood sausage that 
we didn’t like, but they loved. They 
also love scratch feed from the local 
farm store and tomato horn worms. I 
hack leftover pumpkins in half, remove 
and bake the seeds a bit, put the seeds 
back into the pumpkin halves and serve 
them up.

 Lyn Lombard, New Hampshire

Our chicken’s favorite treat is banan-
as. Of course, they also enjoy squash/
pumpkin (softened in the microwave), 
cucumbers, apples, berries, and the 
occasional mealworms. The sound of 
scratch rattling around in a plastic con-
tainer brings them running every time. 
Yes, our 10 laying ladies are spoiled 
and they reward us with 8-10 eggs each 
day!

Joan Desorda, Vermont

This is my first year for having 
chickens, and I’ve enjoyed the Back-
yard Poultry magazine that was a gift 
from my father back when I got my 
first chicks.

I enjoy giving my chicks (well, they 
are now hens) treats. During the summer 
months they dined on an assortment of 
freshly pulled weeds. Come fall, I knew 
the weeds would not be so abundant, so I 
planted them a little garden of their own. 
We live in Oregon, which has fairly mild 
winters, albeit wet ones. I planted kale, 
Swiss chard, mustard, and other winter 
hardy vegetables. I trim a few leaves off 
the plants (keeping the plants alive to 
grow more), and give them a tossed salad 
of sorts to pick through.

Another treat I give them daily is pop-
corn. This started as simply getting rid of 
some older kernels from my pantry. I use 
my microwave popper, using no oil, and 
pop them a batch of popcorn every morn-
ing. When I go to gather eggs by noon, I 
bring them their salad and popcorn, and 
everybody has a chance at the treats. I 
have 17 chickens, and even the shy ones 
dart in for their nibble.

Jeannine Ross, Oregon

Thanks for the news that chickens 
love yogurt. My birds love wild bird seed 
mix even more.

Irina Gronborg, California

Jeannine Ross offers her birds popcorn 
nearly every day, and even the shy 
chickens dart in for a bite.
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Feeding Chickens Meat 
Scraps/Potato Peels

I have heard conflicting answers 
about what I should or should not feed 
my chickens regarding table scraps. 
Some say no meat scraps and another 
suggests that raw potato peels are hard on 
the bird’s digestion. What is correct? 

Meat scraps are an interesting thing. If 
you go back 60 years or so, you won’t find 
a chicken ration that didn’t contain meat 
scraps. It was considered an essential part 
of the diet. A free-ranging chicken will ea-
gerly eat mice if they can catch them. The 
recent scares with BSE, or “mad cow dis-
ease” have caused people to be concerned 
about giving any animal products. If people 
don’t want to feed animal products, that’s 
up to them, but there’s no real evidence of a 
problem with it. A chicken’s digestive tract 
is really that of an omnivore, so they can 
digest it just fine.

Potato peels are usually avoided, 
especially if they are green, because 
they can contain solanine. Potatoes are 
a member of the night shade family, but 
they contain much less of this toxin (so-
lanine) than other members of the family 
do. Still, when potatoes turn green, that’s 

• Chicks • Turkeys • Ducklings 
• Goslings • Guineas 

• Gamebirds • Bantams  
• Equipment • Books
Call 717-365-3694

www.hoffmanhatchery.com
PO Box 129BP
Gratz, PA 17030

FREE 
CATALOG!!
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a sign that they may contain more of the 
toxin, and should be avoided.

For the most part, chickens should 
be able to eat any table scraps that are 
from food we eat but, of course, be care-
ful not to feed spoiled material. Another 
concern is that a lot of these scraps will 
spoil quickly, so don’t feed more than 
what they will clean up quickly.

Finally, most commercial diets are 
balanced to be the complete feed for the 
bird. Feeding scraps can dilute some 
nutrients, so if you’re concerned about 
optimum growth or egg production, you 
may want to limit the scraps. If you’re not 

so concerned about optimum production, 
you don’t have to worry so much.

Ron Kean, the Answer Man

USDA’s 2011 Healthy Birds 
Calendar Offers Helpful Tips 

to Poultry Owners
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 

(USDA) 2011 Backyard Biosecurity calen-

We ship anywhere! We ship anywhere! 

Get your personalized quote today at  Get your personalized quote today at  
www.modestomilling.com/bpmag.htmlwww.modestomilling.com/bpmag.html
or 800-897-9740.

Happy birds start with healthy feed appy birds start with healthy feed appy birds start with healthy feed 
and supplements. and supplements. 

Modesto Milling sells certified organic feeds, Modesto Milling sells certified organic feeds, Modesto Milling sells certified organic feeds, 
minerals and supplements that promote the minerals and supplements that promote the minerals and supplements that promote the 
well-being of your prized feathered friends.well-being of your prized feathered friends.well-being of your prized feathered friends.

Our unique formulations have evolved over  Our unique formulations have evolved over  Our unique formulations have evolved over  
decades to meet the dietary and energy decades to meet the dietary and energy decades to meet the dietary and energy 
needs of birds during the various stages of  needs of birds during the various stages of  needs of birds during the various stages of  
their lives. their lives. 

M
O

DESTO MILLING

M
O

DESTO MILLING

O R G A NIC FEE DO R G A NIC FEE D

Certified Organic Feed & Supplements

I N T R O D U C I N G

A complete line of outdoor products including:
Pocket Reference Guides on Hunting, Survival and
Outdoor Cooking  •  Knives  •  Seasonings and
Outdoor Cooking Essentials  •  Survival Gear

protoolindustries.net
800-708-5191BP

AT LAST! A traditional
deer hunter’s knife.
Durable 4.5” ash handle with 4”
drop point blade.  Made from
select 1095 high carbon
steel. Full tang design
by J. Wayne Fears.
Leather sheath
Rc 58

• Holds edge
• Easy to sharpen
• Man-size handle

with leather thong
• The deer knife you’ve

always wanted
• Made in USA

$79.95
+ S&H The 

USDA’s 
free 
2011 
calendar 
is filled with wonderful photos like these, 
as well as monthly hints and advice. as well as monthly hints and advice. 
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A huge heart-felt “thank A huge heart-felt “thank 
you” must go out to all our you” must go out to all our 
supporters who have been supporters who have been 
knitting like crazy for our knitting like crazy for our 
latest arrivals of battery hens latest arrivals of battery hens 
at Raystede. They arrived at at Raystede. They arrived at 
the Centre in October from the Centre in October from 
the RSPCA and their apthe RSPCA and their ap--
pearance was shocking, with pearance was shocking, with 
many of them completely many of them completely 
featherless. With the winter featherless. With the winter 
fast approaching, we called fast approaching, we called 
on our crafty supporters, who on our crafty supporters, who 
have been knitting jackets, have been knitting jackets, 
or “chickinis” to keep the or “chickinis” to keep the 
hens warm through the cold hens warm through the cold 
weather. And with all this weather. And with all this 
snow, we are so grateful to snow, we are so grateful to 
the quick response we saw.the quick response we saw.

Sanctuary Supervisor, Sanctuary Supervisor, 
Wendy Holford said, “The Wendy Holford said, “The 

girls we rescued were really in a terrible state when girls we rescued were really in a terrible state when 
they arrived at Raystede. They had spent 72 weeks they arrived at Raystede. They had spent 72 weeks 
of their lives cooped up in cages, no bigger than of their lives cooped up in cages, no bigger than 
a piece of paper. They had been “de-beaked” to a piece of paper. They had been “de-beaked” to 
minimise harm to other chickens and they had never minimise harm to other chickens and they had never 
before seen daylight. But now, they are enjoying the before seen daylight. But now, they are enjoying the 
freedom of the sanctuary at Raystede and are startfreedom of the sanctuary at Raystede and are start--
ing to act like real hens again. I cannot get over the ing to act like real hens again. I cannot get over the 
kindness of those people who have knitted jumpers kindness of those people who have knitted jumpers 
for the girls.”for the girls.”

For further information please visit Raystede CenFor further information please visit Raystede Cen--
tre for Animal Welfare, www.raystede.org.tre for Animal Welfare, www.raystede.org.

arOund the WOrld: east sussex, united KingdOm: 

The sweaters are shown The sweaters are shown 
to the chicken before to the chicken before 
they are “dressed.”they are “dressed.”

Volunteers Knit Sweaters for Battery Hens

RARE. BEAUTIFUL. FASCINATING.
CHICKENS FOR THE DISCERNING HOBBYIST.
SWEDISH FLOWER HENS • HEDEMORA • SUSSEX • ORPINGTONS

www.greenfirefarms.com

• Welcome packet
• Care and feeding brochure

• Annual educational seminars
• Be in touch with other guinea fowl 

owners and experts.

$20 membership - Benefits include:

www.guineafowlinternational.org

Guinea Fowl International
2812 FM 987 • Kaufman, TX 75142

2010 is the year to join!

dar features colorful chickens and turkeys, 
as well as ducks, parrots and some grand 
geese among a 12-month spread of domes-
tic, wild and exotic birds. It also includes 
monthly hints on how to take care of your 
birds and keep them free from disease. And, 
it’s free! Just log onto http://healthybirds.
aphis.usda.gov to order yours.

Many of the birds gracing the pages 
of this year’s calendar were selected from 
winning photos submitted to USDA’s Ani-
mal and Plant Health Inspection Service’s 
“Favorite Bird” photo contest. They were 
chosen from nearly 400 entries. 

In addition to vivid photos and text 
in English and Spanish, the Biosecurity 
For Birds mascot, Healthy Harry, doles 

out advice throughout the calendar. He 
demonstrates simple steps bird owners 
can take to help keep their birds disease 
free. 

The Biosecurity For Birds campaign 
started in 2004 following the outbreak of 
deadly exotic Newcastle disease (END) 
in 2002-2003. It began in a backyard 
flock and cost the states and Federal 
government more than $160 million to 
eradicate in California and other Western 
states, making it one of the largest animal 
disease outbreaks in the United States in 
30 years.

More information on protecting and 
caring for backyard poultry can be found 
at http://healthybirds.aphis.usda.gov.

These sweaters were sewn by volunteers for These sweaters were sewn by volunteers for 
chickens that had been used for mass production chickens that had been used for mass production 
egg laying, then released to the Raystede Centre egg laying, then released to the Raystede Centre 
for Animal Welfare.for Animal Welfare.
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gail damerOW

Grain Bag Rebate
Happily, here in western Pennsyl-

vania we can buy pellets in paper bags. 
We do. Our dealer sells scratch grain in 
plastic bags — but takes them back for 
20 cents apiece!

And this past summer, during a trip 
to the beach, we found another neat use. 
We have a canopy, 10x12. It needs to be 
weighted down. Four 50-lb bags, folded 

flat, took no space. Filled with 40 lb. of 
sand apiece, they held the canopy through a 
blustery Virginia Beach week in August.

We will buy no feed in plastic bags 
that are not recyclable.

Denny & Maryellen Bonavita
Pennsylvania

It’s been a long while since I heard of 
a feed dealer giving rebates for returned 
sacks. Decades ago livestock feed came in 
burlap bags, which you could return (for 
25 cents each, if I remember right) if the 
bags were clean and had no holes in them. 
My family didn’t always return the bags, 
and sometimes we’d visit the feed store 
to buy an empty bag, because my mother 
and grandmother used them for hooking 
rugs. Most of the decorative patterns they 
hooked were inspired by greeting cards, but 
one time my mother hooked the red check-
erboard pattern printed on a Purina feed 
sack, which hangs on my wall today.

Some time during the 1960s, I believe 
it was, returnable sacks were discontin-
ued as being unsanitary and a good way 
to spread diseases from one farm to an-
other. The feed I bought then, from a mill other. The feed I bought then, from a mill 

near where I was living at the time, came 
in plain cotton bags. I saved every one 
of those sacks and they have furnished 
me with a lifetime supply of dishtowels. 
Over the years I have occasionally pulled 
a fresh sack out of the stack to sew myself 
a blouse or a pair of shorts, and last 
summer when my old chicken butchering 
apron fell apart I made a new one from 
one of those handy cotton sacks.

More on Plastic Feed Bags

Cotton feed sacks were soon replaced 
by paper, and it took me quite some time 
to find suitable uses for those, other than 
for collecting trash. Eventually I hit on the 
idea of using them as brooder liners and 
now (since plastic has replaced paper) I’m 
sorry I didn’t save more of them.

You are lucky your dealer will take back 
the plastic bags, and give you a rebate to 
boot. Many dealers don’t want the bother. 
Most, if not all, of the major feed suppli-
ers now pack in plastic, but some of the 
smaller mills still use paper. My feed dealer 
has promised to collect labels from such 
sources so I can analyze my options. 

Gail
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Tainted Poly Bags
I just finished reading the Backyard 

Poultry article in the Dec. 2010/Jan. 2011 
issue: “Readers Weigh In on Plastic Feed 
Bags.” You have several readers telling 
how inventive they are with these sacks. 
These bags are painted probably with 
the same lead-containing paint used in 
the recently recalled brightly decorated 
grocery/shopping bags made exactly the 
same, and have the same risk (especially 
to home sewers) of shedding lead and 
other harmful molecules when the bags 
shred, are cut, or otherwise dismembered. 
This recall was obviously done after your 
publishing date for this issue/article.

I would no more feed any of my 
animals or chickens from these tainted 
bags than I would eat the bags myself. 
If the lead in the paints is sufficient to 
raise alarm for children and adults, what 
about poultry and chicks, and eggs for 
human consumption? There are other 
feed brands than Purina; switch. We use 
Southern States feed, which thankfully 
still comes in paper bags. If the dealers/
feed stores are caught in the middle be-
tween customers demanding the stores 
take back empty plastic sacks, and Purina 
refusing them, it doesn’t help the situa-
tion. What helps is when Purina finds that 
people are not buying the bags at all.

Maybe Purina is willing to switch to 
polypropylene sacks without the unsafe 
printing, but I doubt it. I also doubt they 
are participating in the recall of bags with 
the lead-containing paint jobs. There’s 
not been a whisper of it happening at area 
feed stores, here in northwestern North 
Carolina. Thanks, Purina, for turning me 
on to Southern States feed! 

Constance French
North Carolina

Unfortunately the news media never 
give us the full story, so we have no idea 
who manufactured those recalled shop-
ping bags. Lead tainted bags obviously 
come from offshore, as lead based paint 
is no longer allowed for household use 
in the United States. But a lot of manu-
facturers in this country make poly sacks, 
so we are in the dark as to where each 
feed manufacturer obtains its bags. Coin-
cident with the shopping bag recall, one 
Chinese manufacturer of “woven poly 
animal feed bag” suspended sales due 
to “some problem.” 

From what little I have been able to 
gather on the subject, the reusable gro-

Samples obtained from two Purina Layena 
bags, one pink and one blue, remained 
clear and transparent, indicating both 
bags are lead free.

The Abotex lead test kit includes indicator 
solution (right), swabs that are cut in half 
for dipping into the solution, a test tube 
(left) for testing the sample, and a step-by-
step instruction sheet.

Samples containing leachable lead will turn yellow, brown, or black; the darker the 
color, the greater the amount of lead the sample contains. This color chart comes with 
the lead test kit to show approximate lead content based on sample color.

The paint sample from the pink Purina 
Layena bag (right) peeled right off; 
the blue sample adhered to the bag so 
a snip out of the bag had to be used as 
the sample. After the photo was taken 
the samples were flipped over to fully 
immerse the paint side in white vinegar 
for the requisite 24 hours.

cery bag recall is not so much a product 
safety issue as a disposal issue: If the lead 
tainted bags are not properly disposed 
of — for instance tossed into the landfill 
— the lead could accumulate and seep 
into the groundwater. You have to wonder 
what “proper disposal” entails, as well 
as what happens to the lead if these bags 
are recycled.

At any rate, the recall involves non 
woven poly bags. Nevertheless, the 
alarming thought that polywoven feed 
sacks could possibly contain lead is 
worth looking into. One option would be 
to contact each feed manufacturer and 
ask, assuming they’d know the answer 
and be willing to say.

I chose a different route: I ordered 
an Abotex lead test kit (www.leadinspec-
tor.com; 800-268-lead), which comes 
in three sizes for testing 8, 24, or 100 
samples. I chose the smaller kit at a cost 
of $18.98 including shipping, and used 
it to test paint samples from two Purina 
Layena bags, a blue one and a pink one. 
Interestingly, the pink paint peeled right 
off, but I had trouble getting a blue paint 
sample so I took a snip out of the bag. I 
immersed the samples in white vinegar 
for 24 hours, as instructed, then com-

bined each with the furnished indicator 
solution (which contains sodium sulfuret 
— phew! it smells like rotten egg).

Had either paint sample contained 
leachable lead, the sample would have 
changed color according to a furnished 
color chart. Both samples remained 
clear and transparent, indicating they 
contained no leachable lead. So we can 
safely assume polywoven feed sacks, at 
least those from Purina, are lead free. 

Gail
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Making a reusable shopping bag 
from a polywoven feed sack 
takes about an hour. Begin by 

cutting off the bottom of the feed sack, 
giving you an open ended bag body mea-
suring about 20 inches high, depending 
on how you want the design centered on 
the finished bag.

Set your sewing machine for long 
stitches, no fewer than about 8 per inch 
(#8 on the stitch adjuster). You may also 
need to adjust your tension. A polywoven 
feed sack is pretty stiff; sewing one takes 
some getting used to.

The bottom of your bag will come 
from the cut-off bottom of the original 
feed sack. Pull the string from the sack 
bottom (with the bottom between your 
knees, stitched side upward, and the label 
to your right, pick at the strings on both 
sides until they pull free). Cut open the 
sack bottom at the seam along the back, 
then measure and cut a rectangular piece 
for the bottom of your bag.

To determine the size, measure the 
front of your bag from corner fold to 
corner fold and add one inch. Then 
measure the side from corner to corner 
and add one inch. Cut a rectangle of 
those two dimensions. For a 50 pound 
sack of Purina Layena, the measurement 
would be 16 inches by 6-1/2 inches. To 
help you cut this piece straight, follow 
the weave visible on the reverse (not 
printed) side.

Turn the bag inside out and pin the 
bottom along the front and back (long 
sides), using the feed sack’s original folds 
as a guide for the corners; then pin the 
sides and stitch the bottom all the way 
around. If you want to be fancy and create 
a boxier bottom, you could instead pin 
and stitch the bottom from the outside of 
the bag (rightside out), then bind off the 
seam with double-fold bias tape.

A rigid bottom will make your 
shopping bag less saggy. Cut a piece of 
sturdy cardboard a little smaller than the 
bottom of your bag; for this project the 
cardboard would be about 14 inches by 5 
inches. Use the cardboard as is, or make 
it moisture resistant by covering it with 
a scrap cut from the left-over part of the 
feed sack, taped in place with shipping 
tape or duct tape.

With the bag still inside out, fold over 
the top 5 inches, then fold it under to cre-
ate a 2-1/2 inch hem at the top, and stitch 
it down. The double layer will give you a 
sturdy base for stitching on the handles.

For handles you could use nylon or 
polyester webbing from a defunct back-
pack, or purchase webbing (also called 
belting) from a harness shop, or purchase 
webbing or wide twill tape at a fabric 
outlet. If you have a piece long enough 
(about 8 feet), sew it together to make a 
continous loop and use it like a sling to 
support the bottom of your bag. Sew the 
handles at the top, as far as your sewing 
machine will reach, then hand stitch or 
spot tack the rest of the way around.

If you don’t have anything handy to 
repurpose for handles, and you don’t feel 
like spending money to buy something, 
make your handles from a second feed sack. 
Pull the bottom strings from the second 
sack and cut a 2-inch strip along one fold 
(giving you a strip that, when unfolded, is 
4 inches wide and 32 inches long). Fold 
the two outside edges to the inside and sew 
along both edges, ending up with a 1 inch 
wide, 32 inch long strap. Cut the strap in 
half and, with the bag turned rightside out, 
sew on the two halves for handles.

You now have an attractive, roomy, 
sturdy bag to hold groceries, poultry sup-
plies, fireplace kindling, or anything else 
you might want to carry around.

Turn a Polywoven Feed Sack 
Into a Reusable Shopping Bag

Step One: Cut a feed sack about 20 
inches from the top, preserving as much 
of the design as you like.

Step Two: Measure and cut a rectan-
gular bottom from the left over piece of 
feed sack and pin it in place.

Step Three: Stitch the bottom all 
the way around; to improve rigidity, cut 
a piece of stiff cardboard to fit into the 
bottom of the bag.

Step Four: With the bag still inside 
out, fold back the top 5 inches.

Step Five: Fold the top again to cre-
ate a 2-1/2 inch hem and stitch it down.
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Step Six: From a second feed sack cut 
a 2-inch strip along one fold (unfolded, 
the strip will be 4 inches wide by 32 
inches long).

Step Seven: Fold in the two outside 
edges to create a 1 inch wide strap, and 
stitch along both sides.

Step Eight: Cut the strap in half. With the bag rightside out, sew on the Cut the strap in half. With the bag rightside out, sew on the 
two halves for handles.two halves for handles.

There are poultry books on coops, breeds, health and feed. Now there is a book There are poultry books on coops, breeds, health and feed. Now there is a book 
from the editors of from the editors of Backyard PoultryBackyard Poultry covering all that—and more! covering all that—and more!

A Backyard Poultry Anthology—The First YearA Backyard Poultry Anthology—The First Year

A Backyard Poultry Anthology
The First Year

For the Love of
Poultry

This complete collection of articles and photos from the first year of This complete collection of articles and photos from the first year of Backyard PoultryBackyard Poultry touches  touches 
on every topic of interest to the poultry fancier and backyard breeder, sometimes in great detail, on every topic of interest to the poultry fancier and backyard breeder, sometimes in great detail, 
sometimes not so much, but always mindful of your love of poultry.sometimes not so much, but always mindful of your love of poultry.

This 320-page, 8-1/2 x 11 book contains articles from more than 30 writers, including renowned This 320-page, 8-1/2 x 11 book contains articles from more than 30 writers, including renowned 
poultry expert and author Gail Damerow, homesteading guru Harvey Ussery and University of poultry expert and author Gail Damerow, homesteading guru Harvey Ussery and University of 
Wisconsin’s top poultry specialist, Ron Kean. Enjoy spending a few minutes—or a few hours—as Wisconsin’s top poultry specialist, Ron Kean. Enjoy spending a few minutes—or a few hours—as 
they share their knowledge.they share their knowledge.
Learn about...
3 Chickens, Turkeys, Waterfowl andChickens, Turkeys, Waterfowl and
 Other Poultry Breeds Other Poultry Breeds
3 Introducing New Birds to the FlockIntroducing New Birds to the Flock
3 Stopping PredatorsStopping Predators
3 Layer Problems (and Solutions)Layer Problems (and Solutions)
3 Coop Ideas and DesignsCoop Ideas and Designs
3 Financial OpportunitiesFinancial Opportunities
3 Keeping Your Birds HealthyKeeping Your Birds Healthy
3 Homegrown FeedsHomegrown Feeds
3 Managing Poultry on PastureManaging Poultry on Pasture
3 Curing & Smoking PoultryCuring & Smoking Poultry
3 Working with Broody HensWorking with Broody Hens
3 Marketing to RestaurantsMarketing to Restaurants
3 Youth Poultry ProgramsYouth Poultry Programs
3 Chick CareChick Care

and much, much more!and much, much more!

Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip ___________________________________________________________________

Yes, send me ______ copies ofYes, send me ______ copies ofYes, For the Love of Poultry for only
$19.95 each plus $3.50 s/h per order.

m Payment enclosed m Charge my credit card
Visa/MC/AMEX/DISC #_________________________________Exp._______

Backyard Poultry Bookstore • 145 Industrial Drive • Medford, WI 54451
Or order toll free: 800-551-5691 or online at www.backyardpoultrymag.com

mail to:

Order Your Copy Today!Order Your Copy Today!qqqq

3Yes,3Yes,33

Phone:__________________________________________________________________________ 

qqqq

For the Love of Poultry!
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cOming events:
If you have a poultry-related event, send details 60 days in advance 

and we’ll include it in this listing. Send to: Coming Events, Backyard 
Poultry, 145 Industrial Dr. Medford, WI 54451 or e-mail:byp@tds. net

For additional show listings, see http://poultrybookstore.com/

HERITAGE POULTRY
Intensive Workshops

Friday, March 4
 Asheville, North Carolina

Friday, April 1
Great Falls, Montana

We are excited to provide this ad-
vanced teaching for those who are raising 
standard bred poultry for sustainable farm-
ing, marketing, exhibition and preservation. 
During this day-long intensive workshop 
you will learn how to properly identify 
heritage poultry breeds; how to select for 
meat qualities and rate of growth; how to 
select for egg production; how to select 
your ongoing breeding stock; and learn the 
basics of genetics and breeding. All this will 
be done on a model farm and will include 
live breeds of standard-bred poultry. 

One of the highlights of the day will be 
the lunch that will include the cooking of 
heritage poultry. These intensive “on farm” 
workshops are being hosted by Calpoly’s 
Sustainable Agriculture Research Con-
sortium, Central Coast Heritage Poultry 

Martin Ave., Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
Setup Fri. 4 – 9 p.m. Blood testing and 

other guidelines required by USDA: All 
poultry, gamebirds and waterfowl over 4 
months of age will require a copy of VS 9 – 
3 or equivalent form. Testing within 90 days 
of swap. Out of state sellers need a copy of 
NPIP 9-3 or Vet. Certification for Animals 
(pigeons and cage birds exempt). Due to 
requirements by the Dept. of Agriculture no 
turkeys or hoof stock permitted.

Admission $ 3.00; Ages 17 and under 
free

$10.00 seller fee for non members. 
Reserved spaces 2 x 6 ft. $5.00; tables 
$3.00; chairs 50¢. We reserve the right to 
refuse dirty or crowded cages

Swap info. contact: Website; wbagba.
org, Jim Bleuer, 1756 E Scott St., Omro, 
WI 54963; Phone: 920-379-6188 or 920-
685-6553.

Everyone welcome!

COOPTASTIC!
2011 Theme: Eggs & Meat Chickens 

March 26, 2011
Delaware State Fairgrounds

Harrington, Delaware 
This educational conference is dedi-

cated only to small and backyard poultry 
flocks. A day of education, displays, and 
vendors that cater strictly to those who 
have, or wish to start, a flock of chickens. 
Come see Andy Schneider, The Chicken 
Whisperer, live and in person. He will be 
broadcasting his radio show live! 

Enter the Egg Judging Contest, Hen 
Dress Review, or the Mid-Atlantic 4-H 
Avian Bowl Challenge. Come learn more 
about your flock; see good designs of mul-
tiple coops (both mobile and stationary), 
learn how to make improvements to your 
flock’s management, see beautiful works 
of poultry and egg art, and meet a Poultry 
Diagnostician.

Join us Saturday, March 26, 2011, 
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Dover 
Building, Delaware State Fairgrounds, Har-
rington, Delaware. 

Fees: $10/adult, $5/child and $40/
vendor (proceeds will benefit Delaware 
4-H Poultry).

To see event details please visit www.
cooptastic.bravehost.com or contact Dr. 
Brigid McCrea at (302) 857-6432 for a 
brochure or more detailed information. 

Sponsored by Delaware State Univer-
sity Cooperative Extension.

Central Illinois Poultry Club 13th
Annual Spring Show

Saturday, May 7th 
Expo Gardens
Peoria, Illinois

 Special meets. New this year is a Pi-
geon show. For more information, contact 
Randy or Pem Jackson: 815-488-5200 
or 815-303-7192, or Steve Gerdes 309-
399-7403.

Growers, Carolina Farm Stewardship 
Association, Organic Growers School and 
the Montana Poultry Growers Cooperative. 
They will be taught by Sustainable Poultry 
Specialist, Jim Adkins and other qualified 
instructors. 

Friday, March 4, 2011, Asheville, 
North Carol ina:  Register onl ine— 
www.organicgrowerschool.org 

F r i d a y,  A p r i l  1 ,  2 0 11 ,  G r e a t 
Falls, Montana: For registration call 
209-890-5326 

For more information contact the Cen-
ter for Poultry. Call 209-890-5326 or email 
centre4poultry@aol.com. 

37th Annual Wisconsin Bird & Game 
Breeders Association’s Spring Swap 

March 12, 2011
Fond du Lac County Fairgrounds 

Expo Center
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

Join us on Saturday, March 12, 2011, 
from 6:30 a.m. - Noon at the Fond du Lac 
County Fairgrounds Expo Center, 601 
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AMERICAS LARGEST PHEASANT FARM

MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc.
Janesville, Wisconsin 53546  • Est. 1929

www.pheasant.com
chicksales@pheasant.com

Chinese Ringneck
Manchurian Ringneck

Kansas Ringneck
Melanistic Mutant

Chukar/Redleg Partridge 
Available!

Hen Chicks 500+.....29¢ Each
800-345-8348

Over 
1.4 Million

Hatched 
In 2010

National Delivery...
Guaranteed!

HENS • STRAIGHT RUN • COCKS
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sPPa neWs:

dr. charles r.h. everett

sPPa secretary/treasurer

Tips on Breeding

Free DVD & Info kit
1-800-366-6268 
www.mantisxptiller.com/0015

TT110015       ©2011 Schiller Grounds Care, Inc.    

Tiller/CulTivaTor

MORE POWER - MORE WIDTH

P Easy to Use! - Lightweight 
(Just 34 lbs) and Maneuverable

P Get more done in Less Time
16" width is wider than most 
mini-tillers

P   Powerful 35cc 4-cycle Engine
from Honda has the power to
tackle hard soil and tough clay

P   Easily converts to a powerful
lawn dethatcher in minutes! 
(with optional attachment)

P One-Year MOneY-Back
nO-HassLe GuaranTee

The Mantis® XP Tiller
Extra Performance from One

Easy-to-Use Machine

CONSUMER
WARRANTY

TT110015_Layout 1  11/3/10  10:35 AM  Page 1

It is hatching time at the Everett 
house. I hope by now you have 
your breed-pens set up and those 

hens are laying well for you too. Many 
are fairly new to breeding chickens. 
Here are a few general points to keep 

in mind especially when considering 
rare stock:

1. Putting a rooster and hen together is 
not breeding. There is more to good animal 
husbandry than the happenstance propaga-
tion of a species. Good breeding skills begin 
with research. There are several different 
breeding techniques that can be utilized to 
fit your flock including single mating, flock 
mating, rolling mating or family mating. 
Before you decide on a particular technique 
there are other things to consider.

2.Vigour, vitality and longevity 
should always come first when making 
up your breeding pens. Never use a sick 
bird in a breeding pen. As a matter of 
fact, I never utilize a bird that has been 
sick and recovered in my breed pens. One 
person I spoke with recently said that she 
always used recovery birds. This is a mis-
take. In any flock, you will have birds that 
die from sickness, birds that recover from 
sickness, and birds that don’t develop any 
signs of sickness. It is that last group you 

want to utilize. There immune system 
is more robust. You want to do the best 
you can to insure that your flock in the 
future is strong and healthy. Of course, 
that involves good management, but it 
also involves good genetics.

3. The old breeds of fowl often 
have limited gene pools. This means 
that many of the best flocks across the 
country are related to one another. This 
can pose some problems for the breeder. 
Even though the flocks may be related 
the selection processes of the breeders 
will not be exactly the same though they 
breed to the same standard. Additionally, 
some breeds of fowl holdup better under 
inbreeding than do others. 

4. Avoid breeding two birds with 
the same fault. You may use a superior 
bird that has one or two faults, but do 
not mate this bird with a bird that has a 
similar fault. If you do, you’ll be setting 
this fault in your line of birds and will not 
be able to get it out without an outcross 
to another line.

5. Each year try to accomplish only one 
or two things. For example, let’s say your 
birds are smaller than they should be, but 
have basically good type. This year you 
want to see the size of your birds increase. 
You know that it is easier to gain size using 
a larger hen. So, you choose your largest 
hen to head up the breeding pen and mate 
her to your largest cock. If you try to ac-
complish too much in one year you will 
generally find yourself with a mess.

6. Attend any local poultry shows. 
These are great places to network with 
more experienced breeds and to obtain 
additional stock. This year the mother 
of all shows, the Crossroads Show, will 
be held again in Indianapolis on October 
28-30, 2011. If you want to obtain good 
stock and meet the breeders, that is the 
place to be!

I hope these hints have been helpful to 
each of you. If you’d like to sharpen your 
skills as a breeder then joining the Society 
for the Preservation of Poultry Antiqui-
ties is a step in the right direction. Within 
the Society you will discover some of 
the most well-known poultry breeders 
in North America. You can join today by 
mailing $15 to Dr. Charles Everett, 1057 
Nick Watts Rd., Lugoff, SC 29078. With 
your membership dues you will receive 
the new 2011-12 Breeders Directory and 
Quarterly Bulletins. Make sure when you 
send in your dues that you list your cur-
rent mailing address.
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Feed them like they’re your family.

Nutrena NatureWise Chick Ad
Client: Cargill Animal Nutrition
Agency: Boost, Inc.
Publication: Backyard Poultry
Insertion Date: Feb/March 2011
Trim Size: 8.25 x 10.875”  Color: CMYK with full bleed

For more information about NatureWise®   visit www.NutrenaNatureWise.com
©2011 Cargill, Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

Introducing Nutrena® NatureWise®.
Because good nutrition matters for them too.
You want to provide the best care possible for 
your poultry. The best choice for natural, optimum 
nutrition is found in new, improved NatureWise®   
feeds. Backed by 85 years of world-class poultry 
expertise, you can count on NatureWise®   feeds to 
nourish your � ock.

NatureWise®.
Feeding your fl ock. Feeding your family.
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gail damerOW

Every now and then someone will 
ask me where they can get plans for 
the ideal chicken coop. When I tell 

them there’s no such thing, I get a shocked 
look. People have been keeping chickens 
for millennia, right? Right. So you’d think 
by now someone would have designed the 
perfect chicken coop, right? Wrong.

A coop’s design depends on a lot of 
different factors including: How many 
chickens in the flock, now and in the 
future? What breed? On what kind of 
terrain will the coop be built? What’s the 
climate like? Are we starting from scratch 
or retrofitting an existing structure?

The ideal chicken coop is not a spe-
cific plan but a set of features that may be 
incorporated into just about any structure. 
So let’s look at what those features are.

Coop Size
How big your chicken coop should be 

depends on how many chickens you plan 
to house and their breed. Bigger chickens, 
of course, need more space and some 
breeds are naturally more active than 
others. Adequate space allows chickens 
to engage in normal behavior, minimizes 
stress, and helps prevent health and be-
havioral problems. The more room your 
chickens have, the healthier and more 
content they’ll be. Given adequate space, 
the lowest birds in the peck order will 
have an easier time of it; if you have 
more than one rooster, each will gather 
his own group of hens in separate areas, 
and they’ll all be less apt to fight.

The minimum space requirements 
shown in the accompanying chart are the 
least amount of indoor space chickens 
should have when they can’t or won’t 
go outside for an extended period of 
time. Even in the best climate, chickens 
may sometimes prefer to remain indoors 
because of rain, snow, extreme cold, ex-
treme heat, or heavy wind. Furthermore, 

a flock that never has access to an outside 
run needs more space than a flock that 
can come and go as it pleases. 

Given a well-maintained yard, chick-
ens that spend most of their time out-
doors, coming in mainly at night to 
roost, do quite nicely with less space. 
To encourage chickens to spend most 
of their daytime hours outdoors, even in 
poor weather, give them a covered area 
adjoining the coop where they can loll 
out of rain, wind, and sun. Encouraging 
your chickens to stay out in the fresh air 
has two advantages: they will be healthier 
and their shelter will stay clean longer.

Pop Hole & Ramp
The chicken-size door is called a pop 

hole. Chickens love to sit on the pop-hole 
ledge, surveying the outside world. When 
one chicken is occupying that perch, none 
of the others can get in or out. For that 
reason some people prefer a wide pop hole 
so the birds can quickly enter their shelter 
in case of an aerial attack. But a single-
chicken pop hole reduces drafts, keeps out 
critters such as large dogs and small goats, 
and may easily be set up to close automati-
cally at nightfall and open at dawn.

A pop hole is made by cutting a flap 
into the wall and hinging the flap at the 
bottom so it opens downward as a ramp 
for the birds to get in and out. A good 
size single-chicken pop hole is 10 inches 
wide by 13 inches high; for really large 
chickens 12 by 14 would be better. With 
an automatically closing door, you have 
to size the opening to fit the mechanism. 
If you don’t have automatic closure, the 
flap needs a secure latch so you can fasten 
it shut each evening to keep out predators 
after your chickens have gone to roost.

Cut the pop hole high enough to 
accommodate a good depth of bedding 
inside the coop. With litter in place, the 
pop hole sill should be about 9 inches 
above the litter. Chickens will hop up 
onto the sill to get in and out. If they have 

trouble reaching the pop hole (which 
might happen when birds are young or 
the litter is not as deep as allowed for), 
add a step, which could be nothing more 
complicated than a concrete block placed 
at the pop hole opening.

Air Flow
Confining chickens without proper 

ventilation carries the risk of respiratory 
illness as a result of ammonia from drop-
pings plus dust from litter and shed skin 
and feathers. On the other hand, totally 
confining chickens in a coop with good 
ventilation and properly managed litter 
can be more healthful than letting them run 
in a yard covered with mud and manure. 
The more time chickens spend indoors, the 
more important ventilation becomes.

Compared to other animals, chickens 
have a high respiration rate, causing them 
to use up available oxygen quickly while 
at the same time releasing large amounts 
of carbon dioxide, heat, and moisture. 
As a result, chickens are susceptible to 
respiratory problems. Stale air inside 
the coop makes a bad situation worse, 
because airborne disease-carrying micro-
organisms quickly become concentrated. 
Ventilation therefore serves several es-
sential functions:

* Supplies oxygen-laden fresh air
* Removes heat released during 

breathing
* Removes moisture (released during 

breathing and evaporated from drop-
pings)

* Removes carbon dioxide released 
during breathing

* Removes ammonia evaporated 
from droppings

* Removes dust particles suspended 
in the air

* Dilutes airborne disease-causing 
organisms

Ventilation holes near the ceiling 
along the south and north walls give 
warm, moist air a place to escape. Drop-
down covers, hinged at the bottom and 
latched at the top, let you open or close 
vents as the weather dictates. If you’re 
afraid you’ll forget, use temperature-
controlled foundation vents with slats that 
open and close automatically.

During winter weather, not only 

The “Ideal” Chicken Coop

Coop Space per Chicken
with outdoor access no outdoor access

Heavy Breed 4 sq ft 10 sq ft
Light Breed 3 sq ft 7.5 sq ft
Bantam 2 sq ft 5 sq ft
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curtain to shield the nests from light.
A rail just below the nest entrance 

gives hens a place to land and check out 
the nest before entering, to make sure it 
isn’t already occupied. But don’t put the 
rail so close to the nest that a chicken 
roosting on it will fill the nest with drop-
pings. For most chickens the rail should 
be no closer than 8 inches from the edge 
of the nest.

A 4-inch high sill along the bottom 
front edge of each nest prevents eggs 
from rolling out and holds in nesting 
material. Pad the nests with soft clean 
bedding and change it as often as neces-
sary to keep eggs clean and unbroken.

A 45-degree sloped roof above the 
nests will keep birds from roosting on top. 
An alternative plan is to build nests to jut 
outside the coop, and provide egg-gather-
ing access from outside. The advantages 
to this setup are: the chickens can’t roost 
on top of the nests; they’ll have more floor 
space indoors; and you’ll be able to collect 
eggs without entering the coop.

Roosting Bars
Wild chickens roost in trees. Many of 

our domestic breeds are too heavy to fly 
up as high as a tree limb but they still like 
to perch off the ground. You can make a 
perch from an old ladder or anything else 
strong enough to hold chickens and rough 
enough for them to grip, but without 
being so splintery it injures their feet. If 
you use lumber, round off the corners so 

Ventilation versus Draft
So you want good ventilation without incurring a draft. Isn’t that a contradic-

tion? Not at all. Ventilation involves a steady air exchange whereby stale air goes 
out and fresh air comes in. But unlike a draft, ventilation doesn’t necessarily mean 
stirring up a breeze.

To determine if your coop is properly ventilated, use your nose and eyes. If you 
smell ammonia fumes and you see cobwebs accumulating, the ventilation needs 
improvement.

To detect a draft, hold out a strip of survey tape or a length of toilet paper as you 
move around the coop, pausing quietly at various spots for a few seconds to see if the 
tape moves while you’re standing still. Raise your arm to check for overhead drafts, 
especially at roost height, and squat to check for drafts at chicken height. If the tape 
moves while you are still, you have a draft, and the direction the tape blows shows 
you where the draft is coming from. A draft may be a welcome cooling breeze in hot 
weather, but in cold weather can cause your birds to chill and suffer frostbite.

These nests are attached to the wall, with a rail in front of each row so a hen can walk 
down the rail to find an unoccupied nest. The sloped top keeps chickens from roosting 
over the nests; you can see where various chickens have attempted to land there and 
disturbed the inevitable accumulation of hen house dust. Expansion of the original layer 
flock necessitated additional nests, provided by repurposing storage crates (also known 
as milk crates). Photos by Gail Damerow

Farm,” by Joy E. Cressler, August/Sep-
tember 2009 issue. This article is also 
available online at www.backyardpoul-
trymag.com. —Ed.)

A good nest size for Leghorn-size lay-
ers is 12 inches wide by 14 inches high by 
12 inches deep. For heavier breeds, make 
the nests 14 inches wide by 14 inches 
high by 12 inches deep. For bantams, a 
good size is 10 inches wide by 12 inches 
high by 10 inches deep.

Place nests on the ground until your 
pullets get accustomed to using them, 
then raise the nests 18 to 20 inches off the 
ground by firmly attaching them to the 
wall. Raised nests discourage chickens 
from scratching in them and dirtying or 
breaking eggs. Further discourage non-
laying activity by placing nests on the 
darkest wall of your coop or hanging a 

must you provide good ventilation, 
but you also have to worry about cold 
drafts. Close the ventilation holes on 
the north side, keeping the holes on the 
south side open unless the weather turns 
bitter cold.

In warm weather cross-ventilation 
keeps chickens cool and removes mois-
ture. The warmer the air, the more mois-
ture it can hold. During the summer open 
all the vents and open windows on the 
north and south walls.

Ventilation may be further increased 
by leaving the people-size door open dur-
ing the day. If you don’t like the idea of 
leaving the big door wide open, install a 
screen door and replace the window screen 
wire with half-inch hardware cloth. Unlike 
hardware cloth, standard window screen-
ing rapidly accumulates poultry dust that 
blocks air flow and does not hold up well 
when chickens try to fly through it.

Laying Nests
Nest boxes encourage your hens to lay 

their eggs where you can find them and 
where the eggs will stay clean and unbro-
ken. Furnish at least one nest for every four 
to five hens in your flock. The better the 
hens are at laying, the more nests you’ll 
need to keep those waiting in line from 
giving up and laying on the floor.

Nests may be homemade or bought 
ready-built. Wooden or metal nests are 
available from a number of sources. Do 
an internet keyword search for “chicken 
nests.” Even if you don’t plan to buy your 
nests, you can get lots of ideas for build-
ing your own. If your flock consists of a 
few pet chickens, a repurposed item such 
as a small animal carrier or a covered cat 
sandbox makes a handy and easy-to-clean 
nest. (For more homemade nest box ideas 
see “Top 10 Nest Box Ideas Around the 
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your chickens can wrap their toes around 
it. Dowels or pipes of any sort (metal or 
plastic) do not make good roosts; they’re 
too smooth for chickens to grasp firmly. 
Given a choice, chickens prefer to roost 
on something flat.

The perch for regular-size chickens 
should be 2 by 2, and for bantams no less 
than 1 by 2. Allow 8 inches of perching 
space for each chicken, 10 inches for the 
larger breeds. Make the perch readily 
removable so the droppings below can be 
cleared away easily; but fasten it securely 
so it, and your sleeping chickens, won’t 
come crashing down.

If one perch doesn’t offer enough 
roosting space for your number of birds, 
install additional roosts. Place them 
2 feet above the floor and at least 18 
inches from the nearest parallel wall, 
and 18 inches apart. The roosts can be 
all the same height, but if floor space is 
limited, arranging them in stair-step or 
ladder fashion saves space. In that case, 
space them 12 inches apart vertically and 
horizontally, so your chickens can easily 
hop from one level to the next.

Feed & Water Stations
Figuring out how best to arrange nests, 

roosts, feeders, drinkers, and supplements 
hoppers in relation to each other, to the 
pop hole, and to the people-size door is 
the biggest challenge in designing the ideal 
chicken coop. Chickens need to have easy 
access to feed, water, and any supplements 
you might provide (including soluble and 
insoluble grit). The feed and water stations 
need to be positioned far enough from the 
roosting area that they won’t get bombed 
by sleeping chickens. And you need to 
have ready access to them so you can 
regularly clean and fill them.

Drinkers come in various sizes and 
styles that set on the floor, hang from 
the ceiling, or attach to a wall. Provide 
enough waterers so at least one-third of 
your birds can drink at the same time. 
Even if you have so few chickens that 
one drinking station would be adequate, 
furnish at least two, spaced well apart, to 
ensure that all chickens can get a drink 
without fighting or being chased away.

Additional waterers outside the shel-
ter encourage chickens to spend more 
time outdoors and are absolutely neces-
sary during hot weather. To calculate 
how much water you need to provide 
daily, figure that on average each chicken 
drinks between 1 and 2 cups of water a 

day. Exactly how much a chicken drinks 
depends on such factors as:

* Age — chickens drink more as they 
get older.

* If they’re laying — layers drink 
twice as much as nonlayers.

* Temperature — chickens drink two 
to four times more in hot weather

* Time of day — chickens drink the 
most at dawn and dusk.

To make drinking easy and minimize 
contamination, position waterers so the top 
edge is the height of the birds’ backs. Make 
sure the surface is level so water won’t drip 
out and create an unhealthful mess.

For floor model drinkers that are too 
heavy to hang, and for a drinker placed 
outdoors, build a wooden frame and 
staple hardware cloth on one side to cre-
ate a platform. Set the platform on a bed 
of sand or gravel and place the drinker on 
top. The chickens will then have to hop 
up onto the platform to get a drink, and 
any spills will fall through the hardware 
cloth into the sand or gravel.

Feeders, like drinkers, come in vari-
ous sizes and styles — including floor 
models, hanging units, and wall mounts 
— and should be of sufficient numbers 
that at least one-third of your chickens 
can eat at the same time. As a general 
rule, allow each mature chicken at least 
1.5 inches of space around a tube feeder 
or 1 inch of space along a trough feeder. If 
the trough is accessible from both sides, 
count both sides in your calculation; for 
example, an 18-inch trough has 36 inches 
of feeder space. Even if one feeder would 
be enough for your flock, furnish at least 
two to ensure weaker birds don’t get 
chased away by the bullies. 

Placing feeders inside the shelter keeps 
feed from getting wet, but encourages 
chickens to spend more time indoors. 
Placing feeders under a covered outdoor 
area keeps feed out of the sun and rain and 
encourages the flock to spend more time in 

fresh air. But outdoor feeders attract wild 
birds, especially sparrows and starlings, 
and leaving a full feeder in the open over-
night invites pilfering by opossums and 
other wildlife unless the outdoor run is 
entirely enclosed including overhead.

Hoppers for supplements should 
be conveniently placed where you will 
check them often and refill them as need-
ed. A simple and relatively inexpensive 
supplements hopper is a solid-bottom 
rabbit feeder attached to the coop wall 
(the solid bottom is important to note, 
as some rabbit feeders have a screened 
bottom, called a sifter). If you use several 
hoppers for different supplements, and 
you have children or chicken sitters as 
helpers, avoid any possibility of confu-
sion by using an indelible marker to write 
on the front of each hopper what type of 
supplement it is for.

Lights and Heat
Not all chicken coops are wired for 

electricity, but as long as we’re build-
ing the ideal coop, let’s include lights 
and wall-plugs. Unless you are properly 
trained and qualified, hire a professional 
to install electrical wiring. Please don’t 
run an extension cord from the house or 
garage; that’s unsafe.

Since the environment inside a chick-
en shelter can be corrosive, weatherproof 
electrical fixtures designed for outdoor 
use are more reliable and will last longer 
than those used inside a home. Run all 

Minimize Fighting
If you have more than one rooster, 

furnish at least one feeding station and 
one drinking station per rooster. Each 
cock will then have his own station to 
gather his hens around without having 
to first chase away some other cock 
and his harem. Fighting will be reduced 
even further if the stations are so ar-
ranged that a cock and his group needn’t 
pass through an occupied station to get 
to one that is not occupied. 

A solid-bottom rabbit feeder makes a 
dandy supplements hopper. To attach a 
rabbit feeder to the wall, bend the bail 
back and up, tape the bail in place with 
electrical or duct tape, and use the bail’s 
crooks on each side to screw the hopper to 
the wall at the height of the hens’ backs. 
Since the lid hinges at the front, the bail 
must be bent slightly back to give you a 
little clearance from the wall so you can 
open and refill the hopper.
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wires through plastic or metal conduit so 
chickens and rodents can’t chew through 
them and cause a short or fire. Be sure to 
glue all conduit joints to prevent sagging 
and keep out insects.

Lights let you extend the laying sea-
son into winter, and are certainly more 
convenient than carrying a flashlight 
when you do evening chores after dark. 
During foul weather or gloomy days, in-
door bright lights encourage normal avian 
activities such as eating and dust bathing. 
But don’t fill the entire coop with bright 
lights. Install low lights or provide for a 
darkened area near nests to encourage 
your hens to lay there, and over perches 
so your birds can rest undisturbed.

A security light outside the shelter 
will help deter predators and thieves and 
is handy during nighttime emergencies. 
If you use light-activated automatic door 
closers, orient the security light so it 
won’t fall on the pop hole door sensor, or 
opt instead for a door on a timer.

Wall plugs are handy for using a shop 
vac to clean out cobwebs, plugging in wa-
ter heaters during freezing weather, and 
providing heat as necessary to keep your 
chickens comfortable in cold weather. 
However, don’t be too quick to heat up 
your coop, which can be unhealthful. 
Chickens become acclimated to cold and 
can do quite nicely in winter weather, 
provided they can get out of the icy wind. 
And while roosting overnight a modest-
size flock generates enough body heat 
to keep individual members sufficiently 
warm. A little extra warmth might be 
needed, however, for young chickens, a 
flock that’s too small to generate enough 
body warmth for the size of its housing, 
and certain breeds include Naked Neck 
and Silkies that are not equipped to 
handle really cold weather.

So there you have all the elements 
for the ideal coop. All you have to do is 
put them together to suit yourself and the 
needs of your flock.

Gail Damerow has been the leading 
expert on poultry since her first book on 
raising chickens was published in 1976. 
She is the author of the recently updated 
and revised classic Storey’s Guide to 
Raising Chickens, 3rd edition, along 
with these other books available from 
our bookstore on page 61: The Chicken 
Health Handbook, Your Chickens, Barn-
yard in Your Backyard, and Fences for 
Pasture & Garden. 
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In late 2009, Jeff Troutman, a senior at the University of n late 2009, Jeff Troutman, a senior at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder’s School of Architecture and Planning, Colorado at Boulder’s School of Architecture and Planning, 
was searching for a unique design project for school. One of was searching for a unique design project for school. One of 

Troutman’s professors had backyard hens, and suggested he look Troutman’s professors had backyard hens, and suggested he look 
at designing a chicken coop. Disappointed by the lack of modern at designing a chicken coop. Disappointed by the lack of modern 
coops, Troutman set out to design an affordable, functional backcoops, Troutman set out to design an affordable, functional back-
yard chicken coop that would be visually appealing enough to be yard chicken coop that would be visually appealing enough to be 
in a museum. Three months later, Troutman’s chicken coop was in a museum. Three months later, Troutman’s chicken coop was 
on display in the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art. on display in the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art. 

Many people at the exhibit opening were interested in buying Many people at the exhibit opening were interested in buying 
the coop. The prototype had turned out great, but the coop itself the coop. The prototype had turned out great, but the coop itself 
wasn’t quite ready for production and needed to be tested and wasn’t quite ready for production and needed to be tested and 
streamlined. Since then Troutman and I, an Environmental Engistreamlined. Since then Troutman and I, an Environmental Engi-

neering student at the University of Colorado, have been working neering student at the University of Colorado, have been working 
to enhance the coop through both architectural and engineering to enhance the coop through both architectural and engineering 
approaches. For eight months we were continually drawing, buildapproaches. For eight months we were continually drawing, build-
ing, and testing. We solicited feedback from experts, amateurs, ing, and testing. We solicited feedback from experts, amateurs, 
and everyone in between. Over time, we created a chicken coop and everyone in between. Over time, we created a chicken coop 
that we’re excited and confident about selling to customers. In that we’re excited and confident about selling to customers. In 
May 2010 we started a formal business called Colorado Chicken May 2010 we started a formal business called Colorado Chicken 
Coops and are now selling the coops online.

Troutman’s first coop was on display at the Boulder Museum of Troutman’s first coop was on display at the Boulder Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Boulder, Colorado. The coop received a lot Contemporary Art in Boulder, Colorado. The coop received a lot 
of interest, and led to the formation of Colorado Chicken Coops.of interest, and led to the formation of Colorado Chicken Coops.

This flat-pack diagram 
shows individual parts 
as they arrive in the flat 
shipping package, with 
assembled unit at lower 
right.Colorado Chicken Coops’ co-founders Jeff Troutman (left) and Colorado Chicken Coops’ co-founders Jeff Troutman (left) and 

Eric Millinger (right) with one of their coops on a farm near Eric Millinger (right) with one of their coops on a farm near 
Boulder, Colorado.

A Modern Chicken Coop

Balancing the Design
Designing coops for customers is very different than designDesigning coops for customers is very different than design-

ing one for your own backyard. Durability and hen comfort are ing one for your own backyard. Durability and hen comfort are 
major considerations, though low material and shipping costs major considerations, though low material and shipping costs 
are equally important. These forces must balance in a shelter are equally important. These forces must balance in a shelter 
that hens will love and owners will love to have. 

Our chicken coop is cut from plywood through a process Our chicken coop is cut from plywood through a process 
known as digital fabrication. The coop is first designed with known as digital fabrication. The coop is first designed with 
CAD (Computer Aided Design) software. The digital coop CAD (Computer Aided Design) software. The digital coop 
file is sent to an automated machine called a CNC (Computer file is sent to an automated machine called a CNC (Computer 
Numerically Controlled) router. The CNC router makes precise Numerically Controlled) router. The CNC router makes precise 
cuts in the plywood and the result is a ready to assemble chicken cuts in the plywood and the result is a ready to assemble chicken 
coop that flat-packs for easy shipping to your home.

The Specs
Dimensions:
• 37" x 37" coop floor
• 15" x 15" lofted nest box
• 37" long, 2" x 2" roost
• 7' x 3.5' run (expandable modules)

Determining how many hens a chicken coop can hold varies Determining how many hens a chicken coop can hold varies 
based on breed and owner preference. In general, a good coop based on breed and owner preference. In general, a good coop 
should have at least 2-3 sq. ft. of floor space per bird. The 37" should have at least 2-3 sq. ft. of floor space per bird. The 37" 
x 37" coop floor results in 3.2 sq. ft. for three hens, and 2.4 sq. x 37" coop floor results in 3.2 sq. ft. for three hens, and 2.4 sq. 
ft. per hen for four hens. 

Student Entrepreneurs Start Chicken Coop Company
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Two examples of the coop complete with run extention.

Assembling the frame before the coop panels can be put together. 
All parts that come in contact with the ground are cedar, as any 
type of plywood will rot when touching the ground. 

Just as assembly of the coop is easy, removing the roost, nest box 
base (shown), and coop floor makes maintenance a breeze.

Experts estimate anywhere from 6-12 inches of roost space 
per bird. The 37" roost leaves 12.3 inches for three hens, and 
9.3 inches for four hens.

A run must be large enough to comfortably contain the 
birds through the seasons. Larger size runs take up a bit more 
room but can be more enjoyable to have. By having a portion 
of the run extend underneath the coop, snow is blocked from 
covering the ground.

Materials: 
• ½" thick MDO (Medium Density Overlay) plywood
• Cedar 2" x 2"
• Cedar shorts
• Galvanized metal hardware
• Galvanized welded-wire hardware cloth

MDO plywood makes up the body of the coop and is strong 
and structural through tough weather. This is the same type of 
plywood used for outdoor signs. The wood also incorporates 
only minimal use of polyurethane for durability. The material 
can be purchased at local lumberyards and can cost upwards 
of $50 for a 4' x 8' sheet. 

Cedar, a strong and weather resistant wood, is used wher-
ever contact is made with the ground. Nearly all plywood will 
deteriorate over time if in contact with the ground, so cedar is 

a good alternative. The cedar 2" x 2" posts comprise the frame 
to support the body of the coop and the shorts are used where 
the run contacts the ground. 

Galvanized metal hardware is important to the longevity of 
the coop. Many brackets and bolts can be purchased at local 
hardware stores. Barrel bolt latches are ideal for coop doors 
because they are predator-proof. Corner brackets and L brackets 
are used to secure the coop body and run frame. 

For the run fencing, 19-gauge welded-wire hardware cloth 
provides the best security against predators. This strong fencing 
is made from galvanized steel and is secured to the run frame 
with a series of screws and washers. This method holds up 
better than staples and over time will make a difference in the 
run’s safety and security. 

Coop Features
 Predator-safe hen door
 Convenient egg and access doors
 Optimized ventilation
 Winter wind block option
 Removable components

The hen door provides security from predators without 
any locks or latches. The system utilizes a wooden push/
pull bar, from which the door can open and close without 
ever having to enter the coop or run yourself. To open, the 
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Wind-blocks made of plexiglass are simply 
clamped to the frame, creating a full seal 
around the vents for those cold, windy 
nights.

A peek inside the Colorado Chicken Coop 
shows the nest box and roost.

bar must be pulled at an angle parallel 
with the door, easy for people to ma-
neuver but difficult for predators. Two 
aluminum channels are used for the 
slide mechanism and require no main-
tenance. A small wooden block on the 
inside of the coop prevents predators 
from pushing the door open.

Adequate ventilation is important for 
both the health and comfort of your hens. 
Drafts are caused by air moving across a 
living space as opposed to above it, and 
vents located near the top of the coop 
help eliminate drafts. Ample ventilation 
is vital to prevent overheating in the sum-
mer months.

For the winter months, wind protec-
tion may be needed. This will depend 
largely on your climate and the hen 
breeds. Plexiglas inserts are great wind 
blocks because they seal off the vents 
while allowing plenty of natural sunlight 
to enter the coop.

Having removable components can 
be an advantage when it comes to clean-
ing. The coop floor, nest box, and roost 
can all be easily removed without any 
tools.

An exterior 
access door 
to the nest 

box provides 
easy egg 

collection.

SWEETER HEATER 
 BROODERS - CHICKEN COOPS – HEN HOUSES

ADVANTAGES
• Energy efficient • Trouble free• No hot spot 
• Will not burn • Improves circulation • Lower 

stress • Improved comfort • Natural • Easily 
sanitized by washing with disinfectant
• No bulbs to break • No fire hazard

Visit http://www.sweeterheater.com 
to order/information. 

The 4' x 4' run can be purchased as an 
add-on to the coop.

Required for Assembly:
• Power drill or Phillips screwdriver
• 1 or 2 people

One advantage of buying a coop over 
building your own is the accelerated as-
sembly process. The Colorado Chicken 
Coop takes about 45 minutes to assemble 
out of the box with only one person. 
Provided instructions and online videos 
also simplify the process. 

Moving Forward
As two entrepreneurial-minded ar-

chitecture and engineering students, we 
are continually learning about chicken 
coops, design, and business. Customer 
feedback has been crucial to our success 
so far, helping us to further improve 
the coop design and evolve in today’s 
markets. 

The Colorado Chicken Coop is now 
for sale and available online. The coop 
starts at $699 (plus shipping), and can 
be customized based on several options 
including color and run-size. For more 
information call 860-748-1248 or visit 
www.ColoradoChickenCoops.com.

EGG CARTON
SOURCE

www.eggcartonsource.com
America’s Best Source for Egg Cartons

Use coupon code “BYP11” for 10% Off till 2-28-11
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There is a renaissance of interest in 
keeping backyard poultry. Every 
day more people decide to add 

chickens to their life. The most common 
question for these people is “Which breed 
is right for me?” The answer is not a 
one-size-fits-all response, but rather, to 
be accurate, is one that needs to consider 
the people, region, desired products and 
farming style.

Some things to ask yourself before 
getting the chickens are: What do I want 
the chickens to do? Lay eggs? If so, what 
color? Produce meat? Do I want a breed 
that likes to scratch a lot, or one that 
scratches very little? Do I prefer a calm 
breed or an active breed? How much space 
and how much freedom can I allow my 
chickens? What is the weather like in my 
region? Hot and humid? Extremely cold 
winters? What type of pens will I use for 
my chickens? Do I want a breed that will 
raise its own offspring? Do I want to help 
save a very rare breed? Which breeds 
do I find most attractive? The answer to 
these questions will help you make the 
best breed choice for yourself. But where, 
you may now be asking, can I go for good 
reliable information on chicken breeds to 
compare with my answers?

The American Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy (ALBC) has enlisted my 
help to update and complete its chicken 
breed profiles. Utilizing an extensive 
library of historical poultry literature and 
the experiences of various breeders of 
poultry, ALBC is compiling profiles of 
breeds that include such information as 
historic production rates, breed regional 
adaptations, modern and historic markets 
for breed products, breed personality and 
suitability for various production sys-
tems. The completed profiles represent a 
time consuming task of documenting the 
history and the characteristics for each 
of the 54 chicken breeds on the ALBC 
Conservation Priority List.

This effort has yielded many inter-
esting facts. Did you know that Sultan 
chickens are originally from Turkey and 
were kept in the gardens of the Sultans? 

In Turkey they were called “Serai Taook” 
which translates as “Palace Fowl” or 
“Sultan’s Fowl.” According to legend, 
they were used as living ornaments in 
the gardens of Sultans. It is interesting 
to note that the first Sultans to reach 
England, surprisingly, were found to do 
less damage to grass runs than would be 
expected of a Cochin or Brahma chicken. 
Perhaps an ideal chicken breed for a small 
yard with a garden?

Buckeye chickens are the only Ameri-
can chicken breed entirely created by a 

woman — Mrs. Nettie Metcalf of War-
ren, Ohio, in 1896. The name “Buckeye” 
refers to the similarity in color of these 
red chickens with that of a buckeye nut, 
and, of course, Ohio being the “Buckeye 
State.” Buckeyes are noted as being the 
most active of the American class of 
chickens — not surprising since Mrs. 
Metcalf set out to create a breed that 
would not be lazy, but rather would work 
to earn its keep. As a result, Buckeye 
chickens produce very dark, dark-meat 
sections when processed — very dark 
meat represents fast-twitch muscle, just 
as it does in wild game. Highly adaptable, 
Buckeye chickens are an excellent breed 
choice for areas with very cold winters. 

(Learn more about the Buckeye 
chicken in the Dec. 2009/Jan. 2010 issue 
or online at www.backyardpoultrymag.
com, then choose the “library” egg. 
Many other breed articles can also be 
found in this online library.— Ed.)

Beautiful and fluffy, Faverolles 
chickens certainly rank high for the 
“cuteness” factor. But behind this breed 
is a history founded on production. The 
Faverolles chicken breed was created 
with a mind to meat production and the 
production of winter eggs to supply the 
Paris market. During the 1900s this breed 
was considered the best French chicken 
breed yet produced; quite an achieve-
ment considering the French have long 
paid a great deal of attention to meat and 
egg production in their chicken breeds. 
Faverolles chickens arrived in America 
about 1901 and the breed was met with 
much enthusiasm. Faverolles hens make 
excellent sitters and the breed does quite 
well in cool climates.

The true aristocrat of the poultry 
world is the Spanish chicken. While 
flighty as chicks, the adult chickens 
hold themselves much as Spanish Dons 
 —often striking a pose: head up, one 
foot forward, calm. What sets this breed 
apart is the tremendously long white 
earlobes and white faces. One thinks of 
the “melting faces” of Spanish chickens 
and the artist Salvador Dali comes to 
mind. But Spanish chickens predate this 
artist considerably — being ancient and 
of unknown lineage. The breed came to 
America from Holland in 1825. It was 
widely popular for its ability to lay a 
very large number of very large white 
eggs. Not suited to Northern regions, the 
Spanish chicken is a great choice for hot 
and humid climates.

Chicken Breeds

The Buckeye chicken is the only American 
breed created by a woman. Nettie Metcalf, 
Ohio, wanted a hard-working breed. 
The Buckeye is a good breed choice for 
climates with harsh winters. Photo by 
Jeannette Beranger/ALBC

The stunning Sultan chickens originated 
in Turkey, and according to legend, were 
used as living ornaments in Sultans’ 
gardens. Photo by Cynthia Smith, 
Washington

Getting the Facts on
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The Faverolle chicken breed was created 
to supply a Paris market with meat and 
winter eggs. They are broody and winter-
hardy. Photo by Jeannette Beranger/
ALBC

Need more help? Contact the American 
Livestock Breeds Conservancy at: P.O. Box 
477, Pittsboro, NC 27312, 919-542-5704, 
or email albc@albc-usa.org. Their Program 
and Technical Support staff can help you 
pick a breed and their annual Breeders 
and Products Directory can help you find 
a source of quality stock. Abstracts for 
the chicken breeds are posted on ALBC’s 
website. Simply visit www.albc-usa.org 
and click on the “Breed Information” but-
ton on the left of the page. 

The Spanish chicken, with a striking white 
face and earlobes, came to America from 
Holland in 1825. Not suited for winter 
temperatures, it is a great breed option 
for hot, humid climates. Photo by Dyanna 
Byers, California

Don Schrider is a nationally recognized 
poultry breeder and expert. He has written 
for publications such as Backyard Poultry, 
Countryside and Small Stock Journal, 
Mother Earth News, Poultry Press, and 
the newsletter and poultry resources of the 
American Livestock Breeds Conservancy. 

Text © Don Schrider, 2011. All rights 
reserved.

The American Livestock Breeds Conser-
vancy (ALBC) is a nonprofit membership 
organization working to protect over 150 
breeds of livestock and poultry from extinc-
tion. For more information visit www.albc-
usa.org or see their ad on page 58.
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chairman, aBa PuBlicity cOmmittee

 american Bantam assOciatiOn

 WilliamstOWn, KentucKy

Silkies are a breed of bantam 
chicken that is enormously popular 
today with a broad spectrum of 

poultry fanciers, from the experienced 
breeder who exhibits their birds, to the 
4-H Cloverbud who is just getting into 
chickens. Their unusual feathers give 
them a fluffy feel and appearance, and 
their big poufy crests make them ir-
resistible to just about all but the most 
hardened of breeders.

Silkies originated in Asia, most likely 
in China, but their specific source is 
shrouded in history. It is said that Marco 
Polo wrote about them as early as the 
1400s, describing chickens with fur-like 
plumage he came across in his Asian trav-
els. I know for sure that there were Silkies 

in China during the time before the Boxer 
Rebellion, as my great-grandfather’s 
brother in-law brought some back with 
him. (Those were the days when you 
didn’t have to jump through so many 
hoops to import birds!)

They are one of the first breeds of 
chicken to have been admitted to the 
APA Standard of Perfection, in 1874 
(the first year it was published.) Early 
photos of them compared with images 
we have now show how modern breeders 
have worked hard to improve their type, 
crests are much bigger, bodies rounder, 
and fluff fluffier! 

Silkies are an unusual breed of poul-
try in that they have black skin and flesh, 
a characteristic not found in other breeds. 
Asian cultures consider soup and other 
dishes made of their flesh to be highly 
curative of disease, and there has been 
a recent increase in interest in culinary 
circles for using the birds in high-end 
restaurants. But most of us like Silkies 
because of their appealing appearance, 
and their other good qualities. 

Silkies are very docile and calm. They 
make wonderful birds for youngsters, and 
are relatively easy to care for, although 
they do have some special requirements if 
you are going to exhibit them at shows. As 
well, they are somewhat fragile, and don’t 
do well in conditions that other, more hardy 
birds can handle. They should be kept in-
doors or in a very secure draft-free pen over 
the winter, preferably with a well-ventilated 
heat source. Because they have five toes 
on each foot, with feathers on the outer 
two, and feathered shanks, they need to be 
kept in a pen that has its shavings changed 
regularly, or dirt will crust up in their toes 
and become very difficult to remove. 

If you decide you are going to show 
your Silkies, and are working with white 
or light colors, you must be very careful 
to keep your birds clean. Some Silkies 
have the annoying habit of getting their 

crests wet when they drink out of normal 
water cups, and then getting food stuck 
in the wet crest. Once their feathers are 
stained it can be impossible to get them 
white again. 

Some breeders have cleverly discov-
ered that they can use hair styling tape 
to keep their birds’ crests clean. This 
also allows the birds to see better, and 
they seem to enjoy the freedom the tape 
allows. Other breeders use special bottle 
waterers to make sure their birds can only 
get their beaks in the water, keeping their 
crests clean and dry.

Silkie hens make excellent broodies 
and mothers, and are prized for being 
willing to hatch eggs from other breeds. 
Many people prefer to use Silkies to 
incubate chicks rather than an incubator; 
they’re known to “hatch rocks!” How-
ever, being so very inclined to broodiness 
means they are not the best of layers, so 
if you’re looking for a bird to lay an egg 
every day for 200 or more days, Silkies 
might not be the best choice for you.

But for most people, Silkies are an 
irresistible bird, and many of us have 

Silkies are notorious for their broodiness, 
and are very good mothers and foster 
parents. This is a Gray Silkie hen.

Bantam Silkie chickens have some unusual 
characteristics all of their own including 5 
toes and feathered shanks, black skin and 
flesh, and beautiful blue earlobes, as seen 
on this Columbian Silkie. Photos by Donna 
McCormick, www.BluegrassBantams.
com.

This Silkie cockerel shows the tight walnut 
comb of the breed. Comb and wattles 
should be a deep mulberry color. 

Silkies
The Furry, Five-Toed

Bantam Chicken
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The most common colors for Silkies are black and white. What a striking contrast!

Other colors in Donna’s pen include, left 
to right: Calico, Partridge, and Charcoal.

tried our hands at breeding them at least 
once. They are readily available from a 
number of hatcheries, or you can contact 
the American Silkie Bantam Club via 
their website at http://www.american-

There’s no doubt about it, Silkies start out as cute fluffy balls of feathers, and stay that 
way their entire lives.

A Gray Silkie pullet.

silkiebantamclub.org/ and ask for a list 
of breeders in your area who sell chicks 
or hatching eggs. But be prepared, once 
you’ve gotten bitten by the Silkie bug, 
it’s hard to resist keeping them in all 

the many colors they come in. They’re 
a lot like potato chips, you can’t have 
just one.

Laura Haggarty has been working 
with poultry since 2000, and her family 
has had poultry and other livestock since 
the early 1900s. She and her family live 
on a farm in the Bluegrass region of Ken-
tucky, where they have horses, goats, and 
chickens. She is a certified 4-H leader, co-
founder and Secretary/Treasurer of the 
American Buckeye Poultry Club, and a 
Life Member of the ABA and the APA. See 
her website at www.pathfindersfarm.com 
and read her blog at http://farmwifesdi-
ary.blogspot.com/.

To learn more about the American 
Bantam Association, visit: www.bantam-
club.com; write: P.O. Box 127, Augusta, 
NJ 07822; call: (973) 383-8633 or see 
their ad on page 74.
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hOlly sandersOn

WashingtOn

Emus are an interesting and useful 
breed for the backyard poultry 
keeper. They are well known for 

their meat, large eggs and the healing 
properties of their oil. Hailing from Aus-
tralia, the emus are large, flightless birds 
that can run up to 40 mph and swim.

Ostriches, cassowaries and emus are 
the three largest birds in the world. All 
are members of the Ratite family. Emus 
were brought to American zoos as early 
as the 1930s. Now the export of emus 
from Australia is forbidden so all of the 
breeders in America are from domestic 
lines. 

Healthy emus can live up to 30 years. 
They are adaptable, easily living in the 
weather extremes across the country. 
They can grow to reach six feet tall, and 
weigh up to 140 pounds. Female emus are 
slightly larger than males. They lay 15-50 
large eggs each winter for 20 years. Male 
emus sit on the eggs to incubate them for 
55 days, until the eggs hatch, while they 
live off of the strip of fat that grows on 
their backs. 

Emus can be very gentle if they 
are handled as young chicks; however, 
they are attracted to shiny objects so all 
jewelry should be removed before enter-
ing their pens or getting close to them. 
They can peck very hard and possibly 
swallow jewelry which can get stuck in 
their digestive tract and kill them. These 
large birds kick and claw if they feel 
cornered or threatened so they should be 
approached carefully.

Emus eat about two pounds of Ratite 
feed per day. They also eat caterpillars, 
insects, seeds, grass, fruits, and tender 
plants. They need gravel to help them 
digest their food. Emus must be provided 
with plenty of fresh drinking water (up 
to 3 gallons per day). They also like to 
splash and play in their water, wasting 
some of it. Approximately 20 ft. x 100 
ft. of fenced space is required per pair. 

Emus prefer to walk the fence lines so 
longer enclosures work best. They can 
be kept in pairs, trios or large colonies 
of up to 25 pairs.

Emus produce all red meat that tastes 
similar to beef and is very low in fat. 
Their eggs are used for crafts. Their feath-
ers are prized for fly-tying and decora-
tions. Emu oil, which is refined from the 
strip of fat that forms along their backs, 
is well known for its healing properties. 
It can be used to relieve arthritis, reduce 
swelling, reduce joint stiffness, relieve 
muscle pain, and reduce bruising. It is 
also an emollient that thickens skin. It 
is used in lotion, lip balm, soap, sham-
poo, conditioner, sports rub and dietary 
supplements.

Whether you want them for meat, oil 
production or eggs, emus are useful to the 
backyard poultry keeper.

Consider This Unusual Breed
for Your Backyard Flock

Emus have black, tan and brown feathers. 
Their heads are bare or lightly feathered 
with bluish skin. Photo by Debbie Stika

Emus can lay 15-50 large dark green eggs each winter. Photo by Samantha Forsberg

References
Book:
Storey’s Illustrated Guide to Poultry 
Breeds by Carol Ekarius

Websites:
www.weduemu.com
www.paemufarmers.org
www.cmonbackacres.com

Emus
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S u p p l em e n t

Farmers’ Helper™ BabyCake™ 
Supplement is designed to:

• Reduce Odor

• Minimize Feed Waste

• Streamline Manure Management

• Help Optimize Nutrition

• Provide Behavioral Enrichment
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geOrge and sOnja cOnner

uunited P PeaFOWl aassOciatiOn

Many of us have had times when 
we were not sure of what 
variety a peafowl was. This 

is an effort to explain some of the differ-
ences and aid in identification. It would 
have been easier when only green, Pavo 
muticus, and India blues, Pavo crista-
tus, existed. But since the early 1800s, 
color and pattern mutations and hybrids 
have occurred. Things have gotten more 
complicated.

The black shouldered (called black-
winged in Europe) was the first mutation 
to appear. Older data shows that for years 
this was thought to be a color mutation. It 
is now recognized as a pattern mutation 
of the India blue color. The India blue 
birds are called the wild pattern. The India 
blue (wild) pattern males have barred 
wings and the black shoulder pattern 
doesn’t. The chicks and hens also dif-doesn’t. The chicks and hens also dif-doesn’t. The chicks and hens also dif
fer, as explained later. Most of the color 
mutations can be found in both wild and 
black shoulder patterns.

All of the known color and pattern 
mutations have been from Pavo cristatus. 
Some birds can have several patterns. 

You could come up with a peafowl as You could come up with a peafowl as 
Spalding (hybrid), peach (color), black 
shoulder (pattern), pied white-eye (pat-
tern). Yes, it can be confusing. This ar-
ticle deals only in phenotype—what the 
bird looks like. Knowing all the actual 
genes—genotype—depends upon good 
record keeping and honesty on the part 
of the owner.

I will make the disclaimer that all 
people see colors differently, computer 
monitors have different tones, lighting 
causes variation, and almost all photos 
flatten the iridescence and glow of the 
feathers.

PAVO MUTICUS
Green peafowl are longer legged and 

have a more streamlined body than Pavo 
cristatus. They have a tall, tight crest in-
stead of fan-shaped. Their voices are even 
different. They are more of the baritone, 
rather than the tenor of the cristatus. The 
female is more colorful. It is harder to 
sex the younger birds. I highly suggest 
laboratory testing to be sure of the sex if 
buying or selling green peachicks, unless 
you are a gambler. The peachicks will be 
larger and longer legged than the cristatus
and a dark, charcoal brown color.

The three sub-species of the green 
peafowl currently available to breeders 
in the United States are:

Pavo muticus-muticus, from Java: 
Crest is light metallic green. Head has blue 
green feathers on the crown. Light blue fa-
cial skin around the eye with yellow under. 
Neck feathers are dark blue-green with 
edges of light, metallic, green-gold. The 
heavy edge lacing gives the appearance 
of scales. This continues into the breast 
and to the saddle feathers. Lower breast 
is dark green. Thighs are black. Descrip-
tions of the back and wing colors have 
varied over the years. Different breeders 
have emphasized one feature or the other 
through many generations of breeding. 
Some lines have heavier lacing or barring 
while others carry the blue shoulder color 
more dominantly. They may all be pure 
blood, but reflect the breeder’s prefer-
ence of selection. The overall look of the 
muticus-muticus is the bright olive metal-
lic green. The female is slightly smaller 
and slightly less colorful.

Pavo muticus-imperator, from Indo- 
China: These will show slightly darker 
and duller color. The breast and neck 
feather borders will be more copper buff 
colored. The secondaries on the wings 
are dark with some blue edges. The 
overall appearance is more buff on the 
green rather than the bright olive of the 
muticus-muticus.

Pavo muticus-specifer, from Burma: 
These show as darker and bluer than the 
previous muticus birds listed. They look 
duller because of a little pewter gray tone 
over the green feather lacing.

PAVO CRISTATUS
INDIA BLUE—wild type species 
Male: Has a fan shaped crest. Head is 

metallic blue. Has white facial skin. Black 
“mascara” streak on either side of the eyes. 
The neck is bright, metallic blue. Breast is 
bright blue, changing to black on the lower 
area. Sides of the breast have green tones. 
Tertiaries, secondaries, and top feathers 
of the primaries are barred pale buff and 
brownish black with a slight green over-
cast. The last few feathers of the primaries 
are dark brownish black. Coverts are rusty 
brown. Legs are gray buff color.

Train is a wonderment of iridescence 
with green, blue, black, pink and gold 
showing differently in varied lighting. 
The ocelli (eyes) have a dark blue cen-
ter, surrounded by rings of blue-green 
and copper. These are surrounded by 

Identifying Peafowl
Varieties

This India Blue This India Blue (Pavo cristatus)(Pavo cristatus)(  pied peacock shows the mix of color and white feathers  pied peacock shows the mix of color and white feathers 
desired. A silver pied bird will present only 10-20 percent colored feathers, the rest desired. A silver pied bird will present only 10-20 percent colored feathers, the rest 
being white. Photos courtesy of George & Sonja Connerbeing white. Photos courtesy of George & Sonja Conner
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thin rings of pale purple, green gold, 
pale purple, and green gold. The herl is 
iridescent green to pink. I’m sitting here 
looking at a feather and the colors seem 
different every direction it is moved. It 
is the twist of the feather structure which 
gives them this iridescence. Female: Has 
a fan shaped crest. Head and crest are 
chestnut brown. The sides of the head and 
throat are off-white. Lower neck, upper 
breast, and upper back are metallic green. 
Lower breast is pale buff. Legs are gray. 
The rest of the body and wings are brown. 
Chick: Brownish buff, darkening on the 
back and having darker markings on the 
wings. The breast is pale buff. Around six 
months of age, the rusty coverts and blue 
neck feathers are showing in the males. 
Females will show a little green in the 
neck. The entire neck and head of the 
male will be blue at one year.

COLOR MUTATIONS
(Given in the wild pattern. Males will 
have darker barring on the wings.)

   WHITE: This was the first true color 
mutation to show up. They are not albinos. 
They carry an “absence of color” gene. 
White ocelli are visible in the tail. All 
feathers on the bird are white. The chicks 
are light yellow when hatched. Develop-
ing feathers will be white. It is difficult to 
sex the chicks. Blood tests are the only 
sure way of knowing. This peafowl can be 
either wild pattern or black shoulder, but 
the white color masks the pattern.
   CAMEO: Male: The feathers in this 
color mutation do not have the twisted 
structure which causes iridescence. Crest 
and head are chocolate brown. Facial skin 
is white. Back of neck to the saddles and 
front of neck and breast are chocolate 
brown. Abdomen is lighter brown. Wings 
are light tan barred with brown. The train 
is light brown with noticeable eyes. Sex 
linked.* Female: Crest is brown. Head 
and top of neck is brown. She has white 
facial skin. “Mascara line” across the eye 
is brown. Breast is cream. The rest of the 
peahen is tan. Chick: Creamy tan.
   CHARCOAL: This color is under 
consideration because no one has yet 
presented to the UPA a hen that lays eggs. 
Male: Crest and head are dark charcoal. 
Facial skin is white. Neck, breast, back 
and train are dark charcoal. The wings 
are lighter charcoal. Coverts have a rusty 
tone. No iridescence. Female: Darker 
gray than the opal female. Crest, head and 

neck are charcoal. Body and wings are 
lighter charcoal. Abdomen is pale buff. 
No iridescence. No one has verified that 
charcoal hens lay eggs. Chicks: Gray
   PURPLE: Male: Crest, head, and 
neck are a deeper blue than the India 
blue color. As the ruby throat of the 
hummingbirds show red only in the 
sunlight, the red with blue tones making 
up the purple in this peafowl show more 
distinctly in the sunshine. It will show a 
definite purple. The first wide band of 
color outside the dark center patch of 
the ocilli will be purple. This color is 
sex linked.* Female: Similar to India 
blue color. The neck feathers will show 
a definite purple hue. Chick: Much like 
the India blue color.
   BUFORD BRONZE: Male: Receives 
its name because Buford Abbott first 
discovered and started working with it. 
After his death, Clifton Nickolson, Jr. 
purchased them, continued the work, 
and suggested the name. This whole 
peacock is a rich, deep, bronze color 

except for slightly lighter coverts. Wild 
pattern has a deeper toned barring on the 
wings. Facial skin is white. The center 
of the ocilli is black with various shades 
of bronze completing the eye. Female:
Brown, with darker bronze through the 
neck. Chick: Dark brown.
   PEACH: Male: Head is a rusty brown 
color. Body is peach colored. Wings and 
train are lighter. This color is sex linked.*
Female: Light peach blending to light, 
creamy tan. Chick: Light peach color.
   OPAL: Male: Crest, head and neck 
are deep gray, not as dark as charcoal. 
Body is gray. Wings are gray. Breast is 
lighter with purplish brown overtones in 
some lights. Tail is colorful with olive some lights. Tail is colorful with olive some lights. T
gray tones. Like the opal stone, the bird 
shows tones of green, blue gray, purplish, 
and other colors as it moves in different 
lights. Female: Crest, head, and some of 
the primaries are gray. Neck has some of 
the opal color sheen. The rest of the body 
is light dove gray. Breast is very light, 
almost creamy. Chick: Light gray.
   TAUPE: The color for male and female 
is a soft gray undertone with a warm, 
pinkish, tan blush in a sheen, rather than 
irridescence. The head is a little darker 
than the tail, but with the same color 
tones. Chick: Very light, warm, gray.
   VIOLETE: Male: Color is very dark—
think African violet dark. The tail feathers’ 
eyes are dark purple, black, and beetle 
green with a dusky irridescence. Head 
and neck will be very dark. Female: has 
a dark blue-violet neck. She will have a 
brown back with some purple highlights. 
Chick: A darker brown than a blue chick. 
The Violete is a sex linked color.*

Note in this Pavo muticus muticus (the 
green peafowl line from Java) the tall, 
tight crest instead of the fan-shaped crest 
typical of the India Blue line.

This “unisex” bird is now 10 years old. She is a black shoulder hen which has male This “unisex” bird is now 10 years old. She is a black shoulder hen which has male 
features including a long tail and she never laid an egg. Don’t buy one of these to features including a long tail and she never laid an egg. Don’t buy one of these to 
reproduce! 
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Photos of the Taupe and Violete ap-
pear in the 2011 version of the United 
Peafowl Association calendar.
  MIDNIGHT: Male: The mutation was 
first found in the black shoulder pattern. 
Like a dark, sooty, India blue color. There 
is no blue in the neck. Has sheen, but not 
the bright iridescence of the blue color. The 
train is dark with very dark eyes. The wild 
pattern will have wing barring. Female:
The wild pattern will be brown. Midnight 
colored sheen will show in the neck. Chick: 
The wild pattern will be brown. Black 
shoulder pattern is palest cream.
   JADE: Male: Head and neck are very 
dark blue-green jade color. Body is dark. 
Train has sage and olive tones in a deep 
jade color. Female: Brown, with the jade 
tones in her neck. Chick: Dark brown.
   * Sex Linked: Males of cameo, peach, 
purple and violete, when bred to other 
colored females, produce female off-
spring of the father’s color and male off-
spring heterozygous, or split to his color. 
A split carries the genes (genotype) of his 
father, but not the color (phenotype).

The female of these four colors will not 
have offspring in her color if bred to another 
color male. Her sons will be split. Cameo, 
peach, purple, and violetemales bred to 
their own color females will breed true.

This is the first generation crossing. 
Crossing of siblings, back to parents, etc. 
would take more space than I have here. 
There is excellent genetic information 
available on line and in books.

PATTERN MUTATIONS
BLACK SHOULDER PATTERN 

MUTATION
Male: Has plain, unbarred wings. 

All of the Pavo cristatus colors can be 
found in this pattern. In the blue coloring, 
the shoulders are deep, lustrous black. 
Female: Very pale cream, gray, or white 
with dark spots randomly occurring on 
the back, body, and wings. Neck is cream 
with some buff and accents whick will 
show the color she is. The end of the tail is 
darker; color depends upon her color mu-
tation. There is also a strain of this pattern 
developed by Jack Seipel with the dark 
feathers on the breast being arranged in 
vertical streaks. Chick: Very pale cream 
down turning to white feathers with spots. 
Both male and female will look the same 
at first. Males will start to darken and 
color up after several months.

PIED PATTERN
This pattern is on a colored peafowl 

which has colored feathers replaced with 
white feathers. It can have just one or two 
white feathers or many. 30 to 50 percent 
white is desirable. Pied bred to pied will, 
on average, yield 25% white offspring, 
50% of the colored pied, and 25% colored 
which will carry the pied gene. This is 
called the 1-2-1 ratio. This ratio may not 
hold up when hatching just a few birds, 
but it shows the probabilities.

WHITE-EYE PATTERN
Male: will have white-eye feathers 

in the train. Female: Color will have a 
grayer cast. She will have various sizes 
and amounts of white tips on her back 
and shoulders. Can be any color.

PIED WHITE-EYE PATTERN
This is a colored peafowl which has 

some of the colored feathers replaced with 
white feathers and also has white eyes in 
the train. It shows the 1-2-1 ratio.

SILVER PIED PATTERN
This is a white peafowl with 10 to 20 

percent colored feathers. The silver pied 
must have the white-eye gene. Male: may 
show a phenotype (how it looks) of an all 
white train, but this is because the white 
color has masked the white-eye pattern. 

The color will usually show in the neck, 
upper breast, and parts of the tail. They 
show a more silvery color on the back 
as they age. Female: Will have a white 
body with silver gray and white. Chicks:
White, usually with a dark spot on the 
back of the head, neck, or back.

HYBRID
Mrs. Spalding was the first person 

who was credited with documenting her 
cross of the Pavo muticus species and 
Pavo cristatus species. This produced 
the hybrid known by her name. Any India 
blue color or color mutations crossed 
with a muticus is now known as a Spal-
ding. Hybridizing with the green blood 
gives a taller peafowl and enhances the 
other color. If bred back to the green birds 
again, it will start to show more and more 
of the green characteristics.

This gives a quick overview on 
identification. One breeder I know looks 
at over 20 points of identification in 
each bird. It would take a book to cover 
these—if I knew them. Research shows 
how many of these birds have changed 
in the last 40 years. A new mutation is so 
rare it usually shows up in just one bird. 
The breeders then spend years increasing 
and refining the mutation. Without clon-
ing, each bird will be an individual and 
may differ a little from others in its line. 
Breeders will select the features they like 
best and breed to improve that feature. It 
is up to you which ones you prefer.

We owe these breeders our gratitude 
for the years of dedication in developing 
and improving these mutations.

For more information about raising 
peafowl, see the United Peafowl Associa-
tion’s website: www.peafowl.org or their tion’s website: www.peafowl.org or their 
ad on page 45.

This blackshoulder midnight peahen 
shows the seiple pattern where the dark 
feathers on the breast are arranged in 
vertical streaks.

These silver pieds show the black shoulder pattern.These silver pieds show the black shoulder pattern.
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The “Premier” Heat Lamp
More durable and safe than all others. 

Use standard heat bulbs up to 250 watt.

 Heat Lamp .....................................#557000 $26.00

Egg Cleaning Kit
For cleaning dirty eggs for resale. Uses 2 

CFM of air pressure to gently agitate water.

 Egg Cleaning Kit ...........................#530110 $114.00

CatchNet
Safely and gently catches chickens, ducks 

and gamebirds of nearly any size or age. 

 CatchNet .......................................#530001 $24.00

Egg Basket
For gathering up to 6 dozen eggs from 

nests. Sturdy green PVC coated wire. 10".

 Egg Basket.......................................#530115 $16.50

Egg Scale
Accurate scale quickly weighs & identifi es 

size of eggs. Displays size, ounces and grams.

 Egg Scale ......................................... #530120 $24.50

4-Hole Nest Box
Can be used with or without bedding. 

Assembly required.

 4-Hole Nest Box .........................#530043 $130.00*
 *Does not qualify for free ground delivery. 

Feed Scoop
Very tough. Will last for years. Handle 

position is kind to hands and forearm.

 Feed Scoop .................................... #938351 $7.00

Portable Coop & Pen
Ideal for a few hens. Coop includes 

space for nesting and feeding. 

 Poultry Coop ............#530140 $175.00*  
 Outdoor Pen ............ #530141 $69.00*  
 *Do not qualify for free ground delivery. 

Products   that please from Premier
See our fence ad for electric 
netting on the inside back 

cover of this magazine.

Hanging Feeder
For small poultry fl ocks. Optional grill 

with 2" spacings. 22 lb capacity.

 Hanging Feeder ............................#530036 $16.00

Thread Lock Waterer
Base screws to the top. Works for nearly 

all poultry species. 1 gallon.

 Thread Lock Waterer ...............#530028 $9.00

Bucket Waterer
Big 5 gal. bucket reduces daily chores. 

Refi lling and cleaning is quick and easy. 

 Bucket Waterer ...........................#530025 $18.00

Kane Waterers
Provides constant water with minimal 

labor. Not for use in freezing temperatures. 

 Plastic Waterer ............................#938202 $52.00

Range Feeder
Sits on the ground. Grill prevents birds 

from scratching out feed. 50 lb capacity.

 Range Feeder ................................#530042 $77.00

Free Shipping! on qualifi ed internet orders.  

www.premier1supplies.com   800-282-6631 •  Washington, IA

To learn more go to our 
website or call for our 

educational (and free) booklet.

 BYP ad Feb-centerNEW.indd   2 12/23/10   1:50 PM
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Carlos Vega 
with the help of pam moore

Vega farm 
www.Vegafarm.Com

Pharaoh quail, also known as Coturnix 
quail, stable quail, Japanese quail, 
Nile quail, and Bible quail, are 

foraging birds. The Pharaoh quail gets 
its name from the Pharaohs of Egypt. 
The Pharaoh quail saved the Egyptians, 
Israelites, Japanese, and the Chinese from 
starvation. Egyptians trapped large quan-
tities of Japanese quail for meat.

The Coturnix family (which the 
Pharaoh is part of) has a range from the 
island of Japan, spanning across Asia 
and Europe to France and south through 
Africa. It is also found in Australia. 

Pharaoh quail are known for meat 
and for producing large amounts of eggs. 
These quail are even used for ecotoxicol-
ogy, meaning studies to investigate the 
impact of contaminants on birds’ fetal 
development. 

Pharaoh quail are ideal for aviary 
inhabitants. Being ground dwellers, 
they help keep the aviary floor tidied up. 
Doves can share aviary space with these 
quail without squabbling. Quail can lay 
up to 150-250 eggs a year, if fed and kept 
properly. Pharaoh quail do not fly much 
even though they can jump high. Quail 

don’t need much room, requiring only at 
least 1 ft. x 1 ft. per pair.

Pharaoh quail lay their first egg in 
42 days and reach full maturity within 
52 days. The incubation time needed for 
fertile eggs is 14-18 days, although you 
should allow up to two more days for 
slow developers. The temperature should 
be maintained at 99.5° forced air and 
102° still air with humidity of 60%. Dur-
ing the final three days of incubation the 
temperature can be decreased one degree 
and the humidity increased to 70%.

Pharaoh quail chicks are very small 
and fragile when they hatch. Because of 

Standard Coturnix/Pharaoh is a brown variety, excellent meat production and prolific 
egg layers. Typically quiet, making this a good variety for beginners. Size: Adult wt. 
10-12 oz. Photos courtesy of Pam Moore. 

Rosetta Special hybrid variety for prolific egg laying. Cinnamon colored, often with 
white lacing and white chest. Quiet temperament. Size: Adult wt. 6-8 oz.

their size, day-old quail need a higher 
brooder temperature. The proper tempera-
ture is 95–100 degrees. Pharaoh quail need 
at least three to four weeks of heat. The 
brooder needs to be off the floor. A card-
board box would be great for a brooder. 
Each week reduce heat by five degrees. 

Until chicks are fully featherd, feed your 
quail a high protein feed 28 - 30%. Make sure 
that the feed is a fine mash and not crumbles. 
This will help prevent “starve outs.” 

Add a tablespoon of sugar per quart 
of water. It is important to provide clean 
water at all times. Water containers or 
troughs should be cleaned daily. 
 

*Additional Quail Breeds/Varieties*
The Red Coturnix is a reddish brown 
bird. This is one of the newest types of 
quail available! Size: Adult wt. 10-12 
oz. 

Italian Beautiful bird with black and tan 
markings over a cream base. These are 
similar in appearance to the Mexican 
Speckled quail. Size: Adult wt. 8-10 
oz. 
 
Tibetan A dark plumage bird for eggs or 
meat. Often used for training dogs, as it 
is spirited and will give the dog a good 
workout. Size: Adult wt. 8-10 oz.

Golden Range A new lighter colored 
variety of the British Range. Egg pro-
ducer laying larger eggs. Size: Adult 
wt. 6-8 oz.

Quail
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®

Brush axe/sickle/machete all in one.
Handcrafted in PA USA since 1941.
100% satisfaction guaranteed.
The ultimate personal /
business gift. Clear
brush, landscape,
blaze trails.
17” long,
22oz.

From
$67.95

Visit

protoolindustri
es.n

et

for fu
ll p

roduct l
ine

and inform
atio

n.

800-708-5191

BP

Red Tuxedo (pictured above), is a red 
bird with white chest and striking face 
markings. This is one of the newest 
breeds that have been developed. Size: 
Adult wt. 8-10 oz.

Tuxedo (pictured above), is a black or 
dark chocolate-backed bird with white 
chest and striking face markings. This is 
my favorite type of quail.Size: Adult wt. 
8-10 oz. They are about 4 - 5 inches tall. 
When they stretch out they can be 6 - 7 
inches tall. They are extremely hard to 
sex but the males are generally smaller 
than the females.

Texas A & M A larger breed developed especially for meat production. A white 
skinned, white meat quail. Size: Adult wt. 12-14 oz. Texas A & M quail are used 
for egg production and meat. They have a small dot of black or brown on top of 
their heads. The males are generally smaller than the females. These birds were 
specifically bred by the Texas A & M University for their size and their all white 
meat traits. Restaurants prefer to serve these birds because they are all white meat. 
You can house these birds inside in a normal birdcage or outside. As with all quail 
they do equally well raised on wire or in ground pens.

English A white bird that often has a 
black spot on head. Good for meat and 
eggs. Size: Adult wt. 6-8 oz.

The bob-bird is a newly developed bird. 
Created for dog training and hunting. A 
combination of bob-white, Pharaoh quail, 
and Tennessee red. Known to fly at 4 
weeks and matures at 8 weeks.

Antibiotic Free Chicks
Start your flock with a strong, 

natural immune system.
Baby Chicks/Hatching Eggs

Only $1.25 each or less
(727) 388-9456

email: BabyChicks4Sale@aol.com

Quality Poultry Products for less:
 DiscountPoultrySupply.com

Chicken Coop Heating Solutions
Pet Chicken Products
Solar Water Bowls
Get Ready for Winter now!
www.shopthecoop.com

 Coop 

Heaters

 Learn more about 17-year-old Car-
los Vega’s poultry farm at www.vegafarm.
com. Many videos on the Japanese quail 
can be viewed at http://wn.com/Japa-
nese_Quail, including a 10-minute video 
by Carlos. 

Additional quail information, includ-
ing business opportunities and a recipe 
were printed in the April/May 2010 issue 
of Backyard Poultry.— Ed.
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www..themodernhomesteadthemodernhomestead.Us

Thanks to my soil consultant Mr. Houston Snoddy, who Thanks to my soil consultant Mr. Houston Snoddy, who Thanks to my soil consultant Mr. Houston Snoddy, who 
helped interpret results of recent tests of my garden and pasture helped interpret results of recent tests of my garden and pasture 
soils, and clarified some of the soil fertility issues discussed in soils, and clarified some of the soil fertility issues discussed in 
this article.

Iexpect most readers of expect most readers of Backyard Poultry grow a garden 
as well as keep chickens and other fowl. Happily, the two as well as keep chickens and other fowl. Happily, the two 
make a great combination: There are so many ways in which make a great combination: There are so many ways in which 

our flocks can add to the health and fertility of our garden soil, our flocks can add to the health and fertility of our garden soil, 
which in turn reduce disease problems and increase quality and which in turn reduce disease problems and increase quality and 
abundance of our garden crops.abundance of our garden crops.

Using Poultry for Soil Fertility
I have from time to time in these pages suggested a number I have from time to time in these pages suggested a number 

of strategies for using poultry to boost soil fertility. of strategies for using poultry to boost soil fertility. (These ar-
ticles, and many more on homesteading, gardening and poultry, ticles, and many more on homesteading, gardening and poultry, 
can be found on Harvey’s website, www.themodernhomestead.can be found on Harvey’s website, www.themodernhomestead.
us.—Ed.) If we pasture our birds, their manure contributes If we pasture our birds, their manure contributes 
directly to fertility of the sward as it “digests” the droppings. directly to fertility of the sward as it “digests” the droppings. 
We can use chickens to till in soil-building cover crops, either We can use chickens to till in soil-building cover crops, either 
inside electric net fencing or in a “chicken tractor.” There is no inside electric net fencing or in a “chicken tractor.” There is no 
more wholesome and labor-saving way to manage manure in more wholesome and labor-saving way to manage manure in 
the henhouse than deep litter; which can be made into “black the henhouse than deep litter; which can be made into “black 
gold” for the garden using the classic compost heap. (Indeed, if gold” for the garden using the classic compost heap. (Indeed, if 
the deep litter is over an earth floor, the chickens convert it to a the deep litter is over an earth floor, the chickens convert it to a 
finished soil amendment that requires no further composting.) finished soil amendment that requires no further composting.) 
And if we want to skip the grunt labor of turning all that com-And if we want to skip the grunt labor of turning all that com-
post, we can actually let chickens do it. Finally, I have written post, we can actually let chickens do it. Finally, I have written 
about the intersection of chickens and vermicomposting on my about the intersection of chickens and vermicomposting on my 
place: I bring in horse manure from a neighboring farm by the place: I bring in horse manure from a neighboring farm by the 
pickup load to “feed” my worm bins. After sufficient process-pickup load to “feed” my worm bins. After sufficient process-pickup load to “feed” my worm bins. After sufficient process-
ing by the composting worms, I dig out the bedding and offer ing by the composting worms, I dig out the bedding and offer ing by the composting worms, I dig out the bedding and offer 
it to the chickens, who feast on the worms while scattering it it to the chickens, who feast on the worms while scattering it it to the chickens, who feast on the worms while scattering it 
as a potent fertility amendment where needed.as a potent fertility amendment where needed.as a potent fertility amendment where needed.

Using poultry as partners in these ways, the tilth and fertility Using poultry as partners in these ways, the tilth and fertility Using poultry as partners in these ways, the tilth and fertility 
of my garden and pasture soils have increased tremendously, of my garden and pasture soils have increased tremendously, of my garden and pasture soils have increased tremendously, 

in less time than would have been possible in any other way. in less time than would have been possible in any other way. 
The work of the chickens has helped feed and increase the The work of the chickens has helped feed and increase the 
diversity of the “soil food web”—the complex community of diversity of the “soil food web”—the complex community of 
living critters, from microscopic up to the size of earthworms, living critters, from microscopic up to the size of earthworms, 
crickets, and beetles—which is the key to soil fertility. As well, crickets, and beetles—which is the key to soil fertility. As well, 
the inputs from the work and the manure of the flock increase the inputs from the work and the manure of the flock increase 
organic matter in the soil, improving its structure and increasing organic matter in the soil, improving its structure and increasing 
both its capacity to retain water and the ease with which plant both its capacity to retain water and the ease with which plant 
roots take up nutrients. The latter capacity has everything to roots take up nutrients. The latter capacity has everything to 
do with cation exchange capacity—that is, the capacity of the that is, the capacity of the 
soil for enabling the transfer of electrically charged nutrient soil for enabling the transfer of electrically charged nutrient 
particles into plant roots. Generally speaking, the higher the particles into plant roots. Generally speaking, the higher the 
organic matter content of a soil, the higher its CEC.

The organic matter in the soil of my two garden areas recently The organic matter in the soil of my two garden areas recently 
tested at 6.8% and 7.5%—impressive figures, given that gardentested at 6.8% and 7.5%—impressive figures, given that garden-
ers in my area start with native soils at about 2% to 2.5%. There ers in my area start with native soils at about 2% to 2.5%. There 
is no way my soil would have built up organic matter to such is no way my soil would have built up organic matter to such 
high levels without the many contributions from my flock.high levels without the many contributions from my flock.

Wretched Excess
All that good news about the flock’s help with soil fertility All that good news about the flock’s help with soil fertility 

shouldn’t have blinded me to what my mother always told me, shouldn’t have blinded me to what my mother always told me, 
and probably yours too: It’s possible to have too much of a good and probably yours too: It’s possible to have too much of a good 
thing. I have not tracked the evolution of my soils as attentively thing. I have not tracked the evolution of my soils as attentively 
as I should have; and am now seeing some problems I should as I should have; and am now seeing some problems I should 
have started dealing with earlier. I am writing this article to have started dealing with earlier. I am writing this article to 
advise readers who value their poultry’s contribution to soil advise readers who value their poultry’s contribution to soil 
fertility to be a bit more alert.

Manures make an excellent contribution to soil fertility; Manures make an excellent contribution to soil fertility; 
but manures continually applied to soil in large quantities will but manures continually applied to soil in large quantities will 
over time result in accumulation of excessive amounts of some over time result in accumulation of excessive amounts of some 
soil nutrients. The major nutrient excesses that have emerged soil nutrients. The major nutrient excesses that have emerged 
in my soil are phosphorus and potassium. Out-of-balance ac-in my soil are phosphorus and potassium. Out-of-balance ac-
cumulation of both is clearly related to “irrational exuberance” cumulation of both is clearly related to “irrational exuberance” 
in use of manures over the years.

Phosphorus (abbreviated “P”) is a soil mineral needed by  (abbreviated “P”) is a soil mineral needed by 
plants in large amounts and in all phases of the life cycle: for plants in large amounts and in all phases of the life cycle: for 
rapid and healthy growth, a strong root system, maturation of rapid and healthy growth, a strong root system, maturation of 
fruit, resistance to disease. When P is too low, plant growth is fruit, resistance to disease. When P is too low, plant growth is 
poor, and development of yield—bean pods, corn ears, fruits poor, and development of yield—bean pods, corn ears, fruits 
like tomatoes and squash—is severely limited. Many soils are like tomatoes and squash—is severely limited. Many soils are 
deficient in P. Fortunately, the decomposition of organic matter deficient in P. Fortunately, the decomposition of organic matter 
added to the soil releases P for plant use. Major players in makadded to the soil releases P for plant use. Major players in mak-
ing soil phosphorus, which is relatively insoluble, available to ing soil phosphorus, which is relatively insoluble, available to 
plant roots are mycorrhizal fungi, whose presence and vitality , whose presence and vitality 
are as well boosted by increased organic matter.

Unfortunately, addition of too much organic matter from Unfortunately, addition of too much organic matter from 
phosphorus-rich manures and manure-based composts can phosphorus-rich manures and manure-based composts can 
result over time in the accumulation of too much P. (Remem-result over time in the accumulation of too much P. (Remem-
ber, it’s largely insoluble, so any phosphorus not needed by ber, it’s largely insoluble, so any phosphorus not needed by 
crop plants tends to stay in place and accumulate.) Excess soil crop plants tends to stay in place and accumulate.) Excess soil 
phosphorus has a number of negative effects, starting with those phosphorus has a number of negative effects, starting with those 
essential mycorrhizae—it depresses their activity in the soil, essential mycorrhizae—it depresses their activity in the soil, 
leading to the paradoxical effect of phosphorus in abundance leading to the paradoxical effect of phosphorus in abundance 

Too Much of a Good Thing?

Harvey’s friend Federico applies chicken-powered compost to an Harvey’s friend Federico applies chicken-powered compost to an Harvey’s friend Federico applies chicken-powered compost to an 
asparagus bed, part of more than six tons of compost worked by asparagus bed, part of more than six tons of compost worked by asparagus bed, part of more than six tons of compost worked by 
Harvey’s flock in the past year.Harvey’s flock in the past year.Harvey’s flock in the past year.
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around plant roots being less available 
without the mycorrhizae to help out. If 
excess phosphorus kills off mycorrhizal 
growth, therefore, we can see exactly the 
effects of phosphorus deficiency listed 
above—weak growth and reduced yield. 
One signal that excess P is having this ef-One signal that excess P is having this ef-One signal that excess P is having this ef
fect is chlorosis, or yellowing of leaves.

Of equally great concern is the poten-
tial for pollution of natural water systems 
from excess phosphorus. While soil P as 
said is relatively insoluble, and therefore 
not subject to much leaching to groundwa-
ter, runoff at the surface—as in erosion of 
soil sediments, or washing away of applied 
manures not yet absorbed into the soil—is 
a major concern. In lakes, rivers, and es-
tuaries, elevated phosphorus from runoff 
causes eutrophication—algal blooms and 
other rampant growth of aquatic plants 
that produce catastrophic ecological ef-that produce catastrophic ecological ef-that produce catastrophic ecological ef
fects including die-offs of fish, crabs, and 
other water life. Carelessness about runoff 
pollution affects not only local water sys-
tems: Agricultural runoff from fields in 
the Midwest has helped create a dead zone 
in the Gulf of Mexico, a thousand miles 
away, the size of New Jersey.

Potassium (“K”) is another element 
used in large amounts by the plant to syn-
thesize sugars, to resist diseases and cold 
weather, and to reduce water loss in dry 
weather. It is less likely that a soil will be 
lacking in potassium—certainly, soils well 
supplied with organic matter will contain 
all that crop plants need.

Again, potassium in large, repeated 
applications of manures and manure-based 
composts may in time lead to excess 
accumulation. In a sandy soil with little 
organic matter, potassium leaches read-
ily to groundwater—though it doesn’t 
seem to have the severe water-ecology 
effects noted for phosphorus. It is far less 
leachable in a clay soil with high organic 
matter—my soil exactly—and the result-
ing excess can lead to problems such 
as inhibition of uptake by plant roots of 
other essential minerals (calcium, iron, 
magnesium).

Be Smart! Plan Ahead
I urge you to think ahead about the 

issue of proper balance of soil nutrients. 
By all means, test your soil every three test your soil every three test your soil
years or so. Your local Extension Service 
office is likely to be your easiest test-
ing resource. But be sure that whatever 
testing service you use tests not solely 

Offering day-old baby chicks, 
ducks, goslings, turkeys, 
guineas, and pheasants.  

Free
catalog 

Welp Hatchery
PO Box 77
Bancroft, IA 50517
(800) 458-4473
www.welphatchery.com
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my vermicomposting bins and make chick-
en-powered compost for my gardens. That 
is one source of P and K accumulation I can 
shut down, from one day to the next.

I still intend to practice vermicom-
posting, since the worms generated by 
the bins are such an important part of 
my feeding program—especially in 
the winter when live protein feeds are 
scarce. But I will no longer use horse 
manure as bedding in the bins. Instead, I 
will feed the composting worms almost 
exclusively (with the exception of kitchen 
castoffs like peelings and coffee grounds) 
with organic materials grown on my 
own place—a matter for a good deal of 
experimention. To be sure, the manure 
of the birds eating the worms—and the 
castings from the earthworms as a soil 
amendment—will still contribute both P 
and K. However, if I am cycling through 
the bins organic matter grown here almost 
exclusively, the net gain of P and K to my net gain of P and K to my net
soils should be close to zero.

Remember that P and K are coming 
onto the homestead in whatever feeds 
we purchase—the more purchased feeds, 
the greater the net gain to soil P and K. I 
have written often in these pages about 

Creative cover cropping should be part 
of any soil fertility program. Small grains 
such as these oats help draw down excess P 
and K; cowpeas fix nitrogen for following 
crops in lieu of large applications of 
manure.

Harvey plans to continue vermicomposting 
as a significant part of his feeding program. 
But he will find other feeds and bedding 
materials for the worm bins than horse 
manure, which he has used in the past.

Freedom Ranger 
Color Chicks

Freedom Rangers 
are specially 
suited for full 
pasturing, free 
range, organic 

certified, 
backyard, etc.

Guineas are fast grow-
ing, suitable for 

backyard growers who 
want to control ticks 
and for those who 

would want to use them 
as a meat bird.

The muscovy is fast growing and a 
great range duck with a lean meat that is 

desired by many resturants.

J.M. Hatchery
178 Lowry Road 

New Holland, PA 17557

Call or visit us online.

717-354-5950 
www.jmhatchery.com

~ ~

To order Muscovy ducklings call 
Stephen at 717-669-0245

To order Freedom Rangers, call 
Kendall at 717-336-4878 or visit 

www.freedomrangerhatchery.com

for “NPK” (nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potassium), but for other important 
mineral nutrients as well. For example, 
in my state (Virginia), the standard test 
reports soil pH, phosphorus, potassium, 
calcium, magnesium, zinc, manganese, 
copper, iron, boron, plus estimated CEC; 
and offers recommendations for lime and 
fertilizer applications. A report of organic 
matter content can be added for a small 
fee—I highly recommend it.

By all means, incorporate the many 
strategies mentioned at the top of this 
article for using your flock as working 
partners to build essential soil nutrient 
and organic matter content. But if you 
track the changes to your soil mineral 
profile as you go, you will know when 
you have attained the needed levels—that 
is, the point at which accumulation of 
soil minerals has reached optimal levels; 
and at which the goal becomes instead 
maintenance of nutrient profiles at that 
level rather than continued accumulation 
to excess. If you rely on the manure from 
your flock as a major part of your soil fer-
tility program, you should be especially 
careful about bringing in large amounts 
of manure from elsewhere.

Rescue Remedies
Once levels of soil minerals like phos-

phorus and potassium become excessive, 
it’s difficult to “get them out”—it’s far 
easier, and smarter, to prevent their rise 
to unhealthy levels to begin with. But 
if your soil tests reveal, like mine, that 
you have entered the “red zone,” do not 
despair—creative nutrient management 
strategies can help you deal with the 
problem. Here are some of the things that 
come to mind.

Prevent Runoff
Of course we should always take 

measures to prevent erosion of our soils, 
especially those in sloped areas. But 
special care should be taken to prevent 
runoff if the soil is too high in nutrients 
like phosphorus that cause problems 
downstream. Make sure garden areas 
with any incline whatever are always 
covered with crop plants, cover crops, or 
mulches. Make sure the grass cover on 
pastures is tight and vigorous.

Limit Incoming Nutrients that Are 
Already Excessive

In my case, I have been bringing in 
large amounts of horse manure to “feed” 
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the desirability of feeding the flock more 
live, natural feeds produced on the home 
place. Now I see that goal as part of a 
savvy nutrient management program for 
both flock and soil. Again, the more the 
diet of the flock is supplied by “home 

whether directly on the pasture or in the 
deep litter in the henhouse—but there will 
be a greater share of “home grown” feeds 
per bird, and a reduction of dependence on 
feeds purchased in from outside.

Keeping Chickens Out of the Garden
I have in the past used chickens for 

slug patrol in the garden in the preseason; 
and to till in cover crops in the garden 
beds, using a “chicken tractor.” Both are 
great ways to make working partners of 
our chickens; and the contribution of their 
droppings is a boost to soil fertility. Since 
I now need to “go into reverse” regarding 
P and K accumulation, however, I will no 
longer be assigning my own chickens to 
these tasks.

“Cropping It Out”
We know that taking crops off garden 

soil removes soil minerals. So if I cease 
additional accumulation of P and K, 
over time I should reduce current excess 
levels by growing and removing crops. 
This includes crop residues like corn 
and sunflower stalks, spent broccoli and 
squash plants, bean and sweet potato 
vines following harvest.

With the past gardening season I have 
begun dedicating fully half of my garden 
beds to cover crops, alternating with 
harvest crop beds. (Each year, the two 
classes of crops will switch places in the 
beds.) The cover crops I grow I will cut 
and move elsewhere, for a further reduc-
tion in excess soil minerals in the garden. 
Alfalfa, a user of both phosphorus and po-
tassium at greater levels than many crops, 

Alfalfa uses more P and K than many 
crops, so can be grown as a cover crop—
also useful as poultry feed—to reduce 
excess levels.

Comfrey can utilize a lot of fertility, in the form of deep litter compost from the henhouse 
or compost made from crop residues. Feeding comfrey reduces purchased feeds, and 
thus net gains in P and K. Geese and ducks love it.

For More Information

For a quick overview on the good 
and the bad of soil nutrient accu-

mulation, see Eric Sideman’s “Yes, Soil 
Can Have Too Much Organic Matter” 
at http://www.mofga.org/Publica-
tions/MaineOrganicFarmerGardener/
Fall2009/OrganicMatter/tabid/1257/
Default.aspx

I highly recommend Building Soils 
for Better Crops by Fred Magdoff and 
Harold van Es (Second Edition 2000, 
Sustainable Agriculture Network). 
Though addressed to farmers, it is a 
useful introduction to soil management 
for the homesteader as well. The authors 
address the issues related to excessive 
soil nutrient accumulation at many 
points in the book.

If reading Building Soils whets 
your appetite, go on to a study of the 
amazing biology of soils in Life in the 
Soil by James Nardi (2007, University 
of Chicago Press) and Teaming with 
Microbes by Jeff Lowenfels and Wayne 
Lewis (2010, Timber Press). For a quick 
overview, see Soil Biology Primer 
(Revised Edition 2000, Soil and Water 
Conservation Society), written largely 
by Elaine Ingham, one of the preeminent 
soil scientists of our time.

The DVD Poisoned Waters (PBS 
Frontline, 2009, produced and narrated 
by Hedrick Smith) is an engrossing—
and sobering—look at the deadly 
serious problems of runoff pollution of 
natural water systems.

The Extension Service for your state 
offers soil testing services; and your lo-
cal Extension Agent should be able to 
help you interpret the results and plan a 
soil fertility program.

You may find soil testing analysis, 
interpretation, and advice at greater depth 
if you work with an independent soil 
consultant. Perhaps an organic gardeners 
and farmers association in your state can 
give you a reference. The independent 
soil consultant with whom I am working 
is Mr. Houston Snoddy of Burnt Chim-
ney, Virginia. He has been most helpful 
in devising a nutrient management plan 
for my garden and pasture soils.

grown,” the smaller the net gain from 
their poops, which sooner or later end up 
somewhere on our landscape. (More on 
this idea below.)

Limit Flock Size
I don’t know about you, but I enjoy 

raising poultry so much that “flock creep” 
becomes a problem—the keeping of more 
ducks, geese, and chickens than Ellen and 
I really need. But if “too much poop” has 
become a problem, the question of “too 
many poopers” must be addressed. I have 
begun a reevaluation of the numbers of 
birds we need at a minimum to meet our 
needs for eggs and dressed poultry; and 
am in the process of culling to reach that 
minimum size. Not only will less poultry 
manure be generated on our place—
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is especially useful for this purpose, and 
I expect to be using it a great deal. Small 
grains and sunflowers should also prove 
more effective than many crops at drawing 
down excessive P and K.

Fortunately, with creative cover crop-
ping strategies, I can make a virtue of hav-
ing to reduce excess P and K—by growing 
in the cover crop beds as much feed for 
the flock as I possibly can. The more the 
cover crop beds furnish feed for the flock, 
the less purchased feed, and the smaller the 
net gain in P and K resulting from feeding. 
For example, this fall I’ve already planted 
in some beds a mix of overwintering small 
grains—wheat, barley, and rye—mixed 
with alfalfa. Next spring the small grains 
will act as a “nurse” crop to the alfalfa, 
smothering out weed competition. When 
the grain ripens I will cut the entire plant 
to feed the flock, removing their P and 
K from the beds. The alfalfa should then 
come on strong, and I will make cuttings 
through the season for feeding the chick-
ens and waterfowl.

Finding the “Gimme” Zones
The astute reader will be wondering 

about the above strategy: But by “cropping 
out” from the garden, you’re just moving 
the excess P and K somewhere else on the 
property. Exactly. The P and K taken off by 
cover crops are passed on to wherever else 
they are used on the property, whether fed 
to the flock or laid down as mulches. So 
the challenge will be to define “gimme” or 

Harvey is writing a book, The Modern 
Homestead Poultry Flock, to be published 
this year by Chelsea Green Publishing.

Growing more home feeds for the 
flock—here amaranth, sunflower, and 
sorghum—helps remove P and K from 
areas of excess. Harvey has found that, if 
the leaves are still green when he cuts the 
plant for feeding the seed heads, his ducks 
and geese eat them down to the stalk.

“permissive” parts of the property that have 
not been heavily amended with manures 
and manure-based composts in the past—
areas that will actually benefit from P and 
K and other soil nutrient accumulation, 
including organic matter. In the spring, I 
will begin soil-testing such areas—our 
various lawns, and a part of our woodlot 
in which I sometimes range our chickens 
inside electronet—to determine which will 
accept a good amount of “fertility transfer” 
without accumulating excesses. Finished 
compost litter from the henhouse, and com-
post made from garden debris, will also be 
applied in the “gimme” areas, rather than 
in the garden or on the pasture.

But Keep the Organic Matter High!
Having a lot of organic matter is es-

sential to having fertile soil with good 
texture and high water retention capacity. 
So the challenge is to keep my current 
high levels of OM while not adding to—
and indeed over time reducing—excess 
levels of P and K. My main strategy for 
doing so is the extensive cover cropping 
program I’ve described—in fully half of 
my two garden areas. I will be removing 
most of the top growth for use elsewhere, 
to be sure, but when the cover crops are 
killed, their decaying root mass will help 
keep OM levels up.

The Silver Lining
When problems arise, it always helps 

if we can find a silver lining in the cloud. 
One advantage I have is that my soil now 
is supercharged with P and K; and I can 
“coast” for a long time, implementing other 
soil care strategies with no need to build up 
either of these essential mineral reserves.

The high level of organic matter in 
my soils is a major silver lining, since 
it contributes so much to soil quality. 
As well, high OM keeps CEC high and 

helps offset potential negative effects of 
excess P and K.

The need to “crop out” excess P and 
K from my garden soils is actually an in-
vitation to heavier production of natural, 
home grown feeds for my flock.

A final silver lining is the opportunity 
to put before the reader this advisory: Test 
your soil regularly, in order to guide a 
practical soil nutrient management plan; 
and to prevent unpleasant surprises in 
the evolution of your homestead’s most 
precious asset, its soil.

Text and photos © Harvey Ussery; 
themodernhomestead.us. 

Harvey Ussery and his wife Ellen live 
on 2-1/2 acres near the Blue Ridge in 
northern Virginia, on which they produce 
much of their own food—including all 
their eggs and dressed poultry from a 
mixed pastured flock. Visit their website 
at www.themodernhomestead.us. 
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And the 2010 Photo Contest Winner is…

Send Your Photo(s) Today! Photo Contest Guidelines
Each issue’s winner will be displayed in the position of honor—on the front cover of the magazine!

Photos must relate in some way to poultry or their products. No limit on number of entries. Attach your name, 
address, phone number or e-mail and photo caption or description to each photo (not on the front, please).

Backyard Poultry retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted in future issues 
or publicity, with or without mention of source.

To have your photos returned, please include a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Each issue’s winning entry will be placed in a gallery of finalists, to be announced annually in the February/

March issue. First prize—$50; 2nd prize—$30; 3rd prize—$20.
Send your entry to: Backyard Poultry Photo Contest, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451; or e-mail photos 

in jpg format to byp@tds.net.

First place by Denise 
Anthony, Rhode Island

Second place by Katie 
Benson, New York

.

Third place by Pepper 
McCarty, Texas 

.

We asked you, the reader, to select your favorite cover in choosing the prize winners for last year’s photo contest. e asked you, the reader, to select your favorite cover in choosing the prize winners for last year’s photo contest. 
We received many votes by mail and e-mail. The Dec. 2010/Jan. 2011 cover photo by Denise Anthony, Rhode Island, We received many votes by mail and e-mail. The Dec. 2010/Jan. 2011 cover photo by Denise Anthony, Rhode Island, 

came out on top, taking first place. I think the note from one contest voter says it all very well: “A homeless castaway to gorgeous came out on top, taking first place. I think the note from one contest voter says it all very well: “A homeless castaway to gorgeous 
cover girl gets my vote!” Coming in second is the June/July 2010 cover photo by Katie Benson, New York, and third place is cover girl gets my vote!” Coming in second is the June/July 2010 cover photo by Katie Benson, New York, and third place is 
the August/September 2010 cover photo by Pepper McCarty, Texas. Congratulations winners!the August/September 2010 cover photo by Pepper McCarty, Texas. Congratulations winners!

The February/March 2011 cover 
winner is a photo by Donna McCormick. 
Donna raises show quality Silkies, and 
this bantam Gray Silkie is a rarity in-
deed. Learn more about the birds Donna 
raises on her website: www.Bluegrass-
Bantams.com. See page 32 for the Silkie 
breed article. 

Backyard 
Poultry

Photo Contest 
Winner

December, 2010/January, 2011
December, 2010/January, 2011
December, 2010/January, 2011
December, 2010/January, 2011
December, 2010/January, 2011

BackyardBackyardBackyardPoultryDedicated to more and better small-flock poultry

Build A Brooder 
Pg. 30

$4.99 US    www.backyardpoultrymag.com

Benefits The 
Entire Family Pg. 22

Happy Holidays—From Our Flock To Yours!

Plus:
An Herbal Mash for Sick Chickens

Treats for Pet Chickens

A true bantam breed Pg. 54



Coop Options:  Litter clean out door and litter tray options allow for easy coop clean-out.  
Automatic poultry door opener - can set for dawn to dusk operation or connect to a timer.   
Electrical Package - Heated Roost - and Wheel Options Available. 

Q46 Quaker Coop-Holds 12-15 chickens 

www.myamishgoods.com 1-800-365-46191-800-365-4619
For more information

DIY Garden Shed Kits

Pergolas

Cook Books

Tower Shed Chicken House 
Holds 50 - 60 chickens

L44 Deluxe Chicken Coop 
Holds up to 10 Chickens 

Q58 - 5x8 Chicken Coop 
Holds 20-25 Chickens 

D46  Chicken Coop
Holds 12-15 Chickens

Birdhouses
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ron Kean
extension poUltry speCialist

UniVersity of wisConsin-madison

the answer man

If you have health related poultry
questions you’d like answered, send your 

questions to us at Backyard Poultry, 
Attn: Answer Man, 145 Industrial Dr., 
Medford, WI 54451 or e-mail to byp@

tds.net. We will try to include your ques-
tion in an upcoming issue. 

health:

Thoughtful Responses to 
Weak Hen Inquiry

In the Dec. 2010/Jan. 2011 issue, page 
40, the Clarks of South Carolina sought an 
explanation for “Forrest,” the hen who still 
peeps, doesn’t walk right, is very docile 
and is coddled by the other hens.

This might sound insensitive, but ... 
That description could have been applied 
during his youth to our son Greg, now age 
32. Greg has Down syndrome. Nothing 
that I know of says that chickens can’t have 
something genetically equivalent. Greg is 
the light of our lives, and I have a hunch 
that “Forrest” fits that bill as well.

Denny B., Pennsylvania

Ron Kean is to be commended for his 
sensitive response to the folks who wrote 
about an Australorp pullet that could not 
get around on her own. He mentioned 
euthanasia at the end of two thoughtful 
paragraphs.

May I say that such an act is likely to 
be more merciful than the owners may 
perceive right now.

 I used to keep rabbits for the table, 
a buck and two does, and had selected a 
young buck for his coloring to grow out for 
stud. As time went on he stopped growing 
and often lay about with half-closed eyes. 
I gave him more carrots and such, made 
sure his hutch was very clean, and gave 
him a dose of antibiotic, in case. Nothing 
helped and he remained the smallest rabbit 
by far of the 100+ I raised. 

Finally, I decided he had to go. Imagine 
my chagrin to find his appendix nearly the 
size of a frankfurter, packed with food that 
ought to have gone thru the large intestine. 
He must have been in agony. Had I waited 
longer, it would have burst and the poor guy 
would have died of peritonitis.

 Now that I keep ducks, processing some 
of them has been highly instructive and help-
ful in caring for those chosen to live longer. 
Since the owners of the unthrifty Australorp 
are new to keeping chickens, this may be 
both the most difficult and most helpful 
thing they can do in this case.

Dave L., Washington

Mr. Liezen is correct in his reminder 
that sometimes the birds we choose to 
raise, when not in optimal health, may be 
in pain. It certainly isn’t as easy to diag-
nose problems (or pain) in poultry as it is 
people, but generally, if the bird is lively, 
active and eating/drinking well, they can 
lead long, productive and fun lives.

Just as these letters arrived, I also 
received a great story from Judy Hor-
ton, sharing the joys of the Down Home 
Ranch, a non-profit serving people with 
intellectual disabilities, and their experi-
ences raising chickens. See page 72 for 
her story.—Ed.

Chick Deaths at 3-6 Weeks
of Age

I am having a problem with my 
chicks. They are kept in heated, clean, 
dry quarters with plenty of food and clean 
water and they seem to do fine until they 
reach three to six weeks old. They start 
looking “rough,” stand around like they 
are cold, go off their feed and water and 
eventually die. This does not seem to be 
breed specific. Any ideas as to what the 
problem is and what I can do about it? 

Raymond H., Kentucky

This sounds like coccidiosis. I don’t 
know if you’re seeing any diarrhea, but the 
age and the symptoms you mention defi-
nitely fit. Those that already are showing 
symptoms need to be treated. Amprolium 
is probably the best treatment, and it is 
mixed in the water. If you aren’t feeding a 
medicated feed, I’d suggest using it in the 
future. The medication is usually a lower 
dose of amprolium, which will work as a 
preventative. The idea with using a lower 
dose is to let the chickens slowly develop 
their own immunity.

It could be some other disease, but 
this seems the most likely.

Coughing Chickens
I’m looking for some help regard-

ing my two-year-old Barred Rock hen. 
It looks like she breathes through her 
mouth a lot. I’ve also seen her cough. (Do 
chickens cough?) She’s eating okay and 
getting along with the other seven girls 
just fine. Her coloring looks good, eyes 
are clear, and I don’t see anything in the 
way of blocking her nostrils. 

Should I be concerned or is this an-
other thing that once they start doing, 
becomes a habit?

Deb B., Connecticut

Hatch your own chicks
Easy to use. Affordable. 

Quality incubators since 1978
Full line of incubators and brooders 

with a two-year warranty

Toll free 
888-667-7009 or 
321-267-7009 for 

FREE color catalog

www.brinsea.com The Incubation SpecialistsSe habla 
español



Happy Hen Treats
Premium Treats for Chickens

EggCartons.com
eggcartons.com
888-852-5340

Fleming Outdoors
flemingoutdoors.com

800-624-4493

GQF Manufacturing
gqfmfg.com

912-236-0651

Jeffers Livestock
jefferslivestock.com

800-533-3377

Metzer Farms
metzerfarms.com

800-424-7755

Meyer Hatchery
meyerhatchery.com

888-568-9755

Murray McMurray 
mcmurrayhatchery.com

800-456-3280

Randall Burkey Company
randallburkey.com

800-531-1097

complete list of retailers 
available online at:

 happyhentreats.com

www.happyhentreats.com

Featured Retailers

Mealworm Frenzy Sunflower Sensation Treat Ball

These great tasting 
worms are the perfect 
treat for your chickens

our flock will love this 
delicious blend of 
sunflower seeds, 

peanuts, raisins & more

ill with cabbage or fresh 
greens for a tasty and 

playful treat
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America’s Oldest Bird Supply Company!

What a great product! Foy's has been the exclusive 
North America distributor for over 5 years, and have 
sold hundreds and hundreds of the Doorkeepers. The 
unit is German made and is of the highest quality. The 
Doorkeeper has been used all over Europe for years 
and has proved itself to be dependable and will 
withstand the worst of weather. We offer a complete 
warranty of one year, when a door is purchased with 
the Doorkeeper. Number #2100 Doorkeeper is a 
complete unit meant to be installed on the outside wall 
of your coop, and will open and close based on 
daylight.Cloudy days have no effect and will operate as 
it is supposed to. Number 2101 is the same as #2100 
but includes a light sensor on a cord which allows you 
to install the unit on the inside of the coop and you need 
to drill a small hole in the wall to run the light sensor to 
the outside. Number 2102 is a Timer which you would

(All Prices Are Subject To Change)

All orders received by 2:00 P.M., shipped same day (on 

instock items only) or a 15% discount on your next order.  

Offer expires 30 days after shipping date.

CALL FOR YOUR FREE 2011 - 2012 CATALOG

www.FOYSPETSUPPLIES.com

3185 Bennett’s Run Road
Beaver Falls, PA 15010

CALL 1-877-355-7727

or order online at: 
www.foyspetsupplies.com

foyspigeon@zoominternet.net   -    All questions or
to request our catalog of poultry,rabbit,

cage bird and pigeon products.
 

Automatic Doorkeeper

#2100  Doorkeeper      $189.95
#2101  Doorkeeper with light sensor $199.95
#2102  Doorkeeper Timer     $89.95

#2103    9” x 13” Door          $28.95
#2104  12” x 15” Door          $32.95
#2105  13” x 20” Door          $44.95

#2100  Doorkeeper   $189.95
#2101  Doorkeeper with light sensor  $199.95
#2102  Doorkeeper Timer  $89.95
#2103  9” x 13” Door   $28.95
#2104  12” x 15” Door   $32.95
#2105  13” x 20” Door   $44.95

only need should you desire to open and close the door at a time you chose. I use the timer because 
I do not want the rooster crowing under my bedroom window at daybreak. Doors are sold separately 
and are available in three sizes. 

What a great product! Foy's has been the exclusive North 
America distributor for over 5 years, and have sold 
hundreds and hundreds of the Doorkeepers. The unit is 
German made and is of the highest quality. The doorkeeper 
has been used all over Europe for years and has proved 
itself to be dependable and will withstand the worst of 
weather. We offer a complete warranty of one year, when a 
door is purchased with the doorkeeper. Number #2100 
Doorkeeper is a complete unit meant to be installed on the 
outside wall of your coop, and will open and close based on 
daylight.Cloudy days have no effect and will operate as it is 
supposed to. Number 2101 is the same as #2100 but 
includes a light sensor on a cord which allows you to install 
the unit on the inside of the coop and you need to drill a 
small hole in the wall to run the light sensor to the outside. 
Number 2102 is a Timer which you would only need should 
you desire to open and close the door at a time you chose. 
I use the timer because I do not want the rooster crowing 
under my bedroom window a daybreak. Doors are sold 
separately and are available in three sizes. 

If it’s a real sneeze or cough (sound-
ing like a forceful cough), that’s often a 
sign of some respiratory problem. It can 
also be a sign of gapeworms, which are 
worms that live in the trachea. In the 
case of a respiratory problem, you would 
likely have noticed some other symptoms 
after a while.

If it’s more of an open mouth thing, 
then it could be one of the above. It could 
also be something she does after swallow-
ing dry feed, for example.

I’d monitor her, and if you see some-
thing else, or if other hens start it, then 
you probably will want to contact an 

avian veterinarian or your state veterinary 
diagnostic lab. 

Incubation of Eggs Results in 
Poor Hatch 

We have a flock of 25 Barred Rock and 
three Ameraucana hens and three Barred 
Rock roosters. We received them as day-
old chicks one year ago. The birds are 
housed in a trailer-mounted hen house and 
are moved to fresh pasture on a weekly ba-
sis. They have free access to commercial 
layer pellets and oyster shell grit. They all 
seem very active and healthy, and we are 
averaging 25 eggs per day.

Recently we provided 36 fresh eggs 
to a local couple who are just starting a 
hatchery. Only 21 chicks hatched, three 
had a club foot and the couple reported 
that two eggs had almost fully developed 
chicks that died in the shell.

Based on our observations of our flock 
there should be no shortage of fertilized 
eggs. This seems like a very low fertility 
rate. Equally disturbing is the high number 
of club-footed chicks.

Do we have a disease or genetics 
problem in our flock or is there some 
other problem?

Les & Elizabeth B., Washington

This is probably an incubation issue. It 
sounds like they broke open the unhatched 
eggs. If the eggs were completely clear 
(with no sign of development), then that 
is more likely a fertility issue. You have a 
pretty good hen to rooster ratio, so that 
shouldn’t be a problem. I would expect 
pretty high fertility, so I’m not sure what 
to tell you there. 

The club-footed chicks could be due 
to a few things. There could be a genetic 
issue with some of your chickens. I don’t 
think that’s the most likely consideration, 
but it’s possible.

The incubator conditions can cause 
this. I’d check the temperature of the in-
cubator first. It should be about 99.5° F 
in a forced-air (one with a fan) incubator. 
In an incubator without a fan, it should be 
about 101° F. Incubators without fans can 
especially have problems with hot and cold 
spots in different areas of the incubator. 
They should move the thermometer around 
to check this. Also, it doesn’t hurt to com-
pare a few different thermometers. These 
can vary considerably. Even in a forced-air 
incubator, there can be warmer and cooler 
spots, so that could cause some problems.

Next, I’d check the humidity. It usu-
ally needs to be around 55-60% relative 
humidity. Low humidity can cause some 
hatching problems.

If they weren’t turning the eggs, this 
could be a problem, too. If they are turn-
ing by hand, I’d suggest turning them at 
least three times each day (up to day 14, 
at least). I’d start with these things. 

There are three things that can contribute 
to crooked toes (club footedness) —genet-
ics, feed, and incubation. The first issue is 
that your whole flock was sourced from one 
hatchery, thus the males may be full brothers 
or half-brothers to some of the hens. 

Next, you are feeding a layer ration and 
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not a breeder ration. Breeding birds require 
more minerals and a slightly higher fat con-
tent to produce healthy chicks. Layer feed 
has, by design, the bare minimum of more 
expensive ingredients so as to help a hen 
produce an egg while keeping the price of 
the feed to a minimum. It is a poor quality 
feed when you want better nutrition in the 
eggs and for the breeding birds. Next time, 
try purchasing a Game Bird Breeder ration. 
It will take 21-30 days before the full effect 
of this better quality feed will impact your 
fertile eggs. 

Lastly, when humidity is slightly low 
in the incubator the paper-like liner of the 

egg toughens up and the chicks some-
times have difficulty working their way 
out of the shell. When a chick takes too 
long getting out of the shell, the tendons 
in its legs “set” and the chick will have 
crooked-toes. 

There was no mention of how long 
the eggs that were used to hatch were 
saved prior to setting, or how they were 
transported. Saving eggs beyond 10 days 
or transporting the eggs and then setting 
as soon as they arrive will both result in 
embryos that start to grow but which die 
long before hatching. 

There are many areas of management 

that could have contributed to the hatch re-
sults, so I would suggest trying again, but 
this time follow these tips: Feed a breeder 
ration for 30 days prior to saving the eggs. 
Save eggs for only 5 days, storing them in 
a cooler in your basement, or somewhere 
else with a constant temperature. Have 
your friends hold the eggs overnight at 
room temperature before setting in the 
incubator. Have your friends check the 
humidity during incubation and when they 
candle the eggs, check air cell size so that 
they will know if the air cells are too large 
(not enough humidity) or too small (too 
much humidity); also have them raise the 
humidity, per incubator manufacturer’s in-
structions, during the last few days before 
hatch. If the chicks come out large, fluffy, 
and without club feet then everything has 
been addressed.

Don Schrider, Virginia

Using Soft Water on Chickens
This may sound strange, but I am 

wondering if soft water will harm the 
chickens. I do not have running water in 
the barn, yet, and the outside faucet has 
frozen over in our single digit and teens 
temperatures. So that leaves the running 
water inside the house and every faucet 
has soft water attached to it. I do have a 
reverse osmosis water system but I can 
only squeeze out a gallon a day if I’m 
lucky and I need three gallons. Will soft 
water harm the chickens?

Don B., Indiana

It shouldn’t cause a problem to use 
softened water. Water softeners work by 
replacing minerals such as calcium and 
magnesium with sodium, so the softened 
water will have a slightly higher salt (sodi-
um) concentration. Birds need some salt in 
their diet, but an excess can be a problem. 
As long as they have plenty of water, they 
can drink more water, which helps them 
excrete the extra salt, but that means they 
will excrete more water, too. This could 
cause slightly wetter droppings. I doubt 
you’ll see a great difference, however. The 
amount of sodium in the softened water 
shouldn’t be very high. 

I’d also make sure the hens have 
calcium available, since they won’t have 
as much calcium in the water. Most diets 
have adequate calcium, but I recommend 
offering oyster shell or limestone free 
choice, just in case. The hens will usually 
eat it if they need it.

I doubt you’ll see noticeable differences 
from switching to softened water.

NOTHING BEATS A
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reViewed by bob tarte

It’s not a problem that I’ve run into 
while flipping through reference 
books about caring for dogs, cats, 

or parrots. But whenever I open my 
books about chickens, ducks, or geese, 
I firmly set my thumb across the last 
twenty or thirty pages. Otherwise I find 
myself immersed in detailed informa-
tion about how best to fatten up and 
butcher my feathered friend. Although 
I understand that many folks who raise 
poultry do so with the ultimate destina-
tion of someone’s dining room table in 
mind, I’ve often thought it would be nice 
if someone would produce a reference 
book that treats poultry as companion 
animals rather than entrees.

A year ago, Kimberly Link, Founder 
and Director of Majestic Waterfowl Sanc-
tuary in Lebanon, Connecticut, wrote 
exactly that kind of book about pet ducks 
with The Ultimate Pet Duck Guidebook. 

And now she gives the honkers a big 
dose of the same loving regard with her 
personality-packed, information-rich The 
Ultimate Pet Goose Guidebook (available Ultimate Pet Goose Guidebook (available Ultimate Pet Goose Guidebook
via www.majesticwaterfowl.org).

This isn’t one of those reference 
works where you have to keep check-
ing the author’s name on the cover to 
remind yourself that a human being 
and not an editorial board assembled 
the thing. From the first page, Link’s 
authorial voice is large and in charge. I 
felt confident knowing that most of the 
tips and info in this photo-chocked book 
came from her firsthand experience with 
geese. In fact, she sprinkles the guide 
with helpful “Goosey Anecdotes” that 
provide real world, real bird examples 
of a chapter topic, such as “Ethel’s 
Hardware Disease,” which describes 
the successful treatment of a Toulouse 
goose named Ethel who had a piece of 
wire embedded in her intestines. 

Just as you would expect, the Guide-
book thoroughly covers basic care issues book thoroughly covers basic care issues book
like food, housing, illness, and reproduc-
tion. But Link continually emphasizes the 
long-term comfort of birds that can live 
up to thirty years rather than the short 
term approaches applicable to geese that 
are destined for quick sale. Sure, you can 
find other books that include a section on 
leg and foot problems, for example. But 
Link goes beyond recommending a quick 
visit to the vet by detailing methods of 
providing therapy, such as encouraging 
your goose to paddle around in a pool to 
strengthen the affected joint. She even 
includes plans for constructing a sling-
walker for a bird with chronic lameness. 
A section on stretch therapy suggests 
helping a goose without leg mobility re-
learn to reach its oil gland by tempting 
the bird to stretch its neck to snatch a 
lettuce treat. 

She also includes lots of helpful in-
formation on dealing with geriatric birds 

and helping them cope with problems 
like loss of eyesight. Her solutions aren’t 
necessarily easy. A blind goose needs spe-
cial safe housing as well as exercise and 
stimulation, which can add up to a pretty 
serious commitment in time and money. 
So she’s smart to start off her book by 
asking the reader to decide whether they 
are truly ready for the responsibility of 
keeping a goose as a pet. Most of us just 
aren’t accustomed to placing the same 
value on these birds as we place on dogs 
or cats. 

My wife and I learned to see our 
goose Liza in a whole new light the 
summer that she came down with 
aspergillosis and spent nearly three 
months recovering on our front porch. 
I’ll always remember her excited honks 
when we came out to sit with her, and 
her apparent attempts to please us by 
taking dandelion greens from our hands 
when she didn’t really have an appetite. 
In our backyard, she had blended in with 
the other birds, but up close she proved 
to be as loving and personable a pet as 
the parrots and doves that lived in our 
dining room. Although it was a thrilling 
day when she was finally well enough 
to rejoin her flock and begin to recover 
the full bloom of health, her return to her 
fellow geese meant transferring identi-
fication away from us and to them. In 
fact, she flinched and trotted away when 
I tried to stroke her back in the presence 
of her pen-mates.“What kind of goose 
do you think I am?” she seemed to be 
asking me. 

She was complicated, emotional, and 
endearing, just like all of our geese, and 
Kim Link does a fine job of address-
ing the full spectrum of psychological 
and physical needs in her Ultimate Pet 
Goose Guidebook. Sure, when it comes 
to illness and injury, you can never have 
too much information on hand. So while 
making Link’s book an indispensable 
part of your library, don’t be shy about 
adding one of those other kinds of goose other kinds of goose other
care books, too. But don’t expect tips in 
the back of her book on preparing your 
birds for the table. The only recipes you’ll 
find are for mixing your own goose feed. 
Bon appetit! 

Bob Tarte is author of the humorous 
pet-bird memoirs Enslaved by Ducks and 
Fowl Weather, published by Algonquin 
Books of Chapel Hill. Visit his website 
at www.BobTarte.com.

booK reView:

All the things you need to know before and 
after bringing home your feathered friend

The Ultimate Pet
Goose Guidebook

The Ultimate Pet Goose Guidebook by The Ultimate Pet Goose Guidebook by The Ultimate Pet Goose Guidebook
Kimberly Link (with contributions by 
Jennifer Garey), $34.99 available online 
at www.majesticwaterfowl.org.
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daVaVa e holderread
Everything you need to know to raise ducks Everything you need to know to raise ducks Everything you need to know to raise ducks 
successfully. This comprehensive, fully successfully. This comprehensive, fully successfully. This comprehensive, fully 
illustrated guide takes you through every illustrated guide takes you through every illustrated guide takes you through every 
step of owning ducks. It provides the most step of owning ducks. It provides the most step of owning ducks. It provides the most 
up-to-date information on various breeds up-to-date information on various breeds up-to-date information on various breeds 
(including rare breeds), feeding, housing, (including rare breeds), feeding, housing, (including rare breeds), feeding, housing, 
egg production, health care and more.egg production, health care and more.egg production, health care and more.
316 pages, $18.95316 pages, $18.95316 pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising DucksStorey’s Guide to Raising DucksStorey’s Guide to Raising Ducks

Storey’s Guide to Raising PoultryStorey’s Guide to Raising PoultryStorey’s Guide to Raising Poultry
leonard s. merCia

An invaluable resource for everyone who raises An invaluable resource for everyone who raises An invaluable resource for everyone who raises 
poultry. It contains the most comprehensive poultry. It contains the most comprehensive poultry. It contains the most comprehensive 
and current information on raising chickens, and current information on raising chickens, and current information on raising chickens, 
turkeys, waterfowl, and game birds. Covers turkeys, waterfowl, and game birds. Covers turkeys, waterfowl, and game birds. Covers 
breed selection (for both meat and egg probreed selection (for both meat and egg probreed selection (for both meat and egg pro-
duction), hatching, housing and equipment, duction), hatching, housing and equipment, duction), hatching, housing and equipment, 
feeding, and rearing. feeding, and rearing. feeding, and rearing. 343 pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising TurkeysStorey’s Guide to Raising TurkeysStorey’s Guide to Raising Turkeys
leonard s. merCia

Complete how-to information on raising Complete how-to information on raising Complete how-to information on raising 
turkeys from young poults to delicious, turkeys from young poults to delicious, turkeys from young poults to delicious, 
thick-breasted birds. Discussions on selectthick-breasted birds. Discussions on selectthick-breasted birds. Discussions on select-
ing the right turkey for your flock, breeding ing the right turkey for your flock, breeding ing the right turkey for your flock, breeding 
and management, processing, flock health, and management, processing, flock health, and management, processing, flock health, 
feeding and housing. Contains in-depth feeding and housing. Contains in-depth feeding and housing. Contains in-depth 
housing plan illustrations. Revised and housing plan illustrations. Revised and housing plan illustrations. Revised and 
updated.updated.updated. 199 pages, $18.95

How to Raise PoultryHow to Raise PoultryHow to Raise Poultry
Everything You Need to KnowEverything You Need to KnowEverything You Need to Know

Christine heinrieinrieinriChs
If you want to raise poultry—for feathers or eggs, If you want to raise poultry—for feathers or eggs, If you want to raise poultry—for feathers or eggs, 
beauty or meat, pleasure or profit—this book is beauty or meat, pleasure or profit—this book is beauty or meat, pleasure or profit—this book is 
the perfect place to begin. Poultry expert Chris-the perfect place to begin. Poultry expert Chris-the perfect place to begin. Poultry expert Chris-
tine Heinrichs lays out the distinctions between tine Heinrichs lays out the distinctions between tine Heinrichs lays out the distinctions between 
waterfowl (ducks, geese and swans), turkeys, waterfowl (ducks, geese and swans), turkeys, waterfowl (ducks, geese and swans), turkeys, 
gamebirds (peafowl, pheasants, quail and others), gamebirds (peafowl, pheasants, quail and others), gamebirds (peafowl, pheasants, quail and others), 
ratites (ostriches, emus, and rheas), and pigeons. ratites (ostriches, emus, and rheas), and pigeons. ratites (ostriches, emus, and rheas), and pigeons. 
She then clearly details the very different require-She then clearly details the very different require-She then clearly details the very different require-
ments for raising each species, from feeding and ments for raising each species, from feeding and ments for raising each species, from feeding and 
housing to husbandry and health, to showing and housing to husbandry and health, to showing and housing to husbandry and health, to showing and 

marketing and legal concerns. Whether you’re thinking of starting a flock marketing and legal concerns. Whether you’re thinking of starting a flock marketing and legal concerns. Whether you’re thinking of starting a flock marketing and legal concerns. Whether you’re thinking of starting a flock 
or acquiring a few feathered friends, this handy guide tells you everything or acquiring a few feathered friends, this handy guide tells you everything or acquiring a few feathered friends, this handy guide tells you everything or acquiring a few feathered friends, this handy guide tells you everything 
you need to know. you need to know. 192 pages, $19.95

How to Raise ChickensHow to Raise ChickensHow to Raise Chickens
Everything You Need to KnowEverything You Need to KnowEverything You Need to Know

Christine heinrieinrieinriChs
This book is thoroughly modern and comprehen-This book is thoroughly modern and comprehen-This book is thoroughly modern and comprehen-
sive. It delivers everything the subtitle promises: sive. It delivers everything the subtitle promises: sive. It delivers everything the subtitle promises: 
“Everything you need to know—Breed guide “Everything you need to know—Breed guide “Everything you need to know—Breed guide 
and selection—Proper care and healthy feedand selection—Proper care and healthy feedand selection—Proper care and healthy feed-
ing—Building facilities and fencing—Showing ing—Building facilities and fencing—Showing ing—Building facilities and fencing—Showing 
advice.” And it’s all presented in the context advice.” And it’s all presented in the context advice.” And it’s all presented in the context 
of today’s small, backyard flock. of today’s small, backyard flock. of today’s small, backyard flock. How to Raise 
Chickens might sound like a simple premise for  might sound like a simple premise for  might sound like a simple premise for 
a poultry book but this one goes way beyond the a poultry book but this one goes way beyond the a poultry book but this one goes way beyond the 

how-tos. 191 pages, $19.95

CCCarol eKariUs
Gorgeous, full-color photographs of more than Gorgeous, full-color photographs of more than Gorgeous, full-color photographs of more than 

128 birds. This definitive guide includes a brief 128 birds. This definitive guide includes a brief 128 birds. This definitive guide includes a brief 
history of the breed, detailed descriptions of history of the breed, detailed descriptions of history of the breed, detailed descriptions of 
identifying characteristics and colorful photographs identifying characteristics and colorful photographs identifying characteristics and colorful photographs 
that celebrate the birds’ quirky personalities and that celebrate the birds’ quirky personalities and that celebrate the birds’ quirky personalities and 
charming good looks. If it’s fowl facts and photos charming good looks. If it’s fowl facts and photos charming good looks. If it’s fowl facts and photos 
you want, you’ll find them all here! you want, you’ll find them all here! you want, you’ll find them all here! 278 pages, 
$24.95

Storey’s Illustrated GuideStorey’s Illustrated GuideStorey’s Illustrated Guide
to Poultry Breedsto Poultry Breedsto Poultry Breeds

gail damerow
This informative book for both beginning This informative book for both beginning This informative book for both beginning 
and experienced chicken owners is now and experienced chicken owners is now and experienced chicken owners is now com-
pletely updatedpletely updatedpletely updated. It covers breed selection, 
building feeders and shelters, how to collect building feeders and shelters, how to collect building feeders and shelters, how to collect 
and store your eggs to maintain freshness (or and store your eggs to maintain freshness (or and store your eggs to maintain freshness (or 
hatching), maintaining good flock health, raishatching), maintaining good flock health, raishatching), maintaining good flock health, rais-
ing broilers for meat, and showing your birds.ing broilers for meat, and showing your birds.ing broilers for meat, and showing your birds.
Revised and updated. 341 pages, $19.95.Revised and updated. 341 pages, $19.95.Revised and updated. 341 pages, $19.95.

Storey’s Guide to Raising ChickensStorey’s Guide to Raising ChickensStorey’s Guide to Raising Chickens

NEW 
BOOK! There are poultry books on coops, breeds, health and feed. Now there is a There are poultry books on coops, breeds, health and feed. Now there is a 

book from the editors of book from the editors of Backyard PoultryBackyard Poultry covering all that—and more! covering all that—and more!

The First Year

For the Love of
PoultryThis complete collection of articles and photos from the first year of Backyard Poultry touches on every topic of This complete collection of articles and photos from the first year of Backyard Poultry touches on every topic of 

interest to the poultry fancier and backyard breeder, sometimes in great detail, sometimes not so much, but always interest to the poultry fancier and backyard breeder, sometimes in great detail, sometimes not so much, but always 
mindful of your love of poultry. Learn about: Chickens, Turkeys, Waterfowl and other poultry breeds; introducing mindful of your love of poultry. Learn about: Chickens, Turkeys, Waterfowl and other poultry breeds; introducing 
new birds to the flock; stopping predators; layer problems (and solutions); coop ideas and designs; financial oppornew birds to the flock; stopping predators; layer problems (and solutions); coop ideas and designs; financial oppor--new birds to the flock; stopping predators; layer problems (and solutions); coop ideas and designs; financial oppornew birds to the flock; stopping predators; layer problems (and solutions); coop ideas and designs; financial oppor-new birds to the flock; stopping predators; layer problems (and solutions); coop ideas and designs; financial oppornew birds to the flock; stopping predators; layer problems (and solutions); coop ideas and designs; financial oppor
tunities; keeping your birds healthy; homegrown feeds; managing poultry on pasture; curing & smoking poultry; tunities; keeping your birds healthy; homegrown feeds; managing poultry on pasture; curing & smoking poultry; 
working with broody hens; marketing to restaurants; youth poultry programs; chick care and much, much more!working with broody hens; marketing to restaurants; youth poultry programs; chick care and much, much more!
For the Love of PoultryFor the Love of Poultry contains articles from more than 30 writers, including renowned poultry expert and author  contains articles from more than 30 writers, including renowned poultry expert and author For the Love of PoultryFor the Love of Poultry contains articles from more than 30 writers, including renowned poultry expert and author For the Love of PoultryFor the Love of Poultry
Gail Damerow, homesteading guru Harvey Ussery and University of Wisconsin’s top poultry specialist, Ron Kean. Gail Damerow, homesteading guru Harvey Ussery and University of Wisconsin’s top poultry specialist, Ron Kean. 
Enjoy spending a few minutes—or a few hours—as they share their knowledge. Enjoy spending a few minutes—or a few hours—as they share their knowledge. 320 pages, $19.95.320 pages, $19.95.

For the Love of Poultry! A Backyard Poultry Anthology—The First Year



Gardening with Guineas
Jeannette S. FerguSon

This book is a delightful and informative guide to 
raising guinea fowl on a small scale. It covers the life 
of a guinea from egg to adult, including incubation, of a guinea from egg to adult, including incubation, 
feeding, housing, training and common problems. 
Jeannette includes information on reasons for raising 

guinea fowl (they eat garden pests, ticks and hate snakes), what you 
need to know before you buy guineas, working with newborns and 
young keets, and much more. 131 pages, $14.95

The Book of Geese
a Complete Guide to Raising the Home Flock

Dave HolDerreaD
One of the classics of waterfowl management. An 
easy-to-read book with good illustrations and dia-
grams, takes you from the egg through incubation, 
gosling stage, feeding, housing, mating, health and 

physical problems. It covers all breeds of geese with descriptions of the 
traits unique to each breed. This really is the complete guide to raising 
the home flock. 209 pages, $18.95

Have You Hugged Your 
CHICKEN Today?

ORDER OURS TODAY!

Tell the world how you really feel... 
with a Brand-New, 

High-Quality, Fruit of the Loom®

Backyard Poultry T-shirt.

Only $14 each

Backyard Poultry T-Shirts

See order form 
on the next page.

Makes a 
Great Gift!

Available in navy blue or red, and two styles.

Chickens have become the mascot of the local 
food movement. A desire for sustainable, clean, 

wholesome food and superior soil quality has led more and more 
suburban and city dwellers to keep laying hens in their backyards 
and gardens. City Chicks is an excellent resource for the beginner 
or avid chicken enthusiast. 460 pages, $22.50

City Chicks
Keeping Micro-flocks of Laying Hens 
as Garden Helpers, Compost Makers, 

Bio-recyclers and Local Food Suppliers

Patricia Foreman

Living with Chickens
Jay Rossier

Tens of thousands of people in all areas of the 
country enjoy raising chickens, whether for 
food or companionship. You may want to read 
Living With Chickens just for the sheer joy of it. 
Straightforward prose and illustrations give any 

future chicken farmer the tools he or she needs to get started. Jay 
Rossier discusses everything from feeding and housing the birds 
to keeping marauders from invading the coop. Personal anecdotes, 
interesting facts, and lush, full-color photographs round out this 
indispensable guide. 203 pages, $16.95

The Mating and Breeding 
of Poultry

Harry m. lamon & rob r. Slocum
This book, first published in 1920, and now back in 
print, outlines all you need to know to become an ac-
complished breeder. It includes manipulating shape 

and color combinations, preparing birds for weather, encouraging 
the juiciest meat and largest eggs and much more. Authors Lamon & 
Slocum were the Senior Poultrymen at the Bureau of Animal Industry 
for the USDA. 341 pages, $14.95

The Complete Idiot’s Guide to 
Raising Chickens

Jerome D. belanger

You’re no idiot, of course. You know there’s nothing 
like the taste of fresh, free-range eggs from chickens 
you’ve raised yourself, but you’re wondering if 
owning your own flock of birds would be all it’s 

cracked up to be. In this Complete Idiot’s Guide you’ll find advice on 
locating and buying your first chickens; tips for buying or building the 
right coop; learn all about eggs from conception to cooking; learn to 
identify normal behavior in healthy chickens and what to do when some-
thing goes wrong, and decide for yourself if raising chickens organi-
cally is right for you. If you have questions, this book has the answers. 
160 pages, $14.95
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gail Damerow
In this must-have reference for the small flock owner, 
Gail discusses the problems and diseases common to 
chickens of all breeds and all ages. It also explains how 
to hatch healthy chicks, provide proper nutrition, fight 
parasites, spot diseases and infections in their early 

stages, protect the flock from predators and building safe houses and 
yards. Practical charts help pinpoint common symptoms and causes 
of disease. An extensive listing provides quick access to treatments 
and remedies for everything from poor egg production to crooked toe 
syndrome. Generously illustrated. 344 pages, $19.95 

The Chicken Health Handbook
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Barnyard in Your 
Backyard

A Beginner’s Guide to Raising
Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Rabbits,

Goats, Sheep, and Cattle

eDiteD by gail Damerow
The essential primer for first-time farmers. 
Covering everything from which breeds of 

ducks are best for eggs and which are best for meat to how to buy a 
beef or dairy calf to where to find a market for manure. This easy-to-
use handbook teaches you how to operate a mini-farm for fun, profit 
or both. 408 pages, $24.95

Your Chickens
A Kid’s Guide to Raising and Showing

gail Damerow
Your Chickens tells you everything that you need to 
know about raising chickens, including information 
on choosing, purchasing, raising and showing all 
types. Whether you want to raise chickens for fun 
or to make money, Gail Damerow gives you her 

friendly and wise advice on the subject. You will also find important 
charts and checklists. You’ll learn the answers to such questions as: • 
What type of chicken should I raise? • Where will I keep my chick-
ens? • How can I help my chickens stay healthy? • How do I raise my 
chickens to get the best eggs? • What should I feed my chickens? 156 
pages, $14.95

Chicken Coops
45 Plans For Housing Your Flock

JuDy Pangman
Whether you keep one hen or 1,000 hens, you will 
find a housing plan in this comprehensive book. 
Coops range from fashionable backyard structures 
to large-scale, movable shelters. You will also find 
plans for converting trailer frames, greenhouses 

and sheds using recycled materials and simple ways to make waterers, 
feeders and nestboxes. 166 pages, $19.95
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DoriS robinSon, national Director/coorDinator

aPa-aba youtH Program 

Poultry showmanship begins long before the competition. 
Time and effort spent by the child on properly caring for 
the birds and training them for show will be reflected on 

the day of the competition.
Showmanship contests are set up to help our youthful exhibi-

tors become comfortable talking to a judge while he is answering 
some simple questions and handling his/her bird.

Preparing your Pre-Junior (Pee Wee) 
(normal ages are 4 – 7 years)

If the child is overly scared the judge may ask the parent to 
stand with the child but the parent should not interrupt or make 
comment to the child or judges unless it’s just to assure the child 
it’s ok and he/she is doing great.
A. Exhibitors must show their own chicken or bantam waterfowl. 
It’s highly recommended that pre-junior / peewee exhibitors 
focus on one bird in particular. We recommend that these young 
exhibitors start out with a “bantam” chicken. These birds are 
smaller and can easily be handled and trained by small hands.
B. Select good quality chickens for your children that are healthy 
and free from defects, internal or external parasites.
C. Clean the chickens before the contest. Keep their pen clean 
and wash their feet and vent area. Judges and children alike don’t 
like handling dirty birds.
D. The child should practice at home by handling and playing 
with the showmanship bird. This will enable both of them to be 
calmer during the contest.
E. It is the responsibility of the showman or parent, or both, 
to inform the show organizers if the showman has any special 
needs.

Recommendations:
The child should be able to put the bird in the cage and take 

it out of the cage by themselves during showmanship (the judge 
may have to help open a stubborn cage door).

He should show he can hold the bird comfortably without 
injury to the bird or the contestant.

When small hands are holding large birds the birds have a 
tendency to be uncomfortable and will try to flap their wings and 
fly away. The Pee Wee/Pre-Junior exhibitor is expected to have 
complete control of his or her bird as are all contestants.

Knowledge:
The pre-junior should learn as many external parts of a 

chicken or bantam duck (depending on what he is using in 
showmanship). Head, feet, legs, toes, hocks, wattles, comb, eye, 
wing, ears, etc. He should know the breed and variety of bird he 
is using in showmanship.

Suggested Junior Showmanship Knowledge (Ages 8 – 10) 
The student should demonstrate a fundamental understanding 

of the poultry animal at the junior level. 
A. Identify the sex of a bird. 
B. Identify the external body parts. 
C. Identify the parts of a wing and a feather. 
D. He should know his breed, variety and breed class of the bird 
he uses for showmanship. 
E. He should be able to examine a bird for external parasites 
properly. 
F. He should be able to name at least one or two external parasites 
that are common on poultry. 
G. He should be learning the basics about common internal para-
sites (worms) and how they get them. How can he help prevent 
his birds from getting them? 
H. He should know how many toes, the type of comb and the 
appropriate color of the eyes for his breed and the appropriate 
color of the legs on the bird he is using in showmanship. 
I. He should be learning the basics of feed used for chicks and 
adult chickens. 
J. He should know how many days it takes to hatch an egg. 
K. He should begin learning the basics of reading a coop tag 
following judging. 
L. He should have a basic understanding of how the birds are 
judged by the judge. 
M. He should have a fundamental understanding of show ethics, 
what to do and not to do (showroom courtesy, cheating, faking, 
not touching other exhibitors’ birds, etc.) 
N. He should know what the N.P.I.P. (National Poultry Improve-
ment Plan) is and why the bird is blood-tested before it is entered 
in a show
O. He should be able to remove his bird from the cage properly, 
carry the bird properly, pass the bird to another person prop-
erly; he should be able to pose his bird properly for the judge 
to view. 

Youth Showmanship Guide

Poultry judge Paul Kroll judging showmanship in the Pee-Wee 
group. At this stage of showmanship, youth are expected to know 
the body parts of a bird, and how to hold a bird properly, as well 
as how to get the bird in and out of a cage. Photos courtesy of 
Doris Robinson

Did you know there is a youth program dedicated 
to the world of poultry?

The APA/ABA Youth Program is sponsored by the 
American Poultry Association and the American Bantam 
Association. The website, www.apa-abayouthpoultryclub.
org/ is filled with educational material, as well as pages for 
the young to color, breed information, disease/health content 
and much more, all at the reading level of students. 

Youth Poultry Resource
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P. He should begin learning the basic names of diseases that are 
common to poultry. (Fowl Pox, Chronic Respiratory Disease, 
Coccidiosis, Coriza)

Suggested Intermediate
Showmanship Knowledge (Ages 11-13)

At this level the student should have accomplished the ju-
nior level of showmanship. He should be able to demonstrate 
an understanding of the basic principles of selecting, caring 
for, breeding and raising poultry. He should be aware of the 
fundamentals involved in evaluating poultry for exhibition and/
or production purposes. He should be able to coop his birds in 

9022 cotter st Lewis Center, Oh 43035
Office : 1-818-813-8989

Email : cconly2010@aol.com
www.CCONLY.com

water heat 

Number show as chicken eggs

Judge Tommy Lee questions a Senior showmanship participant. 
At this level, she should be able to demonstrate complete 
knowledge of how to select, breed, raise, house and care for a 
small poultry flock.

without help at a poultry show. At this point parents and friends 
should not be assisting the youth checking his birds in at a show 
and/or cooping his birds out following the show.

He should have accomplished the entire junior level plus…
A. He should be able to identify internal body parts.
B. He should learn many of the other breeds in his class that 
he is competing against for Class Champion.
C. He should be able to describe the difference between fancy 
purebred poultry and production poultry.
D. He should be able to read a coop tag following judging and 
explain what the judge’s markings mean.
E. He should be able to tell what a judge is looking for and 
name the books the judge uses to judge poultry.
F. He should recognize some internal and external parasites, 
be able to give recommended treatments of each as well as 
preventative measures.
G. He should be able to explain the basic fundamentals in setting 
up a breed pen, hatching, brooding and caring for chicks.
H. He should be able to explain how a showroom is set up and 
why it’s set up the way it is.
I. He should know the name of the showroom superintendent 
and the showroom secretary and describe what these people do 
in the showrooms. He should be familiar with the name of the 
judge that is assigned to judging his birds.
J. He should be able to name some defects or disqualifica-
tions of the bird(s) he is showing and the bird he is using in 
showmanship.
K. He should be able to describe how to give a chicken a 
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Showroom Etiquette for Youth
Dave anDerSon, Director

american Poultry aSSociation

This issue is focused upon junior ex-
hibitors and the importance of a ro-
bust junior program in our industry. 

I expect there will be plenty written about 
how to successfully participate in show-
manship and how to prepare birds for show. 
I would like to take a slightly different tact 
and discuss etiquette in the showroom from 
a judge’s perspective. There may be a few 
negative connotations involved but, non-
the-less, I believe it is critical that juniors 
understand how to conduct themselves in 
a showroom. 

It has been my experience that many 
youth leaders ignore the showroom aspect 
and concentrate primarily on teaching 
showmanship and the junior’s behavior 
and performance in the showmanship 
arena. This can cause problems with the 
efficient judging of classes and make the 
judge’s job much more difficult. Here are 
some suggestions for your consideration.

Special precautions should be taken 
to avoid removing exhibition birds from 
their cages for showmanship when a 

judge is working on that particular breed 
or variety or is about to. It would be hard 
for me to count the number of times I 
have been working on a breed and have 
partially finished the pullet class and 
suddenly find out there are one or more 
pullets missing because of showmanship. 
Therefore I have to skip the pullet class 
and move onto another breed until that 
particular showmanship class is finished. 
This may not seem like a major problem 
but it is because I have to start again with 
the pullet class and re-orient my think-
ing toward that particular breed prior to 
choosing best and reserve. 

Youth should also be taught to re-
spect the judges and not push in front of 
them to feed and/or admire their bird or 
remove it from the cage while the judge 
is examining the class. This happens 
way too often and again throws off the 
judge’s concentration. Exhibitors are not 
allowed in the aisles during judging and 
this should apply to youth as well. This is 
not to say that youth should not approach 
the judge after judging to find why their 
bird placed the way it did; we encourage 
that and it is an excellent way to learn. 

Finally, young exhibitors, nor anyone 
else for that matter, should not be run-
ning up and down the exhibition aisles. 
This scares the birds and also creates a 
potential for falls or injuries. In fact, on 
multiple occasions I have seen this type 
of behavior while dragging a dog along 
on a leash which just adds to the scare 
factor for the birds.

In conclusion, I urge youth leaders (I 
was one for many years), to emphasize 
exhibiting as well as showmanship and to 
expand their teaching program to include 
showroom etiquette if they do not already 
cover it. This makes for a much more 
enjoyable show experience for all. But 
even more important, thank you for your 
commitment to the youth cause. We all 
benefit from it and it will help guarantee 
that we will have an exhibition industry 
for years to come.

To learn more about the APA, please 
visit their website at www.amerpoultry-
assn.com or contact the APA secretary, 
Pat Horstman, via telephone at (724) 729-
3459 or e-mail secretaryapa@yahoo.com. 
See the APA ad on page 25. 

shot if it is needed and where he would 
give it by pointing out the area(s). 
What is the difference between sub-
cutaneous injection and intramuscular 
injection?
L. He should begin understanding the 
basic names of diseases that are common 
to poultry and suggest treatments. (Coc-
cidiosis, Fowl Pox, Chronic Respiratory 
Disease, Coriza)
M. He should be able to identify combs 

and name some breeds with different 
types of combs.
N. He should be aware of how to handle 
any public hassling of the poultry or 
exhibitors in a poultry showroom. What 
would and should he do?
O. He should be able to recognize a hen that 
is laying and explain the changes in skin 
pigment that occur during this process.
P. He should know what the Bantam 
Standard and the American Standard of 
Perfection are and should be learning to 
use them properly. Can he explain the 
differences in the two books?

Suggested Senior Showmanship 
Knowledge (Ages: 14 And Over) 
Senior Showmanship knowledge 

includes the entire junior and intermedi-
ate levels plus…The senior level is an 
in-depth class regarding all poultry. 
A. The student should be able to dem-
onstrate that he is fully able, on his own, 
to select, breed, raise, house, care for a 
small poultry flock. 
B. Show that he can evaluate and select birds 
for exhibition or production purposes. 

C. He can explain how and why he would 
choose a particular method of health care, 
nutritional needs, housing and rearing 
poultry, waterfowl or turkeys. 
D. He should know several breeds of 
poultry, guineas, waterfowl and turkeys 
and what classes they are shown in. 
E. He should be able to explain and give 
reasons for handling specific areas of 
poultry care, such as diseases/treatments, 
vaccinations, types of feed, removing 
spurs, dubbing. 
F. He should be able to evaluate a class 
(especially his own), special qualities, 
defects, disqualifications and special 
needs of different breeds. 
G. He should be able to describe the 
N.P.I.P and and the diseases which the 
program promotes testing of birds for.

For more information about the APA-
ABA Youth Program, visit their website 
at: www.apa-abayouthpoultryclub.org/ or 
contact: Doris Robinson, National Director/
Coordinator, APA-ABA Youth Program, 810 
Sweetwater Rd., Philadelphia, TN 37846; 
E-mail: nanamamabrahma@att.net.

At the Junior level of showmanship, youth 
are expected to know many poultry facts, 
including specific breed characteristics of 
the breed being shown, bird’s body parts, 
and disease/parasite concerns. 
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Jacob nagel

miSSouri

Did you know that chickens have 
a vent and a comb? Since this 
is my first year with poultry, I 

was surprised to find out how much I 
didn’t know about the parts of a chicken! 
My name is Jacob Nagel and I am 10 
years old. I am a member of the Camp 
Branch 4-H club. My 4-H projects this 
year are Poultry and Computers. Today, 
the subject of my demonstration is how 
to identify parts of a chicken (specifi-
cally, parts of a rooster). I selected this cally, parts of a rooster). I selected this Jacob Nagel and his chickens: A Buff 

Orpington named Emily, a Speckled 
Sussex, and the rooster he used as the 
model for his poster.

the parts of a chicken so you can compare 
your chicken to the American Poultry As-
sociation’s Standard of Perfection. 

First, all chickens usually have a 
comb with points (unless the comb has 
been dubbed —which means part was 
removed by cutting) on the top of the 
head. The beak is hard and pointed and 
used for eating and pecking. Just like us, 
chickens have eyes, ears, and earlobes. 
The wattles are red and fleshy and are 
larger on roosters. The website, www.
animalcorner.co.uk, reports that these 
wattles are used for cooling! The front 
area of a chicken is the breast. The hackle 
feathers on a rooster are these beautiful 
thin neck feathers. Roosters (not hens) 
also have long, curved sickle feathers 
in their tail. Draping over the back and 
down the sides are saddle feathers. The 
wing has long primary feathers and 
shorter secondary feathers used for flight. 
Also, I don’t have it labeled, but these 
short, fluffy feathers are called “fluff.” 
The upper leg is the thigh which is joined 
by the hock to the lower part, called the 
shank. The hock corresponds to the heel 
of a person. Roosters have one spur on 
each shank. Most chickens have four 
toes (three in front and one in back) with 
claws at the ends. A type of chicken called 
Silkies actually have a fifth toe. 

These are the parts of a rooster from 
the comb and tail to the toes. If you are 
still wondering where the “vent” is—it is 
at the back, below the tail, on the under-
side of the bird where feces and urine are 
excreted and eggs are laid by hens!

topic because I love chickens and I love topic because I love chickens and I love 
computers and I got to use both for this 
demonstration. I made this poster from a 
picture of my rooster using the computer 
program GIMP that is a freeware program 
you can download at gimp.org. My big, 
beautiful rooster is an Ameraucana mix 
that we hatched two years ago from 4-H 
Embryology Project eggs. 

It is important to know the parts of 
your bird so that you can talk to other 
chicken breeders or raisers about birds. 
If you have any problems, it is important 
to be able to know the parts to talk to the 
veterinarian. Also, it is important to know veterinarian. Also, it is important to know 

Parts of a Chicken

Parts of a Chicken
This is a poster I made of my Ameracauna/cross rooster showing the parts of a This is a poster I made of my Ameracauna/cross rooster showing the parts of a 
rooster. I used this poster to give a 4-H demonstration on the parts of a chicken. rooster. I used this poster to give a 4-H demonstration on the parts of a chicken. 
I am 10 years old and this is my first year in 4-H. I really liked making the poster I am 10 years old and this is my first year in 4-H. I really liked making the poster 
on my computer because I love chickens andon my computer because I love chickens and I love computers!I love computers!
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Youth:

Once upon a time Gertrude McCluck 
was going to have a dress-up 

tea party for all the friends in the hen 
house. She was excited and looking in 
her nesting box for the perfect costume 
to wear. She was tossing all of the 
costumes out until she found a bright red 
feather. Her mother said, “Oh, you found 
the feather from your Grandmother 
McCluck. I thought it was lost.”

 So Gertrude got all fancied up and 
put the feather in her hat. The chickens 
all had a wonderful time at the tea party. 
As Gertrude finished cleaning up after 
the party, she took off her costume and 
realized that the feather was missing. 
Gertrude was so sad and was afraid to tell 
her mother about the missing feather.

 For two days, Gertrude looked every-
where for the feather with no luck. Then 
one Sunday morning, a little girl named 
Shelby came to feed the chickens a loaf of 
bread and a green leaf for Gertrude. When 
she was holding Gertrude, she could tell 
something was wrong with her because 
she wouldnít eat her favorite leaf. Shelby 
was very concerned about Gertrude.

 She tried everything to cheer her up 
but nothing seemed to work. Shelby was 
getting Gertrude some fresh cold water 
when she saw something sparkling on 
the ground. She picked it up and it was 
a beautiful red feather. Shelby stuck the 
feather in her shirt pocket and picked 
up Gertrude to pet her. Gertrude spotted 
the shiny feather and was overjoyed and 

started clucking. Shelby could understand 
what she was saying. “It’s amazing,” said 
Shelby. “I can understand what you are 
saying! How can that be?”

 Gertrude told Shelby all about the tea 
party and the special feather that was given 
to her from her Grandmother McCluck 
and whoever held the magic feather could 
understand chicken language.

 From that day on, Shelby and Gertrude 
had a special friendship and a secret that 
nobody else knew about. Shelby knew what 
the chickens wanted and could understand 
all of them. Grandmother McCluck’s 
magic feather was put in a special box in 
Shelby’s closet waiting to be passed down 
to Shelby’s children someday.

2nd Place—Age 7-10:

By: Shelby March, Nebraska

2nd Place— 
Age 11-14:

Don’t Let The 
Badgers Get 
You Down

 Hello, Poultry Pals!
 The coop is starting to have that feeling it gets just before sunrise when the  The coop is starting to have that feeling it gets just before sunrise when the 
rooster flaps his wings, puffs his chest and prepares for something big. Only rooster flaps his wings, puffs his chest and prepares for something big. Only 
right now the coop feels like that all day. The muck under the roosting bars has right now the coop feels like that all day. The muck under the roosting bars has 
been scooped out, our scratch grain mixture has changed, and nesting boxes are been scooped out, our scratch grain mixture has changed, and nesting boxes are 
being freshened up (and some hens have discussed adding curtains). “Rattle-being freshened up (and some hens have discussed adding curtains). “Rattle-
rattle-buzz-ding!” Chick hatching season is upon us! But until Babs goes rattle-buzz-ding!” Chick hatching season is upon us! But until Babs goes 
broody or the incubator gets plugged in, we’ll keep planning and preparing. broody or the incubator gets plugged in, we’ll keep planning and preparing. 
May all your chick dreams take flight this spring!May all your chick dreams take flight this spring!
 Keep your tail trim, Gertrude McCluck, C.I.C. Keep your tail trim, Gertrude McCluck, C.I.C.

Gertrude McCluck’s
Magic Feather

By: Fiona Garver Craig,
New York

Imagine a picturesque barnyard: a 
chicken coop, a pigsty, and a classic 

little white farmhouse with pies cooling 
on the windowsills. Enter a portly and 
handsome Buff Cochin hen. This, my 
friends, is Gertrude McCluck, an intel-
ligent, middle-aged hen with a penchant 
for everything yam. She is the central 
character in our tale of valor.

 And so we begin. The time: early 
one fall morning at harvest time, a slight 
nip in the air.

An enthusiastic, and more-than-
slightly off-key song permeated the 
early morning silence of Yamwood Farm. 
Jimmy Hootle, a spry old Dorking rooster 
was making his rounds. As he meandered 
through the scratch, he stumbled over 
something firm, yet supple, and pleasantly 
orange. To make a long story short: ’twas 
a yam.

 “KYEEEE! Oh, Gertrude m’dear! I 
have discovered a treasure! A truffle in 
the undergrowth!”

 “Oh, put a cork in it!” Gertrude longed 
to say. Over the years, she had grown ac-
customed to this sort of announcement, 
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Gertrude McCluck, Chicken 
i n  C h a r g e  i s  a s s i s t e d  b y 
chicken wrangler Cyndi Gern-
hart .  F ind  out  more  about 
Gertrude and her book series for 
children and other fun activities at:  
www.GertrudeMcCluck.net

regarding anything from a clothespin to a 
speck of dirt on the porch railing. Neverthe-
less, you must show respect to your rooster, 
so she waddled out to see what all of the 
commotion was about. Unfortunately, she 
was not the only one to hear Old Hootle’s 
crows of glee. A wicked, eavesdropping 
badger scout was patrolling the area. This 
badger was of a nasty clan that will stop at 
nothing to deprive others of glee.

 At the same time Gertrude was wad-
dling gracefully toward the discovery, the 
badger was silently creeping closer. 

 Gertrude arrived at the feeder where 
Jimmy was still loudly celebrating. 
“What is this finding of yours?” asked 
Gertrude, somewhat sarcastically.

 “KYEEEEEEE! A YAM!” shouted 
he as he danced a sprightly jig. Ger-
trude was filled with merriment, though 
surprised that he had managed to find 
something of worth.

 While the jovial duo was discussing 
their plan for the yam, the badger was 
slinking closer. In one fell swoop, the 

creature grabbed the treasure, cackling 
in elation as he attempted to flee.

 “Not so fast!” shouted Gertrude, and 
with a spiraling skip, she tackled him. 
The yam was recovered! But, this was 
no soft badger. He was hardened from 
years of crime, and he was not going to 
surrender easily. In a blur of squawks 
he pinned Hootle to the ground. ”I’ll 
take the chicken or I’ll take the yam! 
Either way I win! Huzzah! I win!” 
shouted he.

 Now, Gertrude may have been get-
ting on in years, and even she’d admit 
she was rather thick around the hips, but 
she was no quitter. She summoned every 
ounce of feather vigor she possessed, 
and wrenched the rooster from his paws. 
Jimmy dashed away with the yam, while 
Gertrude hauled the dastardly interloper 
to the far side of the Pecos.

 And our story ends. A tale of bravery. 
They say every fable ends with a moral, 
and this is no different. The lesson? Don’t 
let the badgers get you down.

Minute Mystery 

“Flight 123 to 
Miami, now 
boarding at gate 
seven.”

 “That’s our bird.” 
I patted Babs’ wing and we stood. We 
were leaving the snow covered coop to 
visit one of our hatch-mates, Ruby, for 
spring break. We hadn’t seen her since 
we’d shared heat lamps in the nursery.

  After a smooth flight, we landed in 
sunny Florida. Ruby met us at the gate 
with a warm hug. While we shared the 
same buff-colored feathers, Ruby had a 
noticeably larger comb and wattles. She 
introduced us to her boyfriend, Biff. He 
bent down to kiss my wing and his burly 
comb almost touched my beak. I certainly 
didn’t need my trusty spy glass to see his 
whopping wattles, either.

  We settled into Ruby’s coop condo 
by the beach then hopped across the siz-
zling sand and laid on grass mats. I was 
tempted to nibble on the corner.

 “Here,” Ruby said, “slop on some 
of this. It’ll protect your shanks from 
sunburn.”

 We smoothed on the lotion and pitched 
an umbrella. “Your feathers will bleach 
with too much sun,” Ruby explained.

 I stretched on the mat scoping out a 
pair of ducks splashing in the ocean waves 
while a potpourri of poultry paraded past. 
Biff brought us lemonade and corn dogs. 

  Babs leaned closer to my ear. “Have 
you noticed that the chickens here have 
bigger combs and wattles? Do you think 
they were surgically altered?”

  I thought about that for a minute. 
“Rattle-rattle-buzz-ding!” 

 What did Gertrude tell Babs about 
chickens raised in warmer climates?

ANSWER:
 Chickens raised in very warm 
conditions will develop a relatively 
larger comb and wattles compared 
to those raised in cooler climates. 
Gertrude and Babs soaked in sunshine 
and feasted on corndogs the rest of the 
week, then bought a mini-water globe 
before returning home to the snow.

1. WRITE your caption idea on a piece of paper.
2. MAIL it along with your name and address to Baack Talk, 
15154 W 231st St., Spring Hill, KS 66083 OR e-mail suggestion to 
Cyndi@GertrudeMcCluck.net. Selection for publication in a future issue 
will be at the discretion of Backyard Poultry. Due to press deadline, please 
submit captions by Feb. 20. Name and state will be printed with response 
unless otherwise requested.

A few favorites from Oct./Nov. Issue:
• “I get by with a little help from my hens...”—Kelsey 
Albin, Missouri & Walt Jarrell, Florida

• “Crossin’ the road again, Just can’t wait to cross the 
road again.”—Caight A. Sager, Virginia

• “Oh, the land of the clucks, and the home of the 
cheeps!”—Roy N. Barlow,  Arizona

• “The fox went down to Georgia, He was looking for an egg to steal.”—Michael 
Alewine, Oklahoma

What is this
Chicken
singing?

What is 
this chicken 

singing?

Baack Talk
What is this

duck
thinking?

What do YOU 
think this chicken 

is saying?
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Judy Horton

down Home rancH

elgin, texas

Down Home Ranch is a great place 
to live for the 36 hens and three 
roosters living in their “Chicken 

Hilton,” as it was dubbed by the volun-
teers who built it.

It’s an even better place for the 22 
men and women with intellectual dis-
abilities who make up the heart of the 
Ranch community and help care for the 
chickens and our other livestock and 
gardens.

My husband Jerry and I founded a 
non-profit ranch community for people 
with disabilities after our daughter with disabilities after our daughter 

Kelly was born 26 years ago with Down 
syndrome. It’s a great life with a job for 
everyone who wants one, and caring for 
the chickens is high on the list for some 
of our Ranchers.

Lori, the Ranch “chicken wrangler,” 
works with our Ranchers taking care of 
the chickens and tending the community 
gardens. 

We ordered the chickens last sum-
mer as day-old chicks. They are part of 
Operation Independence, a project to help Operation Independence, a project to help 

Jim & Natalie with Zsa Zsa, the gentlest hen.Jim & Natalie with Zsa Zsa, the gentlest hen.

Sterling enjoysSterling enjoys
working withworking with
the chickens the chickens 

and gardening. and gardening. 

Crystal with Zsa Zsa talks to Natalie during chores.Crystal with Zsa Zsa talks to Natalie during chores.
Doesn’t everyone chat with a chick on their shoulder?Doesn’t everyone chat with a chick on their shoulder?

Michael takes a Michael takes a 
break with one break with one 
of the pullets. of the pullets. 
Part of the joy Part of the joy 
of working with of working with 
the flock is the the flock is the 
pleasurable pleasurable 
down time the down time the 
Ranchers get to Ranchers get to 
spend with the spend with the 
livestock.livestock.

Checking in at the

Volunteers building the Chicken Hilton.

Chicken Hilton
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Matt & Judy receive the precious shipment 
of day-old chicks in the summer of 2010.

the Ranch become more self-sufficient, 
using our 340 acres to supply many of 
the things we need. In addition to the 
community gardens we also plan to 
erect a greenhouse dedicated to growing 
vegetables year round.

Four black Angus cows bred to a 
Japanese Wagyu bull have given birth to 
two bull calves and two heifers, and our 
ponds are full of fish for the occasional 
fish-fry.

Living in Central Texas, grasshop-
pers are an annual plague, but as soon 
as we began letting the chickens roam 
outside their run during the daylight 
hours—only when we can be around to 
keep an eye out for dogs, coyotes, and 
hawks—their numbers plummeted. The 
Ranchers love watching the “chicken 
soccer” games that ensue when an enter-
prising hen catches a large grasshopper 
and the chase is on!

Our first small egg appeared the 
morning of December 13, leading to 

Natalie lets the hens out to roam for bugs 
and other goodies.

GQF MANUFACTURING CO.
PO BOX 1552   

SAVANNAH, GA   31402  USA 

visit GQFmfg.com

Incubators, Brooders, Cages & Supplies

Quality, Utility, and Performance at a Reasonable Price

by John & Martha Storey
Over 150 expert authors contributed their specialized knowledge 

and experience in creating this large reference guide to living a more 
independent, satisfying life. Whether it’s making ice cream or sharpen-
ing an axe, cleaning a chimney or growing raspberries, you’ll learn how 
to do it in this treasury of time-honored country wisdom. Illustrated 
step-by-step instructions will show you how to milk a cow, tap a maple 

tree, and build the best chicken coop. You’ll find out how to heat your house with wood or by 
the sun, learn the proper way to put in a water system, rewire an old house, grow fruits, vegetables 
and herbs, and more! 564 pages, $24.95 plus $3.50 shipping

Storey’s Basic Country Skills
A Practical Guide to Self-Reliance

Become More Self-Reliant!

www.backyardpoultrymag.com • 1-800-551-5691
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whoops of joy. We expect soon to have 
all the eggs we need and even some to 
sell at the local farmer’s market.

Unlike many adults with intellectual 
disabilities that live in the country, all of 
our Ranchers are gainfully employed. 
They have developed skills in animal 
husbandry, maintaining barns, garden-
ing, janitorial work, and greenhouse 
horticulture, and they earn good money 
if they work hard. This helps them con-
tribute to their upkeep and gives them 
the satisfaction that comes with playing 
a meaningful role in sustaining their 
community.

When we set out to build the Ranch, 
we just wanted to recreate that sense of 
an old-fashioned neighborhood where a 
helping hand is never far away. We all 
live and work here together, and we all 
contribute to the common good.

Life in the country isn’t for every-
one, but for those who like it there’s 
nothing better than waking up to the 
sweet sound of that cock-a-doodle-do 
each morning!

Jerry and Judy Horton are the 
Founders of Down Home Ranch, a 
unique ranch community where 22 
adults with Down syndrome and other 
disabilities make their home outside of 
Austin, Texas. Judy blogs about life on 
the Ranch at www.downhomeranch.
blogspot.com.

For more information, visit www.
downhomeranch.org.

www.Critter-Cages.com
Critter-Cages.Com  Ph. 310 832-9981  San Pedro, Ca. 90731

51”x 43”x 47” High

45”x 46”x 27” High

Chick-N-Pen 199.99 plus shipping

62”x 43”x 30” high

Chick-N-House 219.99  plus shipping

45”x 31”x 32” high

Chick-N-Villa 399.99 plus shipping

Chick-N-Barn 339.99 plus shipping
Chick-N-Yard 139.99 plus shipping

Welded Wire & Poultry Mesh
Starting at 19.99 a Roll plus shipping

Chick-N-Nest 49.99
plus shipping

69”x 34”x 50” high

Chick-N-Lodge 429.99 plus shipping

64”x 43”x 56” high

Chick-N-Cabin 319.99 plus shipping

48”x 37”x 45” high

Incubators 
from 53.99

Water Fountains &
Feeders starting at 5.99

Email orderdesk@critter-cages.com

Jim finds the first egg on December 13.
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For a FREE CATALOG Call 1-800-624-4493 !

Order Toll Free 1-800-624-4493

Order Online: FlemingOutdoors.com

Order By Fax: 1-334-562-9000
www.FlemingOutdoors.com

Store Hours: 
Monday - Friday

8:00 am - 4:30 pm CST

Feeders Waterers Brooders Egg Cartons & Trays

Chicken CoopsPoultry PluckersCompostersLaying Nests

Sportsman Cabinet 
Incubator 1502

Circulated Air
Incubator With Egg 

Turner

1 Qt. Chick Feeder

Chick Starter

Oyster Shell

Poultry Grit

1 Qt. Chick WatererReg:  $725.00
Sale: $699.00

Reg:  $139.90
Sale: $128.75

Sale: $4.99

Sale: $3.99

5 lbs. $6.75

5 lbs. $7.25

5 lbs. $7.50
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By Julianulian Kindermann, age 8
august 2009

This is a story about four chicks that became three. I picked his is a story about four chicks that became three. I picked his is a story about four chicks that became three. I picked This is a story about four chicks that became three. I picked TThis is a story about four chicks that became three. I picked Tthem out at the feed store just before Easter. We brought them out at the feed store just before Easter. We brought Tthem out at the feed store just before Easter. We brought Tthem home in a shoe box.them home in a shoe box.Tthem home in a shoe box.T

The Story of Four Chicks 
that Became Three

This is Barack. 
She is also a Silkie 
bantam. Lori named 
her Barack because 
she makes a chick-
en sound: B’rack. 
B’rack. She prom-
ises that she did not 
name her after our 
new President.

This is Hen-rietta standing 
in front of the book. She is 
Daddy’s favorite. She is Eng-
lish. (Buff Orpington)

This is Peck-Peck. This is Peck-Peck. 
She is a Silkie bantam. She is a Silkie bantam. 
The chick that we all The chick that we all 
shared. We think this is shared. We think this is 
a girl. But Peck-Peck a girl. But Peck-Peck 
has a very loud voice has a very loud voice 
and peeps like crazy!

Easter is my special chick. She is an Americauna. I called her Easter is my special chick. She is an Americauna. I called her 
Easter because she will lay bluish-green eggs, just like an Easter Easter because she will lay bluish-green eggs, just like an Easter 
egg. She is the best flyer and likes to land on your head!egg. She is the best flyer and likes to land on your head!

We built a special chick cage for them. They like to pick up We built a special chick cage for them. They like to pick up 
pieces of newspaper and play chase with it. One time we gave pieces of newspaper and play chase with it. One time we gave 
them a potato bug and you should have heard their squeals— them a potato bug and you should have heard their squeals— 
they went crazy.

We weren’t the only ones that liked checking up on the We weren’t the only ones that liked checking up on the 
chicks. In fact, our kitty, Lola, checked up on them 24 hours a chicks. In fact, our kitty, Lola, checked up on them 24 hours a 
day and 7 days a week. We call this Chick TV!day and 7 days a week. We call this Chick TV!

Sometimes we take the chicks out of the cage for a break. Sometimes we take the chicks out of the cage for a break. 
But it is hard to let them sit there as they like to eat my hair. But it is hard to let them sit there as they like to eat my hair. 

Even Lori falls in love with the chicks, after a big lot of Even Lori falls in love with the chicks, after a big lot of 
complaining about chicken poop. She wears a bathrobe because complaining about chicken poop. She wears a bathrobe because 
she wants to look just like Barack. Can you even see Barack?she wants to look just like Barack. Can you even see Barack?
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When the chicks are When the chicks are 
one month old they start one month old they start 
to sleep inside the special to sleep inside the special 
chicken house that we chicken house that we 
built. For the first week built. For the first week 
we keep this just inside we keep this just inside 
our back door because our back door because 
it is still cold outside. it is still cold outside. 
Then we put the chicken Then we put the chicken 
house in this chicken run house in this chicken run 
that Daddy built with that Daddy built with 
help from Lori’s dad. It help from Lori’s dad. It 
is made out of redwood is made out of redwood 
and is strong enough to and is strong enough to 
stop animals from getting stop animals from getting 
our chickens. 

In the daytime we let In the daytime we let 
them out into the side of them out into the side of 
the house where the bamboo planters are. The chicks like to the house where the bamboo planters are. The chicks like to 
escape into our backyard at every chance they get! But Barack escape into our backyard at every chance they get! But Barack 
can’t even see her sisters can’t even see her sisters 
when they are right in front of when they are right in front of 
her beak! She keeps getting her beak! She keeps getting 
lost and complaining! They lost and complaining! They 
like to hide.

But Lola is there to keep But Lola is there to keep 
an eye on them and snooper-an eye on them and snooper-
vise them. 

One day, while we 
were picking vegetables, 
Peck-Peck broke loose 
from the chicken run 
and made the strang-
est noise. After that we 
found that she was a 
he. We wish she wasn’t 
because we can’t have 
roosters here. But we 
found a nice home for 
him in the country and 
we can visit him any 
time we want.

Now we only have 
three chicks, but they are the most funniest and curious chicks three chicks, but they are the most funniest and curious chicks 
ever. They come to the back door looking for us. They are waitever. They come to the back door looking for us. They are waitever. They come to the back door looking for us. They are wait-
ing to have their next adventure this very moment!

The only magazine in America that celebrates the 
whole chicken (and other fowl)—for its 
beauty, its interest, its service to human-
ity as well as gastronomically. Backyard

Poultry salutes the whole chicken in 
all its wondrous forms and colors. Yes, 
it covers breeds, housing and manage-
ment—everything you’d expect to find 
in a professionally-produced magazine 

dedicated to poultry, and more!

Mail to: Backyard Poultry
145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451

or call toll-free: 800-551-5691

Name______________________________________________

Address____________________________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________________

Yes! Start my subscription to Backyard Poultry.

1 full year $21 (6 issues)  2 years, $35 (Save $7.00!)m m

Poultry
April/May, 2008

$4.95 US • $6.95 Canada

Dedicated to more and better small-flock poultry

 Incredible Edible Eggs

Good Fences

Fun to Raise,  Bantams

 

...and more inside!

Subscribe or Renew Today!

Backyard Poultry

They come and visit us on our back deck, and leave little They come and visit us on our back deck, and leave little 
presents of manure after them. Hen-rietta is the largest of our presents of manure after them. Hen-rietta is the largest of our 
chicks. She loves to climb up on our deck furniture and she chicks. She loves to climb up on our deck furniture and she 
loves her food. If you say the word “snack,” she is the first loves her food. If you say the word “snack,” she is the first 
chick there!

Chickens, water- fowl, turkeys, guineas… if 
you now have a small flock, intend to pur-
chase one, or ever dreamed of having some of 
these birds grace your backyard, start or renew your subscription today!
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2010 Index

(Volume/issue:Page is indicated as 4/1:61)

American Bantam Association: contact 
info, 5/2:67, 5/4:17; Bantam Standard,
importance of owning, 5/2:66
American Livestock Breeds Conser-
vancy (ALBC), contact info, 5/3:65
American Poultry Association: contact 
info, 5/1:49; new breeds and varieties, 
admission of, 5/1:48
Animal Welfare Institute, 5/1/:28Animal Welfare Institute, 5/1/:28Animal Welfare Institute,
Answer Man (Kean, Ron): 5/1:50; 
5/2:42; 5/3:28; 5/4:30; 5/5:30; 5/6:40 See 
also disease and health
Bantams: American Game and Old Eng-
lish Game, comparison, 5/1:34; Belgian 
d’Uccle, 5/6:54; Pyncheon, 5/1:30; report, 
from ABA, 5/4:17
Book Reviews: Complete Idiot’s Guide 
to Raising Chickens, The, 5/3:23; Self-
Sufficient Living, 5/1:6; Ultimate Pet Duck 
Guidebook, The, 5/4:56
Breeding: breeding geese, sources of 
information and stock, 5/6:60; culling, 

for breed diversity, 5/5:54; culling, to 
the Standard, 5/5:16; for breed improve-
ment, 5/2:28, 5/5:16; heritage (traditional) 
breeds, choosing, 5/3:50; line breeding, 
best with long tails, 5/4:45; long tail, do’s 
and don’ts, 5/4:45; mating, cautionary 
tale, 5/2:51
Breeds, chickens: Buckeye, weight gain, 
5/1:8; Frizzle, 5/5:46; Marans, 5/3:52; 
Onagadori, 5/4:46; Orpington, 5/2:54; 
Phoenix, 5/4:44; Serama, 5/4:40
Breeds, duck: Appleyard, 5/4:52; Ca-
yuga, 5/2:56, 5/2:58; Muscovy: breed, 
5/1:40, not a migrating bird, 5/3:12, U.S. 
Fish & Wildlife Service regulations, 
5/6:12; Welsh Harlequin, 5/3:66
Butchering: chicken, guide for cooking, 
5/4:25; diseased birds, eating, 5/1:50; 
homestead poultry, method, 5/5:56; mo-
rality, in the backyard, 5/1:27; plucker: 
instructions to build, 5/5:65; varieties, 
5/5:64
Chickens: as pets, 5/1:68; crowing, hen, 
5/4:8; dust bath, construction of, 5/3:35; 
hobbies, inspired by 5/2:6; integrating 
flocks, 5/4:31; living with, 5/2:68, 5/4:67, 
5/5:66, 5/5:68, 5/6:64, 5/6:67, 5/6:69, in 
Indonesia, 5/4:68; raising, basic questions, 
5/1:62; study of, scientific, 5/6:46; sum-
mer care of, 5/3:34; treats, for pets, 5/6:34; 
white egg layers, value of, 5/2:40
Chicks: raising, one experience, 5/2:18; 
wood shavings, in brooders, 5/3:8
Communication: cackle, why hens, 
5/3:24; cackle, hen’s motivation to, 
5/3:26; chart, motivation-structural code, 
5/1:25; chicken sounds, understanding, 
5/1:245/1:24

Coops See housing
Disease: comb color, as indicator, 5/3:31; 
eye infection, 5/3:30; infectious coryza, 
5/3:30; Marek’s disease, how to vaccinate 
for, 5/3:32; Salmonella, and contaminated 
eggs, 5/5:30; transmission, to other birds, 
5/2:46; vaccinate poultry, how to, 5/3:32
Ducks, 5/4:52 Ducks, 5/4:52 Ducks, See also Breeds, duck
Egg production: cost of, to determine, 
5/2:36; decreased, causes of, 5/1:50; eggs, 
unlaid, 5/1:52; hens laying, determine 
which, 5/2:44; increase, simple steps to, 
5/2:34; laying, internally, 5/2:44, 5/3:30; 
light and water, importance of, 5/6:6; 
process of, 5/1:60; production, increasing, 
5/2:32; prolapse, of uterus, 5/1:60
Eggs: calcium, deposits on, 5/4:33; 
chalazae, white thick spot in, 5/3:31; 
chocolate brown, from Marans, 5/3:52; 
double-yolked, 5/2:42; foreign bodies, 
in, 5/6:40; safe handling, 5/5:6; shapes, 
odd and textured, 5/2:42, 5/3:6, 5/3:10, 
5/3:28, 5/5:32, 5/6:44; within another, 
5/1:50; yolk, discolored, 5/3:30
Eggshells: color, determined by genetics, 
5/6:40; grinding, as source of calcium, 
5/3:10, 5/4:34
Family Flock Counselor: mixing breeds, 
in flock, 5/2:15; roosters, as protectors, 
5/1:16; slaughtering, fear of, 5/4:14
Feed: alfalfa tea, recipe, 5/5:25; cal-
cium and phosphorous, free-choice 
only, 5/4:34; charcoal and wood ash, for 
poultry, 5/2:50; commercial feed, reduce 
reliance on, 5/3:40; ducks, avoid medi-
cated feed for, 5/3:66; garlic oil, method 
to feed, 5/5:26; herbal mash, recipe for 
sick chickens, 5/6:48; herbs, for poultry, 
5/2:48; mangel beets, 5/6:50; medicated 
feed, safe for consumption? 5/5:18; table 
scraps, feeding 5/3:28;
Geese: breeding geese, sources of infor-
mation and stock, 5/6:60; breeding saga, 
5/6:58
Guinea fowl, lessons, from living with, 
5/4:62
Hatcheries: Country Hatchery (Okla-
homa), 5/4:48; Holderread Waterfowl 
Farm and Conservation Center (Oregon), 
5/3:62; MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc. (Wis-
consin), 5/1:36
Health: development of chick, slow, 
5/6:42; editorial, backyard eggs are safe, 
5/5:6; feathering, slow, 5/5:30; mites, 
treatment, 5/1:54; pecking, iodine spray 
stops, 5/1:8; rain, and chickens, 5/5:31; 
respiratory problems, in chickens, 5/1:52, 
5/1:54; “sneezing,” in chickens, 5/1:52; 
toes curled, 5/6:42
Housing: building, family project, 5/6:22; 
chicken tractor, using in winter, 5/6:28; 

 “Dress” your 
birds!

Whether they 
are chickens, 
ducks, geese 

or turkeys.

Easy Cleanup - No messy drums with 
sticky feathers to clean out.

Visit us online at:

www.schweisswelding.com

PO Box 477 • Fairfax, MN 55332
507-426-7828 • 507-828-0261

Plucks in just 30 seconds!
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Recipes: chicken, cook based on bird’s 
age, 5/4:24; egg, hard-cook, 5/2:6, 5/3:9; 
Stuffed Quail with Mushrooms, 5/2:63
Shows, values of, 5/6:16
Showing, poultry exhibits, 5/2:64
Society for Preservation of Poultry 
Antiquities (SPPA), contact info, 5/1:32, 
5/4:16, 5/5:16
SPPA (Society for Preservation of Poul-
try Antiquities) 
SPPA News: Breeders Directory, source 
of rare breeds and breed census. 5/1:14; 
climate, raise birds that match, 5/4:16; 
culling, to the Standard, 5/5:16; network, 
to improve flock, 5/3:14; poultry shows, 
values of, 5/6:16; rare breeds, preserve, 
5/2:14
Turkeys: leg problems, 5/4:30, 5/5:9; 
Midget White, 5/5:48; Ocellated, 5/5:50; 
Standard Bronze, 5/4:48
Ussery, Harvey: breeding, for breed 
improvement, 5/2:28; commercial feed, 
reduce reliance on, 5/3:40; ducks, 5/4:52; 
goose, breeding saga, 5/6:58; morality, in 
the backyard, 5/1:27; pluckers, varieties 
of, 5/5:64
Waterers, automatic, photos of home-
made, 5/4:10
Youth, contest winners, writing, 5/1:66, 
5/2:70, 5/6:71 See also McCluck, Ger-
trude

PORTABLE  ELECTRIC  NETTING
• Semi-rigid vertical stays reduce sagging
• 3.5” spacing for optimum security
• Superior protection from predators
• Built-in step-in posts for easy installation

FREE Fence Guide / Catalog
800-536-2683

KENCOVE 
PORTABLE
CHARGERS

• Power adjustment knob
• Voltage indicator light
• Easy-to-carry handle
• Battery operated, optional 
 solar panel

www.kencove.com

FREE

 SHIPPING 

converted from deer stand, 5/3:22; 
converted from travel trailer, 5/5:13; 
decorated, 5/3:22, 5/4:22, 5/6:29; diagram 
and materials list, 5/3:20; dream realized, 
5/4:20; heater, set-up, 5/1:12; peafowl avi-
ary, construction of, 5/3:60; permanent, in 
Wyoming, 5/3:18; pressure-treated wood, 
using in 5/3:28; truck, adapted for, 5/2:8
Incubation: brooder, ideas for chicks, 
keets and poults, 5/6:30; chart, egg record-
keeping, 5/2:25; Cochins, as setters, 
5/6:9; incubator, making improvements 
to, 5/2:22; observations of, 5/3:6; pea-
fowl eggs, incubate successfully, 5/4:64; 
pigeons, hatching chickens, 5/2:8; sexing 
eggs, method, 5/6:10; wooden incubator, 
construction on YouTube, 5/2:11
Index, 2009 Backyard Poultry, 5/1:70
Kean, Ron (Answer Man) See disease 
and health
Management: brooder, ideas for chicks, 
keets and poults, 5/6:30; cobwebs, clean 
out, 5/5:34; door openers, automatic, 
5/1:8; ducks, not foraging, 5/1:44; dust 
bath: construction of, 5/3:35, ventilated, 
5/6:11; egg production, decrease, 5/1:50; 
egg production, simple steps to increase, 
5/2:34; eggs, safe handling of, 5/5:6; ex-
treme heat, raising poultry in, 5/4:16; feed 
bags, paper or plastic, 5/4:12, comments, 
5/6:14; feeding station, diagram, 5/4:34; 
fertilizer value, to determine, 5/2:37; 
flocks, integrating chicken, 5/4:31; grass 
seeder, use to spread feed, 5/3:10; obser-
vations, of flock, 5/3:6; prolapse of uterus, 
lighting as prevention, 5/1:60; resolutions, 
for poultry keepers, 5/6:16; summer care, 
of chickens, 5/3:34
McCluck, Gertrude: 5/1:66; 5/2:70; 
5/3:70; 5/4:70; 5/5:70; 5/6:70
Peafowl: aviary, construction of, 5/3:60; 
colors, patterns and varieties, 5/2:60; free 
roaming, 5/3:61; incubate eggs, success-
fully, 5/4:64
Pecking, iodine spray, stops, 5/1:8 
Pheasants, MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc. 
(Wisconsin), 5/1:36
Photo contest: 2009 winners, 5/1:18; 
family album, 5/2:52, 5/3:48, 5/4:36, 
5/5:36, 5/6:21; guidelines, 5/1:18, 5/2:52, 
5/3:48, 5/4:37, 5/5:37, 5/6:21; photogra-
phy hints, 5/1:20
Poultry: helmets, antique for, 5/2:10; 
summer care checklist, 5/3:36; winter 
care, 5/5:24
Predators: aerial, solution to, 5/4:8, 
comment on, 5/5:8; fencing, proper can 
protect poultry, 5/5:44; fox, experience 
with, 5/5:40; identify and foil, 5/4:26; 
radio playing, deters, 5/6:8
Quail, Coturnix, 5/2:62
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Backyard Poultry Breeders Directory
Have birds for sale? Advertise in the Backyard Poultry Breeders Directory for less than $4.50 a month. Your ad 
will be seen by more than 75,000 poultry enthusiasts who read every issue. Fill out the order form and return it today!

Associations

Ameraucana

Geese

Cochins

Araucana

Buckeye

Chantecler

Game Birds

Japanese Bantams

Dominique

Guineas

Jersey Giants

AMERAUCANA BREEDERS CLUB. New members 
receive a Handbook & quarterly Bulletins and are 
eligible for club awards. Yearly dues are $10/junior, 
$12/individual and $18/family. <Ameraucana.org> 
Michael Muenks, Secretary/Treasurer, 33878 Hwy 
87, California, MO 65018-3911.

AMERICAN BRAHMA CLUB, Kim Aldrich, Sec./
Treas., 12948 Ring Rd., St. Charles, MI 48655. 
989-865-6702.<kima53@sbcglobal.net> <http://
theamericanbrahmaclub.org/default.htm>. Promoting 
the Majestic Ones! USA & Canada Membership dues: 
Adults/Partnership/Farm $15/yr., US Juniors $10/yr., 
all other memberships $30/yr.

AMERICAN SUMATRA ASSOCIATION, <http://suma-
traassociation.com> Membership Dues: $10/yr., $18 
for 2 yrs. or $25 for 3 yrs. Four newsletters per year. 
Club awards for show participants. Breeders list. Doug 
Akers, 300 S. 400 W., Lebanon, IN 46052. 

ARAUCANA CLUB OF AMERICA. Promoting the 
tufted, rumpless, blue egg laying Araucana. $20.00 
annual dues includes quarterly newsletter, breeders 
guide, and Araucana Handbook. Mail inquiries to: 
Araucana Club of America, 207 Pickens Drive, Pend-
leton, South Carolina 29670-9727. Visit our website 
and forum: <www.araucana.net>

CHANTECLER FANCIERS INTERNATIONAL, Mike 
Gilbert, Secretary, W5171 Baker Rd., Holmen, WI 
54636. 608-857-3386. <http://chanteclerfanciersin-
ternational.org>

COCHIN’S INTERNATIONAL CLUB, Jamie Matts Sec/
Treas., 283 State Hwy. 235, Harpursville, NY 13787. 
607-725-7390. <mattsjt@aol.com> Three newsletters 
a year and a breeder’s directory promoting Cochin’s, 
both Bantam & Large Fowl. Adult membership $15 
a year, Youth $7.50.

DOMINIQUE CLUB OF AMERICA. Boosting 
America’s Oldest Breed Since 1973. Large fowl and 
bantam. $10.00 annual dues. Contact: Daniel Handley, 
Treasurer, 965 Ralph McGill Blvd. N.E., Atlanta, GA 
30306. <Daniel.Handley@verizonbusiness.com> 
<www.dominiqueclub.org>

EASTERN IOWA POULTRY ASSOCIATION, <www.
easterniowapoultryshow.com> Show date November 
27-28, 2010. 

GATEWAY POULTRY SHOW–Bloomington, IN. 
Second weekend of April. <www.Gatewaypoultry-
show.com>

GUINEA FOWL BREEDERS ASSOCIATION. GFBA 
will encourage, support, and educate people as to the 
benefits in raising guinea fowl and provide information 
and support to those who own or plan to own them. 
<www.gfba.org> <www.guineafowl.com>

PALM BEACH COUNTY POULTRY FANCIERS 
ASSOCIATION, Marie Reddy, Newsletter/Web Site, 
2191 Pepper Rd., West Palm Beach, FL 33415. 
<www.poultryfanciers.com> A dedicated group of 
poultry breeders and enthusiasts that believe in the 
advancement of poultry breeding and exhibition. 
Dues are $20/yr.  

Michigan
ChickHatchery.com, John W. Blehm, 4599 Lange 
Rd., Birch Run, MI 48415-8137. Bantam chickens: 
buff, lavender, silver & wheaten Ameraucana. Large 

fowl chickens: buff, lavender, silver, black & wheaten 
Ameraucana and partridge & buff Chantecler.

South Carolina
RAMEY FARM, Gary L Ramey, 440 Surrey Race Rd., 
Salley, SC 29137. 408-205-8150. <geareduplyn@
msn.com> <www.rameyfarm.com> Quality true 
Ameraucana chicks. Hatching and shipping weekly.

Arkansas
SkyBlueEgg, Ann Charles, 11418 Shiloh Church 
Rd., Mena, AR 71953. <contact@SkyBlueEgg.com> 
<www.SkyBlueEgg.com> Show birds, chicks, eggs. 
Large fowl and bantam, all varieties. 

South Carolina
RAMEY FARM, Gary L Ramey, 440 Surrey Race Rd., 
Salley, SC 29137. 408-205-8150. <geareduplyn@
msn.com> <www.rameyfarm.com> True rumpless 
Araucana chicks. Hatching and shipping weekly.

Wisconsin
HAWKIN HILL FARM, Jeff Singer, 762 8th Ave., 
Clayton, WI 54004. 612-242-4765. <jeffugee1@msn.
com> Hatching eggs, chicks, started birds. 

Pennsylvania
GREEN VALLEY STABLES, Joe Ambrose, PO Box 
511, Vanderbilt, PA 15486. <admin@thegreenval-
leystables.com> <www.thegreenvalleystables.com> 
100% Pure Aseel and Red Jungle Fowl hatching 
eggs. 

Kentucky
PATHFINDERS FARM, P.O. Box 35, Williamstown, 
KY 41097. 859-801-6081. <info@americanbuck-
eyepoultryclub.com> <www.pathfindersfarm.com/
Buckeyes> Exhibition Quality Buckeyes in large fowl 
and bantam. Chicks and started birds, occasionally 
hatching eggs. 

Ohio
JASON & ROBIN RAU, 3684 McLean Rd., Franklin, 
OH 45005. 937-743-9039. <RobinRau@gmail.com> 
Hatching eggs, day old chicks & adults. Breeder 
Since 2002: Brown/Rau Standards & Bantams. Also 
Shamos. 

Michigan
ChickHatchery.com, John W. Blehm, 4599 Lange 
Rd., Birch Run, MI 48415-8137. Large fowl chickens: 
partridge & buff Chantecler and buff, lavender, silver, 
black & wheaten Ameraucana. Bantam chickens: buff, 
lavender, silver & wheaten Ameraucana.

New York
JAMIE’S COCHIN COLLECTION, Jamie Matts, 
283 State Hwy. 235, Harpursville, NY 13787. 
607-725-7390.  <mat ts j t@aol .com><www.
jamiescoch inco l lec t ion .coch ins ru le .com> 

Georgia
BOB’S BIDDIES, Bob Berry, 2155 Weaver Dr., Ray 
City, GA 31645. 229-455-6437. <bobsbiddies@live.
com> <www.bobsbiddies.webs.com> We offer chicks. 
Disabled person’s business looking to grow. Great breed-
ing stock. NPIP Certified. We sex and ship year round. 
Rhode Island Red, Dominique & Buff Orphington.

Ohio
STICHLER’S POULTRY FARM, Mike Stichler, 1120 
State Rt. 603, Greenwhich, OH 44837. 419-565-
3197. <stichlers@zoominternet.net> Dominique & 
Rosecomb Rhode Island Red Large Fowl. Will ship 
chicks or pickup at farm.

Indiana
WOODSIDE AVIARY, James Kotterman, Peru, In-
diana. 765-985-2805. Pheasant enthusiasts check 
this out! Displaying full color the Golden Pheasant, 
Ghigi Golden, Lady Amherst, Silvers, Swinhoe. Also 
Temminck Tragopan & Brown Eared. Give me a call 
and we’ll talk about the birds!

Maine
MID-COAST MAINE BIRD FARM, Scott O’Brien, PO 
Box 243, Jefferson, ME 04348. 207-549-5473. Quail: 
Bobwhite, Valley, Gambel’s, Blue Scaled, Mountain, 
Benson and African Harlequin. I ship hatching eggs, 
started and adult birds. Send SASE for price list.

Minnesota
OAKWOOD GAME FARM, INC., PO Box 274, Princ-
eton, MN 55371. 800-328-6647. <oakwoodgamefarm.
com> We sell day-old pheasant and chukar partridge 
chicks and eggs.

Michigan
KREBS’ FARM, Bernd & Mari Krebs, 1043 E. John Beers 
Rd., Saint Joseph, MI 49085. 269-408-0282. <stein-
bachers4ever@yahoo.com> Adult exhibition & breed-
ing pairs. Rare Blue Steinbacher Kampf geese. 

Iowa
WINTERS GUINEA FARM, Ralph Winter, 21363 
White Pine Ln., New Vienna, IA 52065. 563-853-4195. 
<www.guineafarm.com> <rwinter@guineafarm.com> 
Guinea fowl, Peafowl.

Ohio
SOMMER-TYME FARM, Sommer Fry, 2230 Forest 
Ridge Dr., Hebron, OH 43025. 740-404-0908. <som-
mertyme13@yahoo.com> Japanese bantams, Booted 
bantams & Call ducks.

Indiana
MARIA’S JERSEY GIANTS, since 1976, Maria Hall, 
7030 S. Bloomington Trail, Underwood, IN 47177. 812-
752-7825. <MHbluegiants4u@aol.com>New Website: 

Aseel
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Classification/Breed:___________________________________________ 
Your Farm Name:_____________________________________________
Your Name:__________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:_______________________________________________
Phone Number:_______________________________________________
E-mail/Website:_______________________________________________ 
Additional Words:_____________________________________________ 

Breeders Directory Order Form

 Backyard Poultry
145 Industrial Drive, Medford, WI 54451

Phone: 800-551-5691 • Fax: 715-785-7414 • E-mail: csyclassifieds@tds.net

One Year Directory Listing (6 issues)   $ 50.00 
Additional Words $1.50 each:      $ _____ 
Total amount enclosed:        $ _____

Mail this 
form along 
with your 

payment to:

Langshan

Modern Game Bantams

Peafowl

New Hampshire

Rhode Island Reds

Quail

Rheas

Sebrights

Seramas

Silkies

Turkeys

Various

<www.mariasjerseygiants.com> Blues, Splash, Blacks, 
eggs, chicks. See my Blue Jersey Giants in Backyard 
Poultry, August/September, 2007, pages 62-63. Also 
SQ Rhode Island Red & White Rock bantams. 

Ohio
JOHNSON JERSEY GIANTS, Tim Johnson, 17650 W. 
Poe Rd., Weston, OH 43569. 419-353-0424. Black Jer-
sey Giants large fowl. Also New Hampshire Bantams.

Pennsylvania
BACON & MCCARTY, Doug McCarty, 126 N. Main St., 
Manchester, PA 17345. 717-268-1850, Cell: 717-676-
3080. Black Langshans. Large fowl & bantam. 

Illinois
VIC STIRNAMAN, 13944 S. 14th St., Pekin, IL 61554. 
<vstirnaman@msn.com>

Illinois
WILDING HERITAGE FARM, Larry & Judy Reynolds, 
PO Box 841, Homewood, IL 60430. 708-799-6851. 
<reynolds@wildingcollies.com>

Iowa
THE PEACOCK INFORMATION CENTER, Dennis 
Fett, 24783 330 St., Minden, IA 51553. 712-483-2473. 
<peafowlmail@peafowl.com> <www.peafowl.com> 
Peahen eggs, Peacock DVDs. 

Kansas
BLUE VALLEY EXOTIC ORNAMENTAL BIRD 
FARM,1002 Harvest Rd., Marysville, KS 66508. 
Phone/Fax:785-562-5258. <bvexoticbirds@blueval-
ley.net> <www.bvexoticbirds.com> Java Green 
Peafowl (muticus muticus). Hatching eggs, chicks & 
mature birds. We sell a full line of equipment needs 
to hatch and raise poultry & birds. Free equipment 
catalog & price list upon request.

Maine
SHADY HOLLOW FARM, PO Box 101, Morrill, ME 
04952. 207-323-2590. <orders@shadyhollowfarm.
com> Eggs: Heritage turkey, guinea fowl, Coturnix 
quail. Also breeding registered Dwarf Nigerian goats. 
Over 15 varieties of Cotumix quail. These are the most 
Productive Pets you could find!. <http://coturnix.us>

Montana
CATHY REAM, 15506 Kendall Creek Rd., Clinton, MT 
59825. 406-825-6200. Fresh & blown eggs, chicks, 
feathers. Peacock feathers.

Illinois
GREG CHAMNESS, 11439 Paulton Rd., Pittsburg, IL 
62947. 618-922-6003. <greg_016@hotmail.com> SC & 
RC Bantams & SC Large Fowl Rhode Island Reds. 

Florida
BLACKBURN’S QUALITY BANTAMS, Wayne Black-

burn, PO Box 736, Anthony, FL 32617. 352-622-4622. 
Sebrights, Wyandottes and Self Blue Old English.

Louisiana
JERRY’S SERAMAS, LLC., Jerry Schexnayder, PO Box 
159, Vacherie, LA 70090. 225-265-2238. <jerschex@
aol.com> <www.jerrysseramasllc.com> Serama.

California
AMBER WAVES, as featured on The Tori & Dean 
Show on Oxygen. Jim cell: 951-233-4231. <debbie@
amberwaves.info> Visit: <http://showsilkies.com> A 
leading information resource for all poultry. Bearded 
bantam Silkies & Blue Slate turkeys. NPIP. Ship na-
tionwide and internationally. Credit cards accepted.
Visitors welcome by appointment.

Illinois
SERIOUSLY SILKIE BY MLB FARM, Michael & Laura 
Beardsley, RR 1, Box 93, Shelbyville, IL 62565. 217-
246-5918. <mlbfarm2@seriouslysilkie.com> <www.
seriouslysilkie.com> Bearded Silkie eggs, chicks & 
adults.Waterfowl: White & Pastel Calls. White, Silver 
& Split Wood Ducks. Cinnamon, Ring, Chestnut & 
Greenwing Teals. 

Massachusetts
GOLDEN EGG FARM, 413-477-8872. <goldeneg-
gfarm@netzero.com> <www.goldeneggfarm.com> 
Hatching eggs–Champion Silkies–Master Exhibitor. 
NPIP#1299.

Minnesota
HAWK’S VALLEY FARM, Joanne Griffin, 18005 Tru-
man Dr., Spring Grove, MN 55974. 507-498-5108. 
<hvfarm@springgrove.coop> Bourbon Red turkeys. 
Selective breeding for color and maximum size.

California
CHICKEN RIDDLE, Bridget, 3030 Orestimba Rd., 
Newman, CA 95360. 209-485-1413. <sandydove@
netvelocite.net> I do not have a catalog! Large Fowl: 
Shamo, Buttercup, Salmon Faverolle, Minorca, Brazil-
ians, Sumatras, Barnvelders, White Ameracanas, Light 
Sussex. Bantam: Tuzo, Dark Cornish. Will sell show 

quality and non-show quality teens and adults. Eggs 
from show quality stock can be shipped. 

Illinois
ANDY ANDERSON, 17496 E. 1000 Rd., Mt. Carmel, 
IL 62863. 618-262-8389. Call after 6 PM. Hatching 
eggs–$17 per dozen freight paid. Wyandotte bantams: 
Partridge, Buff, Blue Laced, Black, Golden Laced, 
Silver Laced, Columbian. Buff Orpington. Old English: 
Brown Red, Spangled, Wheaten, Mille Fleur. 

BRAD JONES, 14396 Christmas Tree Rd., John-
ston City , IL 62951. 618-925-2042, 618-925-4142. 
Bantams: White Rock, Rhode Island Red, White and 
Black Cochin, White Leghorn, Wyandottes: White, 
Black, Silver, Laced, Partridge. Large: White Rock, 
Black Cochin.

CHICKEN SCRATCH POULTRY, Larry & Angela 
McEwen, RR3 Box 44, McLeansboro, IL 62859. <lar-
ry_angie@chickenscratchpoultry.com><www.chicken-
scratchpoultry.com> Coronation Sussex, Light Sussex, 
Lavender Orpington, Black Copper Marans, Blue 
Copper Marans, Blue Laced Red Wyandotte, Welsum-
mers, Blue Ameraucana, Black Ameraucana, Wheaton 
Ameraucana,Rumpless Araucana, Oliver Egger.

Iowa
SCHLECHT FARM & HATCHERY, 9749 500th 
Ave., Miles, IA 52064. 563-682-7865. <poultry@
schlechthatchery.com> <www.schlechthatchery.com> 
Poultry: Cornish Rock, Brown Leghorn, Blue Laced 
Red Wyandotte, Golden Lace Wyandotte, Sex-Link, 
Rhode Island Red, Barred Rock, Buff Orpington, 
Americauna, White Laced Red Cornish; Bantams: 
Gold Sebright, Silver Spangled Hamburg. Ducks: 
Mallard, White Mallard, Rouen, Khaki-Cambell, Pekin, 
Fawn & White Indian Runners.

WELP HATCHERY, Box 77, Bancroft, IA 50517. 800-
458-4473. <www.welphatchery.com> Specializing in 
Cornish Rock broilers. Also offering baby chicks, duck-
lings, goslings, bantams, exotics, turkeys, Guineas, 
pheasants. Free catalog. MC/Visa/Discover. 

Michigan
TOWNLINE POULTRY FARM, INC., Box 108, 
Zeeland, MI 49464. 888-685-0040. 616-772-
6514. <townlinehatchery@sbcglobal.net> <www.
townlinehatchery.com> Poultry: Isa-Brown, Rhode 
Island Reds, California Grey Leghorn, Barred Rock, 
Araucana, Buff Orpingtons, Black Sex-Link, Black 
Australorps, Cornish Rocks, New Hampshire, Golden 
Lace Wyandottes, Silver Wyandotte & Light Brahmas. 
Ducks, geese, turkeys & pheasants.

Minnesota
JOHNSON’S WATERFOWL, 36882 160th Ave. NE, 
Middle River, MN 56737. 218-222-3556. Grey, Buff & 
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• How to Bathe That Bird
• Chicks in the City: Hens Help Build a Community

Oct/Nov, 2006 Vol. 1/5
• Portable Chicken Run
• Turkey History & Varieties
• Feeding the Flock From Homestead’s Resources
• Integrating Chickens of Different Ages

April/May, 2006 Vol. 1/2
• Chick Success: Start Those Birds Right!
• Working With the Cock(s) in the Flock
• Serama: World’s Smallest Chicken
• Rats in Your Poultry

Aug/Sept, 2006 Vol. 1/4
• Make Your Own Feed

Backyard Poultry’s Back Issue lIst
Dec, 2006/Jan, 2007 Vol. 1/6
• Winter Care for Your Poultry
• The Neglected Goose
• Make a Poultry Saddle

August/September, 2007 Vol. 2/4
• The Java Experience
• Designing Your Pasture Shelter
• Poultry Predator Identification

June/July, 2008 Vol. 3/3
• Gardening with Guineas
• Integrating Poultry Flocks
• Make it Yourself: The Whizbang: 
An Affordable Homemade Poultry Plucker

October/November, 2008 Vol. 3/5
• One Dozen Tips & Tricks to Simplify Poultry 
Keeping
• Turkeys: History, Culture & Varieties
• Plymouth Rocks: The Heirloom Breed

February/March, 2010 Vol. 5/1
• There’s Nothing Quite Like a Muscovy!
• How to Photograph Your Flock
• The Laying of an Egg An Amazing Process

June/July, 2010 Vol. 5/3
• Summer Challenges That Chick is Hot!
• Why Does a Hen Cackle?
• More Homegrown Feed Ideas

August/September, 2010 Vol. 5/4
• A Dream Realized Started with the Coop
• Identify and Foil a Poultry Predator
• Lessons from Living with Guinea Fowl

Only $4 each... while supplies last.
Circle the issues of your choice. (Note: Past issues not listed are sold out.)
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Wyandottes

For more info. on back issues, visit our website: www.backyardpoultrymag.com

Waterfowl

Yokohama

White Africans, Grey & Buff Pomeranians, Sebastopol 
& Buff geese, Rouen, Silver Appleyard, Pekin, White 
& Black Crested, Saxony, Black Cayuga, Black, Blue 
Swedish, Black & Blue Magpies, Campbells, Pen-
ciled, White, Blue, Black, Grey (Mallard), and Emory 
Penciled Runners, White, Grey, Snowy & Pastel Call 
ducklings. Free brochure.

T R E V O R  N A U ,  3 2 8 1 4  7 3 0 t h  A v e . , 
S t  James ,  MN 56081 .  507 -375 -4716 .  
S tandards :  S .C.  L igh t  Brown Leghorn , 
Blue Wyandotte. Bantams: Vorwerk, Blue-Black 
Wyando t te ,  BB  Red -B lack  Rosecomb , 
Silver Spangled Hamburg. 

URCH/TURNLUND POULTRY, 2142 NW 47 Ave., 
Owatonna, MN 55060-1071. 507-451-6782. Large 
fowl: Wyandottes, Rhode Island Reds, Rhode Island 
Whites, Java, Giants, Buckeye, Dominique, Brahma, 
Langshan, Cochins, Dark Brown & Black Leghorn, 
R.C. Light Brown Leghorn, Spanish, R.C. Black 
Leghorn, Australorp, Polish, Hamburg, Faverolle, 
Welsummer, Campine, Sumatra, Ameraucauna. 
La Fleche, Crevecoeur, Sultan. Bantam: Modern 
Game, Rhode Island Red, Leghorn, Naked Neck, 
Polish, Ameraucana, Cochin, Brahma, Faverolle, 
Langshan, Frizzle, Silkie, Mille Fleur, Buckeye, 
Ancona. Geese: Canada, Egyptian, China, African, 
Pomeranian Ducks: Muscovy. Turkeys: Black, 
Slate, Bronze, Red, Palm, Beltsville, Eastern Wild, 
exhibition fowl.

Missouri
HOMETOWN HATCHERY, Timothy Downen, 21450 
S. BB Hwy., Nevada, MO 64772. 417-448-4378. 
<hometownhatchery@yahoo.com> Baby chicks 
available for many standard & bantam breeds. Also 
ducklings, turkeys, geese & guineas. Great prices! 

New York
BROUILLETTE POULTRY CO. @ SHALE CREST, 
Karen & Rudy Brouillette, 1555 Bird Rd., Madison, 

NY 13402. 315-843-7563. 50 varieties Large Fowl 
and Bantams eggs & chicks. 

Ohio
OAK GROVE FARM, Tom Stricker , 9660 Hemple Rd., 
Germantown, OH 45327. 937-855-4874. <tpstricker@
gtownonline.com> Polish, Phoenix, Yokohama. 

Oklahoma
COUNTRY HATCHERY, Dr. Dennis P., Joseph 
& Matthew Smith, PO Box 747, Wewoka, OK 
74884. 405-257-1236. <info@countryhatchery.net> 
<www.countryhatchery.net> Muscovy ducks, 
White Chinese geese,  Pear l  and White 
guineas, standard Bronze, Bourbon Red Royal 
Palm and Beltsville White turkeys; Reds, Sex 
Links, Australorps, Sussex; standard Old 
English games; Silkies and Cornish bantams. Free 
color brochure.

Washington
FEATHERHILLS FARM HERITAGE HATCHERY, 
Tony Albritton, 7719 W. Bernhill Rd., Spokane, WA 
99208. 509-465-9405. <tsjealbrit@netscape.com> 
NEW HATCHERY- All bred to the Standard of Perfec-
tion. Large Fowl: Barred Plymouth Rock, Buckeye, 
Partridge Chantecler, Black Langshan, Speckled 
Sussex, White Wyandotte, Silver Leghorn, White 
Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburg, Rhode Island 
Red. Bantam: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock. 
Narragansett Turkey, White Runner Duck, Pilgrim 
Geese. NPIP#91-121.

Wisconsin
BUTCH’S BIRDS POULTRY FARM, Airling Gun-
derson, N6465 Schwantz Rd., Pardeeville, WI 
53954. 608-429-9960. <amgund@frontier.com> 
<www.ButchsBirds.com> Geese, ducks, chickens, 
NPIP. 

PURELY POULTRY, Tyler Danke, PO Box 466, 
Fremont, WI 54940. 800-216-9917, 920-472-4068. 
<Chicks@PurelyPoultry.com> <www.PurelyPoultry.
com> 300 varieties: chickens, bantams, ducks, 
geese, turkeys, guineas, peafowl, swans, pheasants, 
ornamental pheasants, chukars and quail.

SUNNYSIDE HATCHERY, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. 
920-887-2122. Shipping to North Central U.S. only. 
Jumbo broilers, Leghorns, Blacks, Browns, turkeys & 
ducklings. <www.sunnysidehatchery.com>

Michigan
WEBBED FOOT PINES WATERFOWL FARM, Lucas 
Dickerson, 3985 Packard Rd., Sand Creek, MI 49279. 
517-436-3849. <webbedfootpines@yahoo.com> 
Exhibition Gray & Buff Toulouse, Black & Chocolate 
Muscovys, Snowy & Gray Calls, White Wyandotte 
bantams.

South Carolina
RAMEY FARM, Gary L Ramey, 440 Surrey Race Rd., 
Salley, SC 29137. 408-205-8150. <geareduplyn@
msn.com> <www.rameyfarm.com>Blue Laced Red 
Wyandottes.

South Carolina
RAMEY FARM, Gary L Ramey, 440 Surrey Race Rd., 
Salley, SC 29137. 408-205-8150. <geareduplyn@
msn.com> <www.rameyfarm.com> Red Shoulder 
Yokohamas.

PRS solar energizers
PRS 50 and PRS 100 energizers 

have these special features:
• Half the cost and more output 

(joules) than other’s energizers. 
• All metal case; very strong 

and rugged. Won’t rust. It’s 
aluminum and stainless steel.

• Light brown exterior reduces its 
visibility to vandals and reduces 
heat buildup inside the case.

• All metal clamps for lid.
• 2 yr warranty on solar panel, 

energizer and case.
• If properly used and stored 

batteries should last 3–4 years.
• Kits also available which include 

a 5-light fence tester.

Need an “instant” fence? 

Ask for a
free fence 
booklet!

PoultryNet™ & PRS energizers

Both the PRS energizer and PoultryNet are 
ready to set up when they arrive at your door.

See the center spread of this magazine for 
Premier’s poultry supplies.

What is PoultryNet?
• Fence in most non-fl ying poultry 

(chickens, ducks & geese).
• Fence out dogs, foxes, coyotes, 

raccoons, opossum & skunks.
A prefabricated fence that arrives 

at your door as a complete roll (see 
photo at left) but still needs to be 
electrifi ed with an energizer.

Energizer and additional support 
posts sold separately.

White vertical strings are 
“welded” to black/white 
electroplastic conductive 
horizontals. White plastic posts 
built into the net every 12 ft. 
support the mesh. 

42 or 48 in. tall netting is 
available. 12 horizontals. Verticals 
every 3 in. A 164 ft. roll weighs less 
than 15 lbs.

Note: Not effective with baby chicks 
that are small enough to crawl through 
the net openings and therefore are not 
deterred by the electric shock.

A PRS 100 
can power up 
to 4 rolls of 
PoultryNet.

www.premier1supplies.com
800-282-6631 • Washington, IA

Free Shipping!
On qualifi ed internet orders.
Visit our website for details.

 Backyard Poultry Feb IBCNEW.indd   1 12/23/10   9:39 AM
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aluminum and stainless steel.

• Light brown exterior reduces its 
visibility to vandals and reduces 
heat buildup inside the case.

• All metal clamps for lid.
• 2 yr warranty on solar panel, 

energizer and case.
• If properly used and stored 

batteries should last 3–4 years.
• Kits also available which include 

a 5-light fence tester.

Need an “instant” fence? 

Ask for a
free fence 
booklet!

PoultryNet™ & PRS energizers

Both the PRS energizer and PoultryNet are 
ready to set up when they arrive at your door.

See the center spread of this magazine for 
Premier’s poultry supplies.

What is PoultryNet?
• Fence in most non-fl ying poultry 

(chickens, ducks & geese).
• Fence out dogs, foxes, coyotes, 

raccoons, opossum & skunks.
A prefabricated fence that arrives 

at your door as a complete roll (see 
photo at left) but still needs to be 
electrifi ed with an energizer.

Energizer and additional support 
posts sold separately.

White vertical strings are 
“welded” to black/white 
electroplastic conductive 
horizontals. White plastic posts 
built into the net every 12 ft. 
support the mesh. 

42 or 48 in. tall netting is 
available. 12 horizontals. Verticals 
every 3 in. A 164 ft. roll weighs less 
than 15 lbs.

Note: Not effective with baby chicks 
that are small enough to crawl through 
the net openings and therefore are not 
deterred by the electric shock.

A PRS 100 
can power up 
to 4 rolls of 
PoultryNet.

www.premier1supplies.com
800-282-6631 • Washington, IA

Free Shipping!
On qualifi ed internet orders.
Visit our website for details.
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